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PART 1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
5.001. Sport has been an integral part of soldiering in the British Army for almost as long as 
records exist.  Wellington organised sporting competitions in the Peninsular war and the armies of 
the two World Wars used sport to recover from the stress of battle, re-build morale and esprit-de-
corps.  During the Second World War sport again became a key tool for commanders to use in 
preparing soldiers for the stress and rigours of battle: robust team sports were an integral part of 
the ‘tough tactics’ initiative introduced in the aftermath of Dunkirk and has become an essential 
ingredient of military life.  A brief historical perspective of sport in the Army is contained at 
Annex A. 
 
5.002. Sport provides an outlet for Service personnel from the stresses of military life and 
therefore very much contributes to their well-being.  Sport is actively encouraged and contributes 
greatly to post-operational ‘decompression’ and peacetime Service life.  This is especially relevant 
during extended periods of operations when units and individuals are given the opportunity to 
unwind by participating in sport before returning to normal duties. 
 
5.003. Sport is a physical activity involving regulated competition between participants.  In 
concert with Physical and Adventurous Training, it is a core pillar of the MOD’s PD Policy, making 
a vital contribution to the UK Armed Forces’ operational effectiveness, and personal development, 
and accordingly is publicly funded to a significant extent. 
 
Aim 
 
5.004. The aim of Sport in the Army is to promote fitness and health through the conduct of 
competitive sport thereby assisting in the development and maintenance of the Army’s core values, 
personal development, team building and leadership and support the recruiting and retention 
necessary to enhance the operational effectiveness of all military personnel. 
 
Hierarchy of Policy 
 
5.005. The overarching Defence policy and rationale for sport is detailed in Personnel Policy 
Guidelines 24 (PPG 24) Sport which says:  
 

“Sport in the Armed Forces makes a vital contribution to fighting spirit and personal 
development.  
 
“it plays an important part in Service life, including recruiting and retention and in many 
instances provides excellent public visibility  of the Services.”;  
 
“it contributes to fitness, teamwork, leadership, self-discipline, determination, co-ordination and 
courage, competitive spirit and military ethos”. 
 
“It is inextricably linked to operational efficiency; as such it is a core activity and may not be 
considered discretionary. 

 
Scope 
 
5.006. This instruction delineates where and when sports activity achieves duty status within 
the Army, from individual training through military representative matches at all levels to elite 
sportsmen/women participating in international events.  It does not cover Army personnel receiving 
financial reward for participating in professional sport, which is covered by AGAI Vol 3 Ch 111. 
 
5.007. This instruction contains the regulations for the conduct of Sport in the Army; unless 
otherwise stated, these instructions apply to both the Regular Army and Army Reserve and will be 
referred to as Army.  It also applies where appropriate to the UOTC, ACF and CCF. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_111.pdf�
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Contact Details 
 
5.008. The contact details for the relevant departments applicable to this AGAI are listed at 
Annex B. 
 
Glossary 
 
5.009. A Glossary of Abbreviations is at Annex C. 
 
Benefits of Sport 
 
5.010. Sport develops physical and mental fitness whilst producing officers and soldiers who 
are better motivated, more robust and more able to withstand the physical and physiological stress 
of operations.  It develops the key military attributes of courage, self discipline and determination; 
and enhances key military skills.  It directly contributes to team spirit and esprit de corps.  It plays a 
major part in maintaining moral and helps to develop potential leaders.  In addition it is an 
important recruiting incentive, contributes to retention and helps to maintain public visibility of the 
Army.  It is also a key component of effective and balanced welfare provision.  Each component 
derived from the Benefits of Sport is expanded upon at Annex D. 
 
5.011. Operational Capability.  Sport contributes to the Operational Effectiveness of units 
and individuals whilst making a significant contribution to the moral and physical components of 
Operational Capability. 
 
5.012. Army Core values.  Sport has an important role in the development of selfless 
commitment, courage, discipline, integrity, loyalty and respect for others.  It can also help embed a 
better understanding of the need for appropriate behaviour, lawful action and professionalism. 
 
5.013. Military Skills.  A number of sports contribute more directly to the development of 
military skills.  They improve the level of individual expertise in the military skill involved and play 
an important role in both encouraging interest in the skill and developing a cadre of Subject Matter 
Experts (SME) and instructors.  In many ways they produce ‘Role Models’ to demonstrate the level 
of skill that can be achieved and the benefits to military capability that this can produce.  These can 
be separated into two categories; Sports that benefit all Service Personnel such as Target 
Shooting, Orienteering, Biathlon/Nordic Skiing1 and Motor Sports; and Sports that enhance 
employment qualifications such as Sport Parachuting, Offshore Sailing, Martial Arts, Modern 
Pentathlon and Winter Sports.  Further detail is provided in Annex D. 
 
5.014. Community Engagement.  Participation in sport plays a major role in enhancing and 
maintaining community engagement and the reputation of the Armed Services.  Army and unit 
teams playing national or local competitions against civilian sides demonstrate the active and 
competitive nature of Army life and provide a tangible method of establishing ties with the local 
community.  Army sportsmen/women competing at national level enhance the Army’s image 
across the country, the most obvious examples being the Army athletes who represent GB at both 
the Summer and Winter Olympic Games. 
 
5.015. International Engagement.  In addition to individual Army sportsmen/women 
competing at national and international level, an important aspect of the overall contribution made 
by sport to Service life is the opportunity to conduct overseas sports tours.  These cultivate wider 
interest in sport, assist in team building, aid retention, broaden the personal development of 
participants and help to improve the overall quality of sport in the Army.  In addition they, and 
reciprocal tours, can make a significant contribution to the Army International Programme and 
support the Defence Relations Strategy and the Defence Relations Activity Programme. 
 

                                                           
1
 Answerable to the Army Board. 
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5.016. Lifestyle Balance.  The nature of future conflict is uncertain; therefore, the Army’s 
preparation for uncertainty will be underpinned by a busy military lifestyle with heavy training 
programmes and intense land operations when deployed.  Sport provides one of the few 
opportunities to recharge psychological batteries, gain benefit from one of the clear positive 
aspects of an Army career and have fun, whilst improving and maintaining fitness, team building 
and personal development.  Individuals who have the opportunity to play regular sport are more 
likely to be satisfied with their military career and overall work-life balance.  Such individuals are 
more operationally effective and add to operational capability. 
 
DINs 
 
5.017. Defence Instructional Notice.  DINs are frequently replaced; therefore it is imperative 
that users of this AGAI must ensure the current version is read.  DINs can be found on the Defence 
Intranet or the Defence Gateway. 
 
5.018. - 5.020.  Reserved. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Pages/MODHome.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Pages/MODHome.aspx�
https://www.defencegateway.mod.uk/�
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PART 2 – ORGANISATION 
 
Governance and Policy 
 
5.021. General.  Sport is governed by National, Departmental and Service hierarchical levels 
with organisational responsibilities falling to the CoC, Sport Boards, Formation, Brigade and 
Arm/Corps levels.  International and NGBs and their rules, laws or regulations are the authority for 
the playing and governance of sport in the United Kingdom.  In all but exceptional circumstances 
CS sport bodies as well as Army sports bodies affiliate to the NGBs and conduct competitions in 
accordance with their rules, laws and regulations.  Further details can be found at Annex E. 

 

5.022. Ministry of Defence (MoD).  Chief of Defence Personnel (CDP) is responsible for 
Armed Forces Physical Development Policy and is accountable to the Defence Board.  Assistant 
Chief of the Defence Staff (Personnel and Training) (ACDS (Pers & Trg)) is accountable for 
Defence Policy for Sport and ensuring the continued recognition of the provision of Sport as a 
condition of Service.  The CSSB is the regulatory body for Service Sport and is accountable to 
ACDS (Pers and Trg) for promoting, developing and providing policy direction on the conduct of 
representative sport.  Importantly the CSSB is responsible for standardising where appropriate, 
sports policy across the Service.  The CSSB Charter is at Appendix 1 to Annex E. 

 

5.023. Service Governance.  The Adjutant General (AG) has responsibility for Army Sport on 
behalf of the Army Board.  He ensures that the development of Army Sport policy takes place 
within the wider context of the Moral Component of Operational Capability and, as the Army 
Member of the Service Personnel Board that it is synchronised with Defence Sport policy through 
the work of Directorate of Training (Army) (DTrg (A)), the ASCB and the CoC (Annex E, Para 3).  
The Governance of Army Sport and Responsibility matrix is at Annex F. 

 
a. DTrg (A).  DTrg (A) is responsible for Army Individual Training policy which includes 
Sport.  He is the Army Competent Adviser and Inspector (ACA&I) for Sport and is the 
proponent for sport in the Army (Annex E, Para 4a).   

 
b. ASCB.  The ASCB is formed by a Board of senior military members supported by a 
civilian executive Secretariat1 and is responsible for the conduct and governance of sport in 
the Army, in conjunction with NGBs, the CSSB and it supports DTrg (A)’s role as the 
Proponent for Sport (Annex E, Para 4b).  The ASCB Charter is at Appendix 2 to Annex E.  The 
Board’s responsibilities are undertaken by: 

 
(1) President ASCB.  AG is ex officio, the President of the ASCB.  His duties are 
described above at para 5.023.  He delegates the day to day running of the Board to 
the Director ASCB (DASCB) guided by the Chairman (See below). 
 
(2) Chairman ASCB.  DG Pers is ex officio Chairman of the ASCB Board and 
Chairman of the ASCB Charitable Fund (ASCB CF).  As Chairman of the Board he is 
responsible for the overall governance and Service policy for sport assisted by DTrg (A) 
and the ASCB Secretariat.  As Chairman of the ASCB CF he is answerable to the 
Charity Commission for all non public matters associated with the CF assisted by 
DASCB as Chief Executive (CE) and the ASCB Secretariat. 

 
(3) DASCB.  The civilian contracted DASCB (and his secretariat) responsibilities are 
set out in the ASCB's Charter.  This includes the governance of Army Sport and its 45 
Sports Associations and Unions, and the financial management of public and non public 
funding of Army Sport. 

 

                                                           
1
 Answerable to the Army Board. 
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c. Army Sport Associations and Unions.  Army Sport Associations and Unions are a 
constituent part of the ASCB and are responsible to Director Army Sport Control Board 
(DASCB) for the administration and organisation of their sport/s.  Each Association and 
Union has a Secretary, supported by a Chairman and in most cases a President, details of 
which are on the ASCB Website.  Further details regarding the Army Sports Associations 
and Unions roles and responsibilities can be found in Annex E, Para 4c. 

 
d. Senior Master at Arms (SMAA) Royal Army Physical Training Corps (RAPTC).  
The SMAA RAPTC is the Army Inspector for Sport (AIS).  The AIS reports to the ACA any 
failures in compliance and monitors progress to address such failures.  Further details 
regarding the Pan-Army Reporting Process are contained within Part 8. 

 
e. CoC.  The CoC is ultimately responsible for the duty of care to their subordinates and 
therefore is to liaise with SMEs of the ASCB Associations and Unions for regulation and 
appropriate advice.   

 
5.024. Duty Holding.  To further strengthen safety when undertaking Risk to Life (RtL) 
activities, CGS has directed implementation of Duty Holding (DH) across the Army.  Certain sports, 
approximately forty, fall in to the scope of DH by virtue of being RtL and as such are to be 
conducted in accordance with the Army’s DH construct.  Further details are contained within LFSO 
3216. 

 
Organisational Responsibilities 
 
5.025. Responsibilities.  The CoC at all levels has a responsibility for the promotion and 
participation of sport through Sports Boards, Formation Level Sport, Brigade Level Sport and 
Individual Arms/Corps Competitions (Annex E, Para 5-9). 
 
5.026. Sports Boards.  Sport Boards are to be held at every level (unit to Division) in order to 
manage sport.  A suggested charter and composition of a unit sports board can be found at Annex 
G.  The Sport Board should meet a minimum of twice a year to provision for winter and summer 
sport seasons2.  Additional information regarding the roles and responsibilities of a sport board can 
be found in Annex E, Para 6.   
 
5.027. Formation Level Sport.  Formation Comds through their PD Branches are responsible 
for the promotion and implementation of all Army Sport throughout their command.  The PD 
Branches roles and responsibilities can be found in Annex E, Para 7. 
 
5.028. Head of Arm (HoA).  HoA of Individual Arms/Corps should hold a winter and summer 
Sports Board.  They are to promote sport within their Arms/Corps and enter teams into Inter Corps 
leagues, Competitions and Championships Annex E, Para 9. 
 
Unit Responsibilities  
 
5.029. Commanding Officers (COs)/Officers Commanding (OCs).  COs and OCs of 
independent sub-units are to produce Unit Sport Directives to encourage safe participation in sport 
at unit level.  Units are to field at least two summer and two winter teams (major units) 3 or at least 
one winter and one summer team (minor units)4 across the key team sports.  COs and OCs must 
encourage training of suitably qualified coaches and officials and programme a minimum of two 
hours of sport a week, which for unit representative teams should be on Wednesday afternoons.  A 
list of COs/OCs responsibilities for sport can be found at Annex E, Para 10. 
 

                                                           
2 This serves as a forum to focus the CoC on sport. 
3
 Units with strength of 300 and above. 

4
 Units with strength of 299 and below. 

http://armysportcontrolboard.org/sport_contacts.html�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3216.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3216.pdf�
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5.030. Royal Army Physical Training Corps Instructors (RAPTCIs).  RAPTCIs are all 
Class 1 Physical Training Instructors (PTIs).  They are Officers, Warrant Officers or SNCOs who 
give advice and support to the CoC on all sporting issues.  Further guidance can be obtained from 
the RAPTC Website. 
 
5.031. Specialist Instructional Officer (Physical Training) (SIO (PT)).  SIOs PT are Grade 
D Civil Servants who are PTIs that may be qualified to instruct some sports including minor team 
games and potted sports.  Details regarding specific areas of their Job Description can be obtained 
from JSP 822, Part 3, Ch 4 - Management Practices Document - Specialist Instructional Officers. 
 
Advertising 
 
5.032. Defence Instructions and Notices (DIN).  All sports could improve on promoting their 
sport.  The Secretary ASCB coordinates submission to the Army Moderator for all Channel 10 
(Sport) DINs as well as promoting sport on the ASCB Website; DTrg(A) coordinates submission of 
Channel 7 (Training & Education), DINs where appropriate, e.g. Orienteering and Formation skiing 
championships. 
 
5.033. - 5.045.  Reserved. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/ag/Organisations/Orgs/dgpers/Organisations/Orgs/DPO/corpcols/SMAARAPTC/Pages/SMAARAPTCHome.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/JSP822/JSP822Files/ManagementPractices.pdf�
http://armysportcontrolboard.org/index.html�
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PART 3 – PARTICIPATION 
 
5.046. Status of Sports within the Services.  The Status of Sports within the Services is the 
responsibility of the Secretary CSSB and can be found in 2014DIN01-099.  The status placed 
against each sport is important because it defines the entitlement of participants in that sport to 
public funding.  The current categories are at Appendix 1 to Annex H. 
 
5.047. Key Team Sports.  Whilst all Sport benefits the fitness, health, personal development 
and welfare of soldiers, some make a more significant contribution than others to the moral and 
physical components of the Army’s Operational Capability.  A short list of key team sports has 
been identified to provide guidance to COs on which sports the unit should focus its participation 
on.  Organisers of these sports are to be aware that there is a minimal but important difference 
between the key team sports list below and the Synopsis and Recognised sports listed in the 
Status of Sports DIN (2014DIN01-099).  The Army’s key team sports are: 
 

a. Association Football. 

b. Athletics – Track and Field. 

c. Boxing. 

d. Cricket. 

e. Cross Country. 

f. Hockey. 

g. Netball. 

h. Rugby Union. 

i. Rugby League. 

j. Swimming. 

 
5.048. Winter Sports Activity.  By the nature of its complexity, Winter Sports Activity has its 
own instruction, the Army European Winter Activity instruction, which is published annually as a 
DIN (2014DIN07-09). 
 
5.049. Duty Status of Participants.  In general, when participating in an authorised sporting 
event, Service personnel are on duty JSP 765 - MOD Compensation Schemes Statement of 
Policy.  However, there are exceptions and guidance is given at Appendix 2 to Annex H.  As there 
will be potential for different interpretations of the applicability of JSP 765 between the Services, 
individuals are to be strongly encouraged by the CoC to ensure that they have personal and third 
party liability insurance when participating in any Service sport.  Further guidance can be found in 
AGAI Vol 3, Ch 90 - Assurance & Insurance. 
 
5.050. Authorisation.  Individuals selected to take part in an authorised sporting event at 
whatever level must be published on Unit Part One Orders prior to the event.  In exceptional 
circumstances where names have not been registered as a player/coach/official on Part One 
Orders prior to the fixture/event taking place, the OIC Sport/team manager is to ensure that 
individual names are entered retrospectively on to Part One Orders as soon as practically possible 
but NLT 48 hours post the event for audit purposes. 
 
5.051. Entitled and Non Entitled Personnel.  The policy for Civilian use of Service Physical 
Training and Sports Facilities is contained within 2011DIN01-050 and includes the use of publically 
funded, Service owned PT and sports facilities provided under JSP 315, Vol 1 - Scale 48  the use 
of publicly funded equipment and the associated charging policy.  The policy for the use of non-
publically funded Armed Forces PT and sports facilities are also contained within the DIN as well 
as giving clear direction in respect of Entitled/Non-Entitled personnel.  Status of Sports in the 
Services 2014DIN01-099 and AGAI Vol 1 Ch 11 (Adventurous Training), define a number of 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINStraining/2014/2014DIN07-092.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_090.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2011/2011DIN01-050.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20130815.1/2013 Scale 48.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_011.pdf�
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activities that are categorised both as a Sport and a Joint Service Adventurous Training (JSAT) 
discipline  (i.e. Offshore Sailing).  Organisers of sporting activity are to be clear on the category of 
the activity being organised under their authority (i.e. is it Sport or AT).  Army Sports Associations 
and Unions are to ensure only Entitled personnel benefit from public funding when using scaled 
facilities, all appropriate charges must be applied for other users and a clear and detailed 
accounting process must be maintained for audit purposes. 
 
5.052. Sport for Charity Purposes.  Sport is conducted in order to enhance physical fitness 
and mental well-being in order to contribute to operational effectiveness.  This is the justification for 
expenditure of Public funds.  Sport undertaken with a primary charitable purpose of raising money 
for Service or other charities is not an ‘On Duty activity’, unless authorised by DASCB as part of 
the Army’s Community Engagement programme.  This does not prevent charity fund-raising on a 
voluntary basis taking part at a sport event authorised for other purposes, but a contribution to 
charity must not be a condition of entry or participation (Annex I, Para 16).  
 
5.053. Insurance.  When an individual is deemed to be ‘Off Duty’ for sport, it is strongly 
advised that individuals should obtain their own personal accident, liability and legal costs 
insurance cover.  
 
5.054. Out of Hours Sport.  Sports events, training and competitions do not have to be held 
within normal daily working hours to be classed as ‘On Duty’, so long as the activity complies with 
this AGAI1.  However the CoC should be aware that authorisation must be given to attract ‘On 
Duty’ status. 
 
5.055. Programming Sport.  In accordance with CGS and CLF Directive (Appendix 1 to 
Annex E), Land Forces units, less ARTD, are expected to include a minimum of two hours of sport 
a week; for unit representative teams this should, where possible, be programmed on Wednesday 
afternoons. 
 
5.056. Overseas Tours.  Overseas tours are permitted as detailed in 2012DIN10-036 - Army 
Overseas Sports Tour.  Further details can be found at Annex H, Para 8-9. 
 
5.057. Eligibility of Units.  The manning strength that identifies major or minor unit status for 
sport can be found at Annex H, Para 10-12.  Major Units may apply, with full justification, through 
their PD Branch to ASCB for temporary authority to become a Minor Unit; eg, Rear Ops Groups. 
 
5.058. Eligibility of Players.  Army officers and soldiers on the established strength of a unit 
are eligible to represent that unit in Army Competitions/Championships.  Gibraltar Regiment 
personnel can only compete in Army Competitions/Championships providing their unit funds all 
travel costs from/to Gibraltar.  The rules applicable to the eligibility of players in regard to Army 
Competitions/Championships is attached at Annex H, Para 13-31 and includes: 
 

a. Competitions. 

b. Affiliations. 

c. Temporary Attachments. 

d. RN/RM and RAF Personnel. 

e. Foreign, Allied and Commonwealth Personnel. 

f. ARTD Training Units.   

g. Army Junior Entrants. 

h. Royal Military Academy Sandhurst.   

i. Welbeck Defence 6th Form College.   

                                                           
1 See Table at Appendix 1 to Annex H for sport categorisation and Appendix 2 to Annex H for ‘On/Off Duty’ Status. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2012/2012DIN10-036.pdf�
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j. Army Reserve.   

k. FTRS 

l. Regular Army Personnel Attached to Army Reserve Units.   

m. UOTC and DTUS Squadrons.   

n. Regular Recruiting/Liaison Staff.   

o. Retired Officer/Military Support Function (RO/MSF). 

p. Resettlement/Terminal Leave.   

q. Veteran/Masters Age Groups.   

r. Civilians.   

s. Mixed Competitions.   

 
5.059. Female Sport.  Every effort is to be made to ensure females have a sufficient range of 
sports in which to participate.  For many units with female soldiers, especially those with few in 
number, the opportunities for Female Sport may be limited; therefore units should approach the 
ASCB with regards to the amalgamations and affiliations of units for the purpose of facilitating the 
participation of female Sport.  Formations and units are responsible for ensuring that a female 
focus is appointed at each level and that Female Sport is given every opportunity to compete in all 
Formation leagues, Competitions/Championships; inclusive of Army qualifying 
Competitions/Championships.  Formation HQ PD Branches are to ensure a female ‘Festival of 
Sport’ event is organised annually for all units within their command and where applicable those 
females that show sporting potential should be highlighted to the Sec ASCB for consideration for 
selection for the Army team (further information can be found at Annex H, Para 32-40). 
 
5.060. Claim on Players.  The order of priority of claim on players, both within and between 
sports, in the event of fixture clashes within a few days (dependent on that sport’s normal 
separation of fixtures) is listed at Annex H, Para 41. 
 
5.061. Sporting Potential.  All units, especially Phase 1 and Phase 2 training establishments, 
are to notify Sec ASCB on a quarterly basis using Appendix 3 to Annex H of any individuals who 
show particular sporting potential or who have indicated that they have participated at county level 
or above prior to joining the Army. 
 
5.062. Professional Athletes.  On occasion, the Army has a small number of athletes who 
play their sport professionally.  The procedure for such athletes is given in AGAI Vol 3 - Ch 111. 
 
5.063. National and International Athletes.  The Army has a number of National and 
International sportsmen and women, many of whom have had notable success.  Commanders are 
to encourage and support individuals with sporting potential by giving them time to train in order to 
further develop their sporting prowess to National or even International level.  A small number are 
designated as an Elite Athlete, who train full time with their NGB for at least 6 months per annum 
and may be assigned to the Resilience Margin.  Further guidance in the Management of Elite 
Sports Personnel is at Appendix 3 to Annex H. 
 
5.064. Adaptive Sports.  In their initial stages, adaptive sporting programmes complement 
the rehabilitation of Wounded Injured and Sick (WIS) Service personnel and facilitate their return to 
an active lifestyle as well as support the transition from Service to civilian life.  Adaptive Sport (AS) 
is conducted within extant policy guidelines laid down for the conduct of Army sport and where 
feasible and appropriate should be embedded within able-bodied programmes using available 
resources.  Where at all possible Adaptive and able-bodied sport is to be organised to allow 
participation alongside each other on equal terms.  Further details regarding AS can be found at 
Annex H, Para 53-56. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_111.pdf�
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5.065. Where sporting activity forms part of an Individual Recovery Plan (IRP), the authority 
for duty status and public funding lies with the Recovery Pathway CoC following the relevant 
medical clearances for participation.  Within an IRP, AS will be individually focused rather than 
team focused with sport seen as an accelerant to recovery.  To meet the needs of the IRP, if 
necessary any sport regardless of Synopsis, Recognised or Approved status, can be authorised by 
the Recovery Pathway CoC for ‘On Duty’ status and publicly funded travel.  This funding can be 
supplemented by sponsorship where appropriate and justified2. 
 
5.066. When WIS personnel are no longer assigned to their single Service Recovery 
Pathways, the status of their participation in sport mirrors that of their able bodied counterparts. 
 
5.067. - 5.075.  Reserved. 

                                                           
2
 JSP 462 - Financial Management Policy. Ch 9 - Sponsorship. 
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PART 4 – ARMY RESERVES 
 
Governance 
 
5.076. Army Reserve Sport which includes UOTCs and OTRs comes under the control and 
administration of the ASCB, assisted by Secretary Army Reserve Sport.  In most respects, there is 
little need to differentiate the policy for sport between the Army Reserve and the Regular Army.  It 
is recognised however, that in order to promote maximum Army Reserve participation, several 
aspects of Army Reserve Sport will require a different approach.  These differences are laid out at 
Annex J. 
 
5.077. Where possible, Army Reserve personnel are to participate in sport alongside their 
Regular counterparts1.  However, the nature of Army Reserve Service occasionally makes this 
unachievable.  In recognition of this and to promote Army Reserve sports participation, a number 
of Army Reserve Sports Secretaries are employed to organise and promote sport participation at 
all levels in the Army Reserve. 
 
5.078. Sporting Availability.  The same sports are available to the Army Reserve as are 
organised for the Regular Army.  All Army Reserve major and minor unit teams and individuals are 
eligible to enter Army competitions as detailed in Annex H. 
 
5.079. Amalgamations and Affiliations.  Units that have insufficient personnel to produce 
teams are eligible to amalgamate with other teams, likewise Individual affiliations, where 
appropriate are encouraged.  Further details are contained at Annex H. 
 
5.080. Use of Facilities.  Army Reserve personnel in possession of a Service ID Card are 
entitled to use any Army sports facilities.   
 
5.081. Competitions.  As Regular Army competitions take place during the week, it is 
considered unlikely that many Army Reserve units will be able to enter, although it is anticipated 
that some individuals will do so.  Accordingly, independent Army Reserve competitions continue to 
be held where demand warrants it and co-ordinated by respective Army Reserve Sports 
Secretaries.  Formation PD Branches are responsible for organising and co-ordinating Formation 
Army sports events, e.g. Bde Festivals of Sport. 
 
5.082. Sport Against Civilians.  Army Reserve units are encouraged to compete against 
local sports teams to provide additional, more flexible sporting opportunities and to enhance 
community engagement.   
 
5.083. The Queen’s Cup.  The Queen’s Cup is the UOTCs and OTRs main annual sporting 
event.  It is hosted annually by RMAS, normally in Apr, with SO1 OTC taking the lead.  
Organisational responsibility is rotated through UOTCs and OTRs. 
 
Representative Sport 
 
5.084. The eligibility of Army Reserve personnel to participate in sport at each level is 
dependent on their engagement type as detailed in 2013DIN01-197. 
 
Duty Status 
 
5.085. Army Reserve personnel who participate in Sport that has been authorised by the CO 
or equivalent and is conducted in accordance with MOD and Army policy/regulations should be 
classed as being ‘On Duty’.  Public funding is permissible where budgets allow. 
 
 

                                                           
1 Advice and guidance can be sought from Annex H. 
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Man Training Days (MTDs) 
 
5.086. Commanders are to take participation in sporting activity into account when allocating 
MTDs.  If affordable, personnel taking part in organised and programmed sport should be paid.  If 
not, some provision remains within the Army Reserve.  Regulations for members of the Army 
Reserve to be ‘On Duty’ and not in receipt of pay (C-1 or C-2 Trg) can be found at Para 2.016 of 
the TA Regulations 1978 - Amdt 37. 
 
5.087. In order to ensure that participation in sport is linked to operational efficiency, 
representative sport may only be conducted by personnel who have already attained their 
Certificate of Efficiency or are exempted this prerequisite by their CO. 
 
5.088. – 5.100.  Reserved. 
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PART 5 – COACHES, OFFICIALS AND COURSES 
 
Coaches and Officials 
 
5.101. Coaches and officials are an essential requirement both to ensure that the sport is 
played effectively and safely and to encourage participation.  All sports that are undertaken within 
the Army should wherever possible be under the supervision of qualified coaches and officials.  All 
coaches and officials must be competent1, approved by either the NGB or be Army/CS recognised, 
and be current in accordance with single Service/NGB requirements.  Coaches and officials are 
also responsible for ensuring fair play at all times, the application of rules and laws of the sport and 
the adherence to any code of conduct and standards that may be in place.  COs are to ensure 
sufficient coaches are in place for sport to be conducted.  In exceptional circumstances, COs may 
authorise competent but unqualified personnel to supervise informal unit sport.   
 
5.102. Many NGBs have implemented the UK Coaching Certificate (UKCC) scheme, which 
covers all sports in five levels from Level 1 (the introductory level) to Level 5 (the most advanced).  
This scheme will supersede most other coaching awards and any person involved in coaching and 
officiating sport will be required to be a member of the UKCC.  In order to be accredited to a NGB 
the Army is required to conduct sports in accordance with the regulations of that particular NGB. 
 
5.103. Where UKCC courses are not practical due to time constraints, an alternative might be 
Army coaching and officiating awards, which reduce both the overall cost and the time necessary 
to achieve a desired qualification/award.  There are also opportunities for other Service or Tri-
Service courses to award appropriate qualifications. 
 
5.104. In order to meet the Army’s requirement at representative level commanders are to 
encourage further development of coaches and officials to achieve higher level qualifications.  
Commanders should also encourage individuals to become coaches and officials in several sports 
in order to enable maximum participation within units. 
 
Continuation Training for Sport (Coaches and Officials) 
 

5.105. To maintain the participation of Sport in the Army there remains a requirement to 
provide a progressive qualification process for coaches and officials to deliver sport at unit level 
and provide the opportunity to rise to the next level of award. 
 

Continuation Training for Sport - Statement of Training Requirement (SOTR) 
 

5.106. Calculations for providing a SOTR for continuation training for sport is complex given 
that COs have the flexibility to focus on specific sports rather than be mandated to any given sport.  
The flexibility currently given to COs to choose their unit’s sporting focus is often fundamental to 
the sporting ethos and history/tradition of the unit. 
 
5.107. All major units2 are required to field at least two summer and two winter teams and 
minor units one summer and one winter team3 across the key team sports4.  To achieve this in 
accordance with the SST Major units would require a minimum of 4 x coaches and 2 x officials per 
key sport conducted and Minor units 2 coaches and 1 official.  
 

 

 

                                                           
1
  A competent individual is one who is experienced and knowledgeable. 

2
 For Sport a Major unit is classified as such when they have in excess of 300 personnel.  Minor units are 299 and less. 

3 Annex E para 10b. 
4
 Association Football, Athletics, Boxing, Cricket, Cross Country, Hockey, Netball, Rugby Union/League and Swimming. 
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Continuation Training for Sport – Army Sports Association Clubs 
 

5.108. There are a number of Army Sports Association Clubs5  where Army personnel can 
conduct continuation training6.  All Army Sports Associations that run courses or provide facilities 
for soldiers to conduct continuation training are to establish whether the soldier is ‘On Duty’ or not 
before services are provided.  Soldiers must provide evidence that authority to attend has been 
entered onto unit Part 1 Orders.  Soldiers unable to provide evidence of their duty status are to be 
considered ‘Off Duty’.  All documentary evidence must be kept for historical reference and audit if 
abatement is to be sought.  Further details can be found at 2014DIN07-028 - Authority to Conduct 
PD Activities and Duty Status Applicability.   
 
Responsibilities 
 
5.109. The responsibility for ensuring that the Army has sufficient coaches and officials to 
meet requirements is as follows: 
 

b. ASCB.  The ASCB is responsible for ensuring that all Associations and Unions have 
sufficient coaches and officials to run their sports at Representative level.  Secretary ASCB 
oversees the procedure for Associations’ and Unions’ reports to be included in the annual 
report to AG (Part 8, Para 5.204).  ASCB is also responsible for the requirements for Level 2 
and above coaches and officials. 

 
c. Army Sport Association and Union Secretaries.  Army Association and Union 
Secretaries are responsible for: 

 
(1) Development plans to attract new coaches and officials and identify those who 
have the potential to become higher level coaches and officials. 

 
(2) Management plans to include the requirement for future courses and associated 
costs. 

 
(3) Should Army, rather than NGB, coaching or officiating awards be required, 
Associations and Unions are to design and develop the relevant courses, assisted by 
HQ RAPTC, to providing suitably qualified coaches and officials. 

 
(4) Maintain the master list of personnel qualified in their respective sports. 

 
d. HQ RAPTC.  HQ RAPTC through the ASPT is responsible for delivery of PTI Class 1 
courses.  The remit of a RAPTCI includes coaching and officiating at unit level with the 
following qualifications:  

 
(1) UK Athletics Level 2 Coach. 
 
(2) UK Athletics Level 1 Official. 

 
(3) Army Boxing Association Judge and Timekeeper. 

 
(4) Swimming Teacher’s Association Swim Teacher (Basic). 

 
(5) RAPTCIs may hold Level 1 or 2 Coaching qualifications and officiating 
qualifications in other sports. 

 
                                                           
5
 An Army Sports Association Club is the name given within this document to a Service Club that may provide courses and training on 

an add-hoc basis as and when they are operating. 
6 Such as, the Army Parachute Association which operates out of Netheravon and the Army Sailing Association which operates out of 
Thorney Island.  For transparency the service that each of these non-publicly funded entities provide to the public purse, and the basis 
on which it is provided, should be formally recorded in a separate contractual agreement iaw DE&S commercial policy. 
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e. Formation HQ PD Branches.  Formation HQ PD Branches are responsible for 
monitoring that there are sufficient coaches and officials to run their Divisional leagues and 
Army qualifying rounds.  They are to ensure that all Formation Sports Secretaries maintain a 
database of all their coaches and officials and inform Army Sports Association/Union 
Secretaries of any shortfalls and postings in and out of their command.  Chairperson of the 
Bde Sports Board is responsible for ensuring that all sports have sufficient qualified coaches 
and officials to run their Bde sports.  If they have insufficient officials, they are to inform the 
Formation HQ PD Branch well in advance of the competition in order that officials can be 
obtained from another source, avoiding the possibility of postponing or cancelling the 
competition. 

 
f. Unit Coaches and Officials.  The unit Sports Board is to include sports officers for all 
key sports.  The sports officers are to ensure that they have sufficient suitably qualified 
coaches and officials in order to conduct sport safely.  At a minimum, across the key team 
sports divided between winter and summer sports: major units should have four Level 1 
coaches or equivalent and two officials; minor units should have a minimum of two Level 1 
coaches and one official.  Further guidance can be obtained from Formation PD Staff.   

 
g. ASPT.  The ASPT supported by ASCB Sports Associations/Unions is responsible for 
the delivery of sports coaches and official’s courses and other mandated courses for the key 
team sports throughout the Army, in accordance with the SOTR and the requisite funding.  
Other ASPT responsibilities are: 

 
(1) Organise the funding and administration of all courses on the SOTR.  It is to 
produce an output chart of the courses conducted and the qualifications gained, 
attendance details and statistics are to be forwarded to Army Sports Secretaries for 
inclusion on their registers. 

 
(2) Authorising Distributed Training (DT) for Army Associations/Unions, Formation 
HQs, Bdes and units who wish to conduct sports courses outside of the SOTR. 

 
(3) Liaison with the Sec ASCB and forward a consolidated list of personnel qualified 
under ASCB authority by May each year. 

 
(4) Publishing the annual Pamphlet 16A Courses Programme. 

 
SOTR 
 
5.110. The SOTR of the ASPT is the main deliverer of sports courses for individuals serving in 
the UK and BA(G).  A Sports SOTR Committee, comprising of representatives from DTrg (A), 
ASPT and ASCB, determines the annual SOTR within resources available.  It is calculated using 
the requirement for the key team sports in major and minor units; experience justifies the SOTR 
taking into account an annual 25% wastage in unit coaches and officials. 
 

a. DTrg (A), in conjunction with ASCB will prioritise the course loading with the intent to 
enable all units to maintain the full complement of coaches and officials they require. 

 
b. DTrg (A) ensures that the SOTR meets the requirements of the Army both in the UK, 
Germany and other DT locations. 

 
c. ASPT delivers the SOTT. 

 
d. Publishes the courses to be delivered at the ASPT. 

 
5.111. The SOTR relies mainly upon civilian personnel to deliver the courses as Service 
personnel are often either not available or are not suitably qualified, experienced or current. 
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5.112. All courses, where possible should be programmed to take into account the A FORM 
Readiness Cycle. 
 
5.113. The CoC is responsible for ensuring that individuals are released in order to fulfil the 
unit mandate. 
 
5.114. Some Associations and Unions run courses external to the SOTR in conjunction with 
the NGB who set the course content and supply the tutors.  Additionally, DT is available to 
Formations/Bdes/Units wishing to run courses for their soldiers and others at a chosen location.  
Units wishing to apply for DT should contact the Trg Offr ASPT. 
 
Funding of Courses 
 
5.115. ASPT is publicly funded to meet the SOTR for all Level 1, or the equivalent level to 
coach adults7, coaches and officials courses for the key team sports.  The ASPT training budget 
will pay civilian tutor expenses.  All other costs such as accommodation, food and T&S are borne 
by unit budgets.  There should be no personal cost to the individual for Level 1, or the equivalent 
level of course required to coach or officiate 16 year olds and above at unit level. 
 
5.116. Unless categorised as the equivalent to Level 1 courses, the ASCB Sports 
Associations and Unions are responsible for Level 2 and above coaching and officials courses, 
which will not be publicly funded and will require the individual and/or Association/Union to 
contribute financially.  
 
5.117. Where incurred, NGB registration fees may be funded by individuals using the 
Standard Learning Credits Scheme (JSP 898 Part 4 Ch 4). 
 
5.118. Some Sports Associations and Unions as a result of generous sponsorship conduct 
their own in-house coaches and official courses.  If sponsorship finance is not available, limited 
funding may be requested from ASPT-2IC@mod.uk. 
 
5.119. Funding for DT may be available from ASPT-TCO@mod.uk. 
 
5.120. - 5.130.  Reserved   
 
 

                                                           
7
 Those aged 16 years and over. 
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PART 6 - FUNDING 
 
General 
 
5.131. Sport in the Army is a core activity partly supported by Public Funds.  To enable the 
Army to provide soldiers with a wide variety of sporting opportunity it is also dependent on Non-
Public Funds, such as welfare grants, sponsorship and personal contributions.  The eligibility for 
sport to draw upon public funding is dependent on its category as detailed in 2014DIN01-099.  
 
5.132. The authority to draw public funds is dependent on the status of the sport and subject 
to affordability.  Participants are not eligible for public funding if the sporting activity fails to meet 
the status of sport criteria, the activity has not been authorised or the activity does not meet the 
direct needs of the Service. 
 
Public Funds 
 
5.133. In accordance with the criteria laid down in the 2014DIN01-099 Synopsis and 
Recognised Sports are eligible for Public Funding.  Contained within this part of the AGAI is the 
information required for both Public and Non-Public Funding with further detail listed at Annex K 
and at ASCB - Funding. 
 
5.134. Sports Equipment Public Funding (SEPF).  The SEPF is allocated annually to the 
ASCB and through Formation HQs to individual units.  SEPF is allocated with the intention to raise 
the standard of welfare within the Army (AGAI Vol 3 Ch 82, Part 4) and can be used to procure 
sports equipment and clothing that cannot be obtained from official sources (Annex I, Para 4).  
 
5.135. Enhanced Commanding Officer’s Public Fund (ECOPF) and Gainshare Funds.  
COs are specifically allowed to use the Enhanced COPF and the Paradigm Gainshare Public 
element in support of Sport.  The use of the ECOPF and Accumulated Welfare Fund is not 
specifically prohibited, but will have to be justified against the guidance and other competing 
priorities.  Further information can be found at JSP 770, RAAC Ch 16 Section and JSP 462. 
 
5.136. Travel and Subsistence (T&S).  Soldiers undertaking authorised Synopsis and 
Recognised sport are eligible to travel at public expense in accordance with JSP 752 Ch 4.  Only a 
small number of administrative and key safety officials as detailed in JSP 752 Ch 3, are eligible for 
subsistence allowances.  For Travel at Public Expense for Army Sport see 2014DIN10-030. 
 
5.137. Transport.  Transport at Public expense is permissible in accordance with JSP 800.  
For the occasions listed below, further information can be found at Annex I, Para 5 -12.  
 

a. Driving to / from sporting events. 

b. Sports journeys for Combined Military and Civil Clubs. 

c. Commanding Officers attendance at sporting events. 

d. Sports Events - transport for spectators. 

e. Sports Equipment. 

f. Towing trailers for Authorised Sports. 

g. British Army Motoring Association. 

 
5.138. Cash In Lieu Of Rations (CILOR).  CILOR may be authorised for feeding entitled 
competitors and officials during official championships approved by CSSB or ASCB that are held 
away from a Service establishment, including Army Winter Activities.  CILOR is however not 
admissible for Overseas Sports Tours/Visits.  Further guidance can be obtained from 2012DIN10-
036 - Army Overseas Sports Tour and JSP 456 Vol 2 Ch 7. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
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5.139. Newly Formed or Expanding Units.  Additional grants can be requested from the 
SEPF for newly formed or expanding Army units.  Requests should be made to the Formation PD 
Branch.  Additional SEPF is to assist in the initial provision of sports equipment, clothing and other 
essential amenities normally provided and maintained from PRI funds. 
 
Non-Public Funds 
 
5.140. There are numerous avenues accessible for Non-Public Funds in support of sport.  All 
Sports Secretaries, Corps, Units and Individuals may bid for Non-Public Funds.  Approved and 
other sports are only eligible for Non-Public Funding as defined 2014DIN01-099.   
 
5.141. Approved Sports.  Approved Sports (2014DIN01-099) are those which do not meet, 
or have not yet met, fully the criteria for public funding, but which are considered by Single Service 
Sports Boards to merit support from Non-Public Funds.  Approved Sports are not eligible for any 
public funding.  When participating in Approved Sports, participants are to be aware of their on/off 
duty status as detailed in Appendix 2 to Annex H. 
 
5.142. Other Sports.  Other Sports are those that do not fall into any of the above categories.  
Participants are not eligible for ‘duty status’.  Other sports may, on occasions, merit support from 
Non-Public Funds (2014DIN01-099). 
 
5.143. Welfare Funds.  Welfare Funds are available to provide recreational and sporting 
facilities, equipment and clothing for garrisons, stations or units.  Welfare Funds may not be 
expended on individuals or their families for charitable purposes or as a means of supplementing 
the pay of individuals.  Further information on Welfare Funds as they relate to sport can be found 
at Annex I, Para 14.  The majority of welfare grants are made to units and Sports Associations and 
Unions. 
 
5.144. Funding Sources.  Non-Public Funding for Sport can be obtained from a variety of 
sources as listed below:  Further details can be found at Annex I, Para 15 and ASCB - Funding. 
 

a. Nuffield Trust. 

b. Army Central Fund. 

c. Army Welfare Grants Committee. 

d. ASCB Charitable Fund. 

e. Berlin Infantry Brigade Memorial Trust Fund. 

f. Army Sports Lottery. 

g. Army Reserve Sport Fund. 

h. Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Associations. 

i. Formation Welfare Fund. 

j. Regional Sport Fund. 

k. Regimental/Corps Funds. 
 

Sponsorship, Donations & Acceptance of Gifts 
 
5.145. Corporate support is an important source of income for sport at all levels and is to be 
encouraged.  Care must be taken with any legal or contractual obligations entered into; advice can 
be sought from the ASCB. 
 
5.146. Sponsorship is the payment of a fee, or giving of a ‘benefit in kind’, by an organisation 
in return for the rights to an association with an activity, event, team, person or item.  Detailed 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
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information regarding Sponsorship, Donations & Acceptance of Gifts is listed at Annex I, Para 16-
18. 
 
Personal Contributions  
 
5.147. Individuals directed by the CoC to participate in Sport should not be required to make 
any personal financial contribution to that activity; this does not extend to associated social events 
or personal insurance for activities that take place whilst ‘not on duty’.  Officers and soldiers 
participating in overseas sports tours/visits (2012DIN10-036) will invariably be required to pay a 
personal contribution, even though considered to be ‘On Duty’. 
 
Event Entry Fees 
 
5.148. Entry Fees.  Entry fees for Army organised competitions and events should be kept to 
a minimum, covering only the essential Non-Public Fund costs of administering the competition.  
Medals and prizes are not to be paid from Public Funds (Annex I, Para 19).   
 
Charging for Use of Sports Facilities 
 
5.149. The Army provides free Garrison sports facilities for Synopsis Sports, which may also 
be used for Recognised Sports.  Service personnel are not required to pay to use Garrison 
sporting facilities if they are part of an organised unit training programme or for representational 
sports teams’ training and competition (Annex I, Para 20).  Civilian use of PT and Sports Facilities 
is authorised in accordance with 2011DIN01-050. 
 
ASCB Financial Controls 
 
5.150. ASCB Financial Controls.  The ASCB Financial Controls compromise of: 
 

a. Financial Framework.  ASCB is governed by a Financial Framework which sets out 
the terms and conditions under which it is funded by a Grant in Aid (public funds) and the 
Army Central Fund (ACF) (non-public funds). 

 
b. ASCB Financial Instruction.  ASCB Associations and Unions are to comply with the 
ASCB Financial Instruction, a copy of which can be obtained from the ASCB Accountant. 

 
5.151. - 5.160.  Reserved. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2012/2012DIN10-036.pdf�
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PART 7 – HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 
5.161. The CoC has Health & Safety (H&S) responsibilities to protect and fulfil duty of care 
responsibilities for all Army personnel participating in sport.  The CoC must demonstrate positive 
leadership in the promotion and management of H&S in sport.  Personnel are to be responsible, 
accountable and responsive to changes in safety measures when organising, supervising and 
conducting sport.  Army Sports Policy will comply with current H&S regulations within the work 
place and surrounding environment. 
 
5.162. Army Sports Associations and Unions will conform to and operate within the guidelines 
and H&S regulations of their sport’s NGB. 
 
5.163. ASCB Responsibility.  The ASCB is responsible for: 
 

a. Ensuring that Army Sports Associations and Unions are complying with relevant NGB 
H&S regulations. 

 
b. Advising the CoC of H&S amendments introduced by NGB which affects sports 
equipment, facilities and medical cover. 

 
c. Ensuring ASCB organised sporting events do not take place unless the sports facility is 
H&S compliant. 

 
d. Supporting and advising the CoC on H&S issues as necessary, usually through 
Formation HQ PD branches. 

 
e. Where necessary, ensuring that the LAND Accident Prevention and Investigation  Team 
(LAIT) is informed of any accidents in accordance with  Annex H to LFSO 3216 and LFSO 
3202 The Reporting of Incidents and Matters of Public Interest During Training. 

 
5.164. Commanders’ Responsibility.  H&S is a CoC responsibility.  All commanders are 
responsible for ensuring safe sporting facilities and practices for personnel in their unit.  Unit Sports 
Directives must include relevant H&S information.  Further guidance regarding Commanders’ 
Responsibilities is at Annex K, Para 1.  
 
5.165. Other Stakeholders Responsibilities.  There are a number of other stakeholders who 
have responsibilities regarding H&S.  These include Unit Sports Boards, coaches, officials and 
individuals who compete; further guidance is contained at Annex K, Para 2. 
 
5.166. Training Safety.  Training safety is paramount and must conform to the SST which 
comprises of four separate elements where the hazards have been assessed and controls put in 
place to reduce the risk of injury.  All risks must be reduced to As Low As Reasonably Practicable 
(ALARP) in the following four elements: 
 

a. Safe Persons. 

b. Safe Equipment. 

c. Safe Practice. 

d. Safe Place. 

JSP 375, Pt 2, Vol 1, Ch 40 
 
5.167. Detailed guidance on the SST can be found within JSP 375, Pt 2, Vol 1, Ch 40 - 
Military Training for Land Systems.  Before any sporting activity is conducted a comprehensive 
Risk Assessment (RA) should be carried out in accordance with  JSP 375, P2 2, Vol 1, Ch 8 and  
Ch 40 of JSP 375 by a competent individual or qualified coach/official.  Ch 40 is the policy for 
Military Training for Land Systems; furthermore it provides clear direction for completing the Land 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3216.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3202.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3202.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/20141210_P2_V1_Chapter_40_Military_Traininig.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/20141210_P2_V1_Chapter_40_Military_Traininig.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/20141210_P2_V1_Chapter_40_Military_Traininig.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20140915.1/20141216-375_P2_V1-1_Chapter_08_Risk_Assessment.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/20141210_P2_V1_Chapter_40_Military_Traininig.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/20141210_P2_V1_Chapter_40_Military_Traininig.pdf�
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Systems RA proforma (MOD Form 5015).  Ch 8 is the policy for Health and Safety RAs (MOD 
Form 5010) and is intended for use by Line Managers (Service and civilian) who are responsible 
for the assessment of significant work related hazards.  
 
5.168. Water Safety – Swimmers/Non -Swimmers.  Safety on water is paramount and all 
Service personnel participating in any waterborne sport activity must have undertaken and passed 
the Military Swimming Test (MST) as detailed in AGAI Vol 1 Ch 18.  Commanders at all levels are 
to be aware that there is to be no risk carried during the conduct of any sport waterborne activities. 
 The policy for Training Risk Management: Water Hazards is AGAI Vol 1 Ch 18. 
 
5.169. Coaches.  Officials and organisers are responsible for maintaining the suitability and 
effectiveness of RAs and their control measures.  Therefore RAs should be treated as live 
documents to be reviewed and updated if necessary on a regular basis.  If there are changes to be 
made, they must be done at the earliest opportunity; waiting until the formal review date is 
unacceptable. 
 
5.170. Sporting Injuries.  Due to the nature of some sports, injuries may be inevitable even 
when all preventative measures are in place.  Where injuries occur, it is essential that the correct 
procedures are adopted to administer First Aid.  For the reporting of sports injuries, refer to Part 8. 
 
5.171. For personnel over 40 years old, the risk of injury is likely to be higher and can result in 
a longer recovery.  Certain NGBs impose an age restriction on participants (e.g. boxing is limited to 
under 35s).  Thus commanders must consider the age of personnel participating in inter unit and 
inter coy competitions (e.g. Officers vs. WOs Rugby/Football matches) which can often result in a 
number of unnecessary injuries.  Further guidance on NGB age restrictions can be obtained from 
Formation HQ PD Branches and the ASCB. 
 
5.172. Injury Preventative Measures.  In order to reduce the risk of injury whilst undergoing 
sports training and competitions, the following guidelines should be adhered to: 
 

a. All sports training and competitions should where applicable or mandated1 be 
supervised by a qualified coach or official or a competent individual who is experienced and 
knowledgeable in that sport. 
 
b. Should sports training be authorised and there are no qualified personnel available, the 
individual made responsible for the safety of the activity should apply the Unit Guide to the 
Supervision and Conduct of Sport and the Prevention of Sports Injuries listed at Annex L. 

 
5.173. Prevention and Treatment of Climatic Injury.  The only policy document on this 
subject is JSP 539 (Climatic Illness and Injury in the Armed Forces: Force Protection and Initial 
Medical treatment).  As sport often involves considerable exertion, which can be a cause of heat 
related injuries (which can include winter sports) those planning and organising sport must ensure 
they comply with this policy to avoid unnecessary risks. 
 
5.174. Insurance and Compensation.  Individuals who are undertaking authorised sport in 
any capacity should be covered for compensation through JSP 765 The Armed Forces 
Compensation Scheme (AFCS) although all claims under this scheme are assessed under their 
own merits.  Notwithstanding any cover that individuals may be entitled to all personnel taking part 
in sport should be strongly advised to take out suitable Personal Accident and Personal Liability 
Insurance.  Further details are available within AGAI Vol 3 Ch 90. 
 
5.175. Medical Cover.  NGB guidelines for the requirement for medical cover are in many 
cases limited; as an employer, the MOD has duty of care responsibilities that can exceed those of 
sports governing bodies.  Where NGBs mandate a level of medical cover, the Army requirement 

                                                           
1
 Certain elements of some sporting activities (such as Boxing and Rugby) require the attendance of a qualified coach and/or official to 

enable the activity to proceed.   
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must at least equate.  For the majority of sports played in the Army, the minimum medical cover 
requirement for group training and competition is to be: a RA carried out by the organiser; at least 
one individual present who is trained to MATT 3 Battlefield Casualty Drills (BCD) Level 2 or 
equivalent; an appropriate First Aid Kit and a mobile phone with numbers to the nearest Accident 
and Emergency Department.  The minimum medical cover requirement for unit competitions in 
each sport is at Annex M; occasionally, the higher the standard of sport the more serious the 
injuries can be caused and so the RA would identify additional requirements e.g. spinal board or 
ambulance present.  If unsure, those responsible for organising the competition or training are to 
contact their Formation HQ PD Branch or ASCB for guidance. 
 
5.176. The Army Sports Associations and Unions are to liaise annually with the NGB to 
ascertain any changes to the medical requirements for their sport.  Any changes are to be 
disseminated down to units through Formation HQ PD Branches. 
 
5.177. - 5190.  – Reserved. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT3.aspx�
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PART 8 - REPORTING 

 
5.191. There is a requirement for both formal and informal reporting in order to assist with the 
increase of participation in sport, thus maximizing the physical and moral components of 
Operational Capability.  The Pan Army Reporting Process is detailed at Annex N. 
 
As Required/On Occurrence 
 
5.192. Units. 
 

a. Sport Injuries.  In accordance with  Annex H to LFSO 3216, all injuries (sporting or 
otherwise) are to be reported to the Army Incident Notification Cell (AINC) using MOD Form 
510.  In the case of serious injury, initial notification is to be made with AINC without delay. 

 
(1) Telephone: 94391-2205 or (+44) 01264-38-2055. 
 
(2) Fax: 94391-2059 or (+44) 01264-38-2059. 
 
(3) DII: ArmyLF-CESO(A)-&AINC-mailbox (MULTIUSER) 
 
(4) E-Mail: ArmyLF-CESO-AINC-MAILBOX@MOD.UK 
 

b. Additional Reporting.  In addition to reports made to AINC, all units should continue 
to make specific reports in accordance with Service Instructions to: 

 
(1) Joint Casualty & Compassionate Centre (JCCC).  In the case of death or listed 
casualties reported by NOTICAS in accordance with JSP 751.  The preferred method is 
via JPA but where this is not available or JPA is offline, units are to send a NOTICAS 
by fax to 95471 7363 or 01452 510807.  Units should alert the JCCC by telephone on 
95471 7325 or 01452 712612 Ext 7325 that a NOTICAS is being sent. 
 
(2) The LAND Accident Prevention & Investigation Team (LAIT).  In the case of 
death, serious injury or serious equipment failure.  Telephone 94391 2206 or +44 (0) 
1264 382206. 

 
c. Lessons.  All injuries listed Very Seriously Injured (VSI) or Seriously Injured (SI) in 
accordance with JSP 751 on a NOTICAS should be investigated and a Non-Operational 
Learning Account and After Action Review (NOLAAAR) initiated in accordance with LFSO 
1118 (Learning Lessons in the LAND Environment). 
 
d. Lessons Identified (LI).  Record LI during the conduct of sport at all Unit Sport Board 
meetings, with best practices and outstanding issues staffed to the Formation PD Branch. 
 
e. Sporting Potential.  Forward names of individuals to the ASCB. 

 
f. Amalgamations and Individual Affiliation.  Contact Formation HQ PD Branch. 

 
5.193. Formations. 
 

a. Maintain records of authorised amalgamations and affiliations. 
 
b. Formation sports officers maintain a database of coaches and officials and inform Army 
Sports Association/Union secretaries of shortfalls and where possible, assignments. 

 
c. By routine, 3 x a year submit Sports Reports to Secretary ASCB prior to each ASCB 
Steering Group meeting. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3216.pdf�
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mailto:ArmyLF-CESO-AINC-MAILBOX@MOD.UK�
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d. Record and report the level of female sport undertaken. 
 

5.194. Sport Associations and Unions. 
 

a. Bi-annual post-season reports on the number of Army Reserve personnel participating 
in representative sport to Secretary Army Reserve Sport. 
 
b. Maintain a register of coaches and officials  

 
5.195. ASCB.  Secretary ASCB maintains up-to-date records of: 
 

a. Elite Athletes. 
 
b. Authorised Amalgamations and Affiliations. 

 
5.196. SMAA RAPTC.  The AIS is the SMAA RAPTC.  He is responsible for inspecting and 
reporting whether activity that falls within the competence of the ACA is completed in line with 
stated policy, advice or direction.  The AIS reports to the ACA any failures in compliance and 
monitors progress to address such failures.  The Pan-Army Reporting Process for Sport is at 
Annex N. 
 
Unit Physical Development Inspection (PDI) 
 
5.197. General.  The delivery of PD activity is to comply with current military and civilian 
legislation.  In order to assure the CoC that all related activities, including sport are compliant all 
regular major and minor1 units with an established strength of 35 or more must undertake an 
annual PDI unless temporarily exempt.  Army Reserve units will also undergo a PDI process which 
is detailed in the current Army Reserve and FTRS PT Policy.  The PDI is in two parts, Part 1 must 
be completed annually by all eligible units, after which Formation PD Branches will direct which 
units will be selected for Part 2, the formal inspection.  As a guide, a minimum of 50% of both 
major and minor units will be visited annually (i.e. complete Part 2), although units may request a 
PDI or advisory visit at any time.   

 
5.198. Aim.  The aim of the PDI from a sport perspective is to: 

 
a. Enable unit commanders to be supported with advice on all sport matters and ensure 
that they are operating within current guidelines. 

 
b. Provide Formation commanders with information on: 

 
(1) Concerns with sporting facilities and infrastructure. 

(2) Impact of sport injuries for operational capability. 

(3) Coaches and officials statistics. 

(4) Male and female participation in unit and Army level sport. 

(5) Areas of notable success of units and individuals. 

(6) Feedback on sport policy. 

 
c. Provide the CoC with information on: 

 
(1) The overall level of participation in sport. 

                                                           
1
 Units with an established strength of 299 or less. 
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(2) Common concerns with sporting facilities and infrastructure.  

(3) Feedback on sport policy. 

 
5.199. PDI Format.  The PDI is in two parts as follows:  
 

a. Part 1 - Electronic Questionnaire2.  The first part of the PDI is the completion and 
submission of an electronic questionnaire on the Army Reporting Management Suite 
(ARMS).  This must be done between 1 Apr and 31 May each year.  The statistics required 
should relate to the previous full training year (1 Apr -31 Mar). 

 
b. Part 2 - Inspection.  The second part of the PDI is an actual inspection by Formation 
PD Branch personnel for selected units.  These inspections may take place at any time 
within the year but ideally between 1 Jun and 31 Mar the following year.  As the information 
collected on the e-questionnaire could be slightly out of date as some months may have 
elapsed since submission and the inspection team will want to check current stats to ensure 
the unit are on track to achieve required levels etc.  Where practicable PDI visits will be 
incorporated into the Combined Inspection Week (CIW). 

 
Annual Reports 
 
5.200. Formation HQs.  Based on the information collected during the PDI process PD 
Branches are to submit annual reports to DTrg (A) by the end of Jun each year. 
 
5.201. Army Reserves.  Secretary Army Reserves Sport is to submit an annual report to 
Secretary ASCB & DTrg(A) by end of Jun as detailed in Part 4.  
 
5.202. LAIT.  SO3 PD LAIT reports AINC sport injury statistics to DTrg (A) by end of Apr. 
 
5.203. DTrg (A).  PD Branch DTrg (A) produces an annual summary of Formation reports to 
ASCB by end of May.  
 
5.204. ASCB.  DASCB produces the ASCB Annual Report to AG by end of Jun.  
 
5.205. HQ RAPTC.  SMAA, as the AIS, reports to the Army Inspector through DTrg (A) as 
detailed in Part 2, Para 5.023d.  
 
5.206. - 5.220.  Reserved. 
 

                                                           
2
 The Questionnaire for Army Reserve units is stand-alone and is not currently part of ARMS. 
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ANNEX A TO CHAPTER 5 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

 
1. No efficient Army ever underrates the value of personal fitness, and sport in various forms 
has always helped to this end.  Chivalry had its Tournaments between battles.  The British archer 
paved the way to many a triumph in war by constant sporting competition in peace.  Fisticuffs and 
rough and tumble games helped to toughen the rank and file in Victorian days. 
 
2. It is known that Wellington’s Army in the Peninsular Campaign regularly participated in 
sporting competitions to relieve the tedium of service on the Torres Vedras and assist Regiments 
to recover from particularly bloody battles.  Sport was also an important aspect of soldiering for the 
Victorian Army both on home service and deployed throughout the Empire.  During the First World 
War, with a mass volunteer and then conscript citizen Army, the playing of games – mainly football, 
cricket, rugby and boxing, with equestrian sports for mounted Regiments – was recognised as an 
essential part of training and fundamental in helping units recover from the horrors of the trenches.  
They provided an opportunity of applying bodily strength and mental alertness, of taking calculated 
risks, or being bold and constructive, and of receiving hard knocks without flinching.  They 
developed the qualities required on the battlefield.  There are many records of Divisions, Brigades 
and Battalions, having suffered considerable casualties, on withdrawal from the line almost 
immediately organising inter-company and inter-unit sport as a way to recover, re-build morale and 
esprit de corps.  It was also seen as a very effective way of developing fitness and toughness to 
withstand the rigours of life in the trenches. 
 
3. The role of sport as an integral part of military life continued throughout the Twentieth 
Century.  During the Second World War it again became a key tool for commanders to use in 
preparing soldiers for the stress and rigours of battle and allowing them to recover and recharge 
their physical and mental batteries.  Robust team sports were an integral part of the ‘tough tactics’ 
initiative introduced in the aftermath of Dunkirk.  The place of sport both on and off operations 
continued after the war and it became a core aspect of military activity and ethos.  However the 
British Army is not unique in recognising the contribution that sport can make to producing and 
maintaining effective military forces: almost all Armies who believe in the virtues of physical and 
mental fitness, discipline, determination and leadership use sport as an integral part of their 
training and ethos. 
 
4. So sport entered into the Profession of Arms many years ago, but it was not until after the 
Great War of 1914-18 that sport was organised on an Army basis.  When peace came in 1918, 
General Sir Charles Harrington established the Army Sport Control Board and became the first of a 
distinguished line of Presidents. 
 
5. General Harrington wrote the preface to “Games and Sports in the Army”, the forebear to this 
AGAI, when it was first published in 1931: 
 

“In pre-war [that is, pre-1914] days, though we had our Regimental teams, of which we were 
very proud, we could do little for the great bulk of men, simply because we had neither the 
grounds nor the facilities.  It is easy to realise what the lure of the canteen must have been 
for the soldiers before days of grounds, games, cinemas, etc...  The late General Sir Horace 
Smith-Dorrien, when GOC in Aldershot saw the value of games to the soldiers and it was he 
who first approved the use of picks and shovels for the valuable purpose of making grounds, 
combining the work with military training.  Considerable progress was being made when the 
Great War intervened.  Many reasons were advanced on the cessation of hostilities to prove 
who or what won the war.  No one could say for certain, but I am confident that leather 
played one of the greatest parts.  Few have realised what we owe to the boxing glove and 
the football – the two greatest factors in restoring and upholding morale. 

 
How many times did one see a Battalion who had come out of the line in the Ypres Salient 
and elsewhere, battered to pieces and sad at heart having lost so many officers and men, 
hold up its head again and recover in a few hours by kicking a football or punching with the 
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glove?  It had a magic effect on morale and was largely instrumental in suggesting to some 
of us who had always been enthusiasts for games for the men, that a time had come when 
games and sports in the Army should be efficiently organized and more grounds provided. 
 
The secret of command rests on gaining the trust and affection of all those under their 
respective commanders.  That trust is best gained by working with and for every member of 
the team.  Trust is gained by team work.  Team work, in peacetime, requires grounds for the 
teams to play on.  That is why we make grounds.  That is why the big employers of labour 
make grounds – to keep people fit, happy and contented.  Our definition of a Sportsman is 
one who: 

 
 Plays the game for the game’s sake. 
 Plays for his side and not for himself. 
 Is a good winner and good loser, i.e. modest in victory and generous in defeat. 
 Accepts all decisions in a proper spirit. 
 Is chivalrous towards a defeated opponent. 
 Is unselfish and always ready to help others become more proficient. 
 As a spectator, applauds play on both sides. 
 Never interferes with referees or judges, no matter what the decision. 

 
Service games are modelled on the above.  If we keep these eight points always before us, 
we shall not go far wrong.” 
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ANNEX B TO CHAPTER 5 
CONTACT DETAILS 

 
Ser Organisation Appointment Address Telephone/Email 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

1 
Combined Services 
Sport Board (CSSB) 

Secretary 

Mackenzie Building 
Fox Lines 
 Aldershot 
 GU11 2LB 

94222 7061 
cssb@ascb.com 

2 
Combined Services 

Adaptive Sports 
Association (CSASA) 

Chairman 

AH Strat Man (PM) 
MOD Main Building 

Whitehall 
London 

 SW1A 2HB 

0207 807 8552 
DefStrat-

CSGPerformanceAH@mod.uk 

3 DTrg(A) SO2 Sport 

Army Headquarters 
Blenheim Bldg 

Marlborough Lines 
Andover  

SP11 8HJ 

94393 6993/6992 
ArmyTrg-ITrg-PhysDev-ATSpt-

SO2@mod.uk 

4 
Army Sport Control 

Board (ASCB) 
Secretary 

Mackenzie Building 
Fox Lines 
 Aldershot 
GU11 2LB 

94222 7058 
secretary@ascb.uk.com 

5 Army Reserve Sport Secretary 

Mackenzie Building 
Fox Lines 
 Aldershot 
GU11 2LB 

94222 3412 
jchicjk@ascb.com 

6 BFG Sports Board Secretary 
HQ BFG 

Catterick Bks 
BFPO 39 

94881-2620 
BFG-HQ-G7-SpeortsBd-

GenSec@mod.uk 

7 HQ 1 (UK) Armd Div SO2 PD 
HQ 1 (UK) Armd Div 
Wentworth Barracks 

BFPO 15 

94882 3858 
1UKXX-G7-PD-SO3@mod.uk 

8 HQ Sp Comd SO2 PD 

HQ Sp Comd 
Montgomery House 

Aldershot 
GU11 2JN 

94222 7376 
SpComdHQ-TrgOps-PD-

SO2@mod.uk 

9 
Sp Comd 

North 
SO3 PD 

HQ 42 Bde 
 Fulwood Bks 

 Preston 
PR2 8AA 

94554 2081 
42X-OpsTrg-PD-SO3@mod.uk 

10 
Sp Comd 
Midlands 

SO3 PD 

HQ 143 Bde 
Copthorne Bks 

Shrewsbury 
SY3 8LZ 

94461 2577 
143X-HQ-G7-PD-SO3@mod.uk 

11 
Sp Comd 

South 
SO3 PD 

HQ 145 Bde 
Roebuck House 

Aldershot 
GU11 2LQ 

94222 2752 
145X-G7-PD-SO3@mod.uk 

12 HQ LONDIST SO2 PD 

HQ LOND DIST 
Horse Guards 

Whitehall 
London 

SW1A 2AX 

94631 2402 
LONDIST-SO2G7PD@mod.uk 

13 HQ RAPTC SMAA 

Mackenzie Building 
Fox Lines 
Aldershot 
GU11 2LB 

94222 7150 
RAPTCHQ-SMAA@mod.uk 

14 
Army School of 

Physical Training 
(ASPT) 

2IC As above 
94222 7138 

ASPT-2IC@mod.uk 

15 ASCB Contacts Lists Secretary As above ASCB Links 

mailto:cssb@ascb.com�
mailto:DefStrat-CSGPerformanceAH@mod.uk�
mailto:DefStrat-CSGPerformanceAH@mod.uk�
mailto:ArmyTrg-ITrg-PhysDev-ATSpt-SO2@mod.uk�
mailto:ArmyTrg-ITrg-PhysDev-ATSpt-SO2@mod.uk�
mailto:secretary@ascb.uk.com�
mailto:jchicjk@ascb.com�
mailto:BFG-HQ-G7-SpeortsBd-GenSec@mod.uk�
mailto:BFG-HQ-G7-SpeortsBd-GenSec@mod.uk�
mailto:1UKXX-G7-PD-SO3@mod.uk�
mailto:SpComdHQ-TrgOps-PD-SO2@mod.uk�
mailto:SpComdHQ-TrgOps-PD-SO2@mod.uk�
mailto:42X-OpsTrg-PD-SO3@mod.uk�
mailto:143X-HQ-G7-PD-SO3@mod.uk�
mailto:145X-G7-PD-SO3@mod.uk�
mailto:LONDIST-SO2G7PD@mod.uk�
mailto:RAPTCHQ-SMAA@mod.uk�
mailto:ASPT-2IC@mod.uk�
http://armysportcontrolboard.org/sport_contacts.html�
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 ANNEX C TO CHAPTER 5 
GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 
Abbreviation Full Terminology 
AAPTI All Arms Physical Training Instructor 
ACA Army Competent Authority 
ACF Army Central Fund 
ACF Army Cadet Force 
ACDS Assistant Chief of Defence Staff 
AINC Army Incident Notification Cell 
AIS Army Inspector for Sport 
ALARP As Low as Reasonably Practicable 
ARMS Army Reporting Management System 
ARRC Allied Rapid Reactions Corps 
ARTD Army Recruiting and Training Division 
AS Adaptive Sport 
AWGC Army Welfare Grants Committee 
ASCB Army Sports Control Board 
ASCB CF Army Sports Control Board Charitable Fund 
ASL Army Sports Lottery 
ASPT Army School of Physical Training 
BIBMTF Berlin Infantry Brigade Memorial Trust Fund 
ACA&I Army Competent Adviser and Inspectorate 
CCF Combined Cadet Force 
CDP Chief Defence Personnel 
CILOR Cash in Lieu of Rations 
CIW Combined Inspection Week 
COBSEO Confederation of British Service and Ex-Service Organisations 
CoC Chain of Command 
CS Combined Services 
CSASA Combined Services Adaptive Sports Association 
CSSB Combined Services Sports Board 
DASCB Director Army Sports Control Board 
DCDS (Pers) Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff for Personnel 
DG SP Pol Director General Service Personnel Policy 
DH Duty Holding 
DIN Defence Instruction or Notice 
DT Distributed Training 
DTrg(A) Directorate of Training (Army) 
DTUS Defence Technical Undergraduate Scheme 
ECOPF Enhanced Commanding Officer’s Public Fund 
FORM Formation Operational Readiness Mechanism 
FTRS Full Time Reserve Service 
H&S Health and Safety 
HoA Head of Arm 
IRP Individual Recovery Plan 
JS Joint Service 
JSP Joint Service Publication 
LAIT Land Accident Prevention and Investigation Team 
LFSO Land Forces Standing Order 
MATT Military Annual Training Tests 
MSF Military Staff Function 
MTDs Man Training Days 
NDSO National Disability Sports Association 
NGB National Governing Body 
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NOLAAAR Non Operational Learning Account and After Action Review 
NPC National Paralympic Committee 
NT Nuffield Trust 
OTR Officer Training Regiment 
PD Physical Development  
PDI Physical Development Inspections 
POL Post Operational Leave 
PT Physical Training 
PTI Physical Training Instructor 
RA Risk Assessment 
RAPTC Royal Army Physical Training Corps 
RAPTCI Royal Army Physical Training Corps Instructor 
ReM Resilience Margin 
RFCA Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Association 
RMAS Royal Military Academy Sandhurst 
RO Retired Officer 
SEPF Sports Equipment Public Funding 
SIO Specialist Instructional Officer 
SLC Standard Learning Credits 

SMAA Senior Master At Arms 

SME Subject Matter Expert 

SOTR Statement of Training Requirement 

SPL Special Paid Leave 

SST Safe System of Training 

T&S Travel and Subsistence 

TESRR Training Education Skills Recruitment and Resettlement 

UKCC United Kingdom Coaching Certificate 

UOTC University Officer Training Corps 

WIS Wounded Injured and Sick 
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ANNEX D TO CHAPTER 5 
BENEFITS OF SPORT 

 
1. Sport develops physical and mental fitness whilst producing officers and soldiers who are 
better motivated, more robust and more able to withstand the physical and physiological stress of 
operations.  It develops the key military attributes of courage, self discipline and determination and 
enhances key military skills.  It directly contributes to team spirit and esprit de corps.  It plays a 
major part in maintaining moral and helps to develop potential leaders.  In addition it is an 
important recruiting incentive, contributes to retention and helps to maintain public visibility of the 
Army.  It is also a key component of effective and balanced welfare provision.  Each component 
derived from the Benefits of Sport is contextualised in this AGAI. 
 
2. Fitness and Health.  Physical Fitness, Mental Fitness and overall Health all benefit from 
regular participation in sport which is expanded upon below: 
 

a. Physical Fitness.  There is considerable empirical evidence to demonstrate that 
participation in sport makes a direct contribution to physical fitness.  Dependent on the sport, 
this can include: aerobic exercise which increases cardio-vascular endurance; anaerobic 
exercise which increases muscle strength, speed and flexibility which improves the range of 
motion of muscles and joints.  Many sports produce benefits in all three areas.  It can also 
produce balance within a training regime and reduce the likelihood of repetitive strain or 
stress injuries caused by ‘over-training’.  It is particularly beneficial when integrated into a 
comprehensive physical training programme where sport produces variety to maintain 
interest and commitment.  Participation in sport can improve an individual’s ability to 
complete military tasks and duties in demanding circumstances. 

 
b. Mental Fitness.  Regular participation in sport assists individuals to cope with mental 
stress and psychological pressures.  It can often act as a ‘safety valve’ which enables 
individuals to continue to perform tasks and achieve required objectives whilst under 
considerable mental strain.  It is no coincidence that commanders in the past used sport as 
one of their primary methods to allow soldiers to recover from the psychological stress of 
battle.  In recent times this has led to sport being included as a major part of the 
decompression programme for soldiers on return from operations.  In addition to operations, 
sport can also play an important role in relieving the mental stress and pressure that should 
be generated by demanding training. 

 
c. Health.  Regular participation in sport has been shown to make a positive contribution 
to robustness and overall health.  For example it can reduce substantially the risk of 
developing or dying from cardiovascular disease, Type 2 diabetes, and certain cancers, such 
as colon cancer; it helps to lower blood pressure and cholesterol, to prevent or retard 
osteoporosis, to reduce obesity, symptoms of anxiety and depression, and symptoms of 
arthritis. 

 
d. Overall Effect.  The overall effect of regular participation in sport is to produce units 
and individuals who are better prepared to withstand the physical and mental demands and 
stresses of operations. 

 
3. Personal Development.  Regular participation in sport contributes directly and indirectly to 
the personal development of soldiers.  It can help to develop the key character and personality 
attributes required of officers and soldiers on the battlefield: 
 

a. Courage.  Playing sport requires and develops both physical and mental courage.  
This is most obvious in the ‘contact’ sports such as rugby and boxing, which involve physical 
commitment against opponents.  However all sports require the mental courage for an 
individual to test the limits of their skills and fitness against those of an opponent. 
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b. Self-Discipline.  All sports are played under a system of codified rules and protocols, 
normally promulgated and amended by a NGB.  The rules are designed to ensure that the 
competition is fair, safe and played in accordance with the spirit of that sport.  The rules can 
be simple or complex; however all of them require the participants to exercise self-discipline 
to play the sport in accordance with both its rules and ethos. 

 
c. Integrity.  Whilst the immediate benefit of ‘cheating’ or not playing by the rules may 
appear to be short-term success, the penalties for doing so can result in the very public loss 
of honour, respect and trust, particularly by opponents, but in the worst cases, when caught, 
even by team-mates.  Temptation becomes mollified by self-respect.  Some sports, e.g. golf, 
demand the highest levels of personal integrity. 

 
d. Competitive Spirit.  Fundamentally sport is about competition between people or 
groups of people.  It involves testing skill, fitness, strength, planning and organisation against 
an opponent.  Sport develops a focussed competitive spirit and the desire to win in carefully 
controlled conditions according to accepted rules. 

 
e. Confidence.  Participation in sport develops confidence; in competition an individual 
stretches his/her skills and abilities, gaining in self-confidence.  Amongst teams it develops 
reliance on and confidence in each other. 

 
f. Motivation, Determination and Willpower.  Playing sport develops the qualities of 
motivation and determination.  It is invariably easier not to face up to a challenge, to concede 
when the score is going against you, not to put your body or reputation on the line.  Most 
sports involve taking some sort of calculated risk, learning to be bold when it is required and 
receiving physical or psychological knocks without allowing them to stop you achieving your 
aim. 

 
g. Character Building.  Individuals, who play sport regularly, invariably have a more 
‘rounded’ character, mature more quickly and are better able to fulfil their military 
responsibilities. 

 
h. Overall Effect.  Regular participation in sports has both a direct and indirect benefit to 
the personal and character development of officers and soldiers alike.  It helps to produce 
more effective, better motivated and more robust individuals who are more capable of 
withstanding the psychological and physical stresses required in modern operations. 

 
4. Team Building.  Participation in sport makes a significant contribution to unit team-building, 
trust and the development of esprit-de-corps all of which contributes to achieve success on 
operations.  This benefit occurs both in formal team sports, such as football, hockey or netball, but 
also in individual sports where Army competitions are held on a team basis, such as squash, judo 
or triathlon: 
 

a. Mutual Trust.  Individuals who play sport together develop mutual trust in each other; 
this even stretches to trust in opponents to play fairly.  Team-mates gain confidence in each 
others’ ability and their commitment to the team and to winning the competition. 

 
b. Moral Cohesion.  Sport involves individuals working closely together within a set of 
rules and standards to achieve a given aim – i.e. to win. 

 
c. Cooperation.  To be successful on the sports field individuals need to cooperate 
together to achieve their aim: the sum of the whole is greater than the sum of the 
components.  This requires close coordination to ensure that everyone’s skills are applied to 
the greatest effect. 

 
d. Loyalty.  Playing requires loyalty to the team and a readiness to make sacrifices for 
the good of the team and other team members. 
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e. Esprit-de-Corps.  Playing together in a team, particularly one which is well organised 
and well led produces considerable cohesion, camaraderie and pride.  This pride goes 
beyond the players and can have an effect on the whole unit which the team is representing.  
Thriving sports teams have a direct beneficial effect on the esprit-de-corps of Regiments and 
Battalions and their constituent Squadrons, Batteries and Companies. 

 
f. Overall Effect.  Sport develops trust, team spirit, pride and esprit-de-corps in units and 
helps to produce more highly motivated officers and soldiers. 

 
5. Leadership.  Participation in sport enables individuals to develop their leadership skills and 
abilities.  In addition it creates opportunities to identify soldiers with leadership potential: 
 

a. Developing Leadership Skills.  Playing sport allows officers and soldiers to exercise 
leadership in a non-operational, but nonetheless physically and psychologically demanding 
environment.  This is particularly the case for junior officers and NCOs who get the 
opportunity, often with very limited supervision, to plan, organise and manage a sport, as well 
as leading a team in competition. 

 
b. Leadership Potential.  Leadership on the sports field is not necessarily linked to 
formal rank.  Often the best and most inspirational leaders in a sport hold junior rank and this 
enables their commanders to identify those with potential wider military leadership ability. 

 
c. Officials and Coaches.  The leadership benefits of sport are not limited to players.  
Officials (referees, umpires and judges) are required to exercise considerable moral courage, 
integrity, specialist knowledge, physical fitness and mental alertness to ensure that the sport 
is played effectively in accordance with the rules.  Similarly coaches, who are often the 
moving force behind a sport, motivate and organise teams, as well as arrange fixtures and 
train individuals in skills, tactics and teamwork. 

 
d. Overall Effect.  Sport both allows junior ranks with potential leadership ability to be 
identified and enables officers and NCOs to exercise and develop their leadership abilities. 

 
6. Military Skills.  A number of sports contribute more directly to the development of military 
skills some of which are applicable to all serving personnel and others which are specific to certain 
employment qualifications.  The benefits from the sports concerned are detailed in their categories 
shown below: 
 

a. Skills applicable to all soldiers: 
 

(1) Target Shooting – direct benefit to MATT 1 (Personal Weapon Training) and in 
particular to snipers. 
 
(2) Orienteering1 – direct benefit to MATT 5  (Navigation), together with considerable 
benefits to MATT 2 (Fitness). 

 
(3) Biathlon/Nordic Skiing2 – direct benefit to MATT 1 (Personal Weapon Training), 
together with considerable benefits to MATT 2 (Fitness). 

 

                                                           
1 The importance of Orienteering to the development of military skills has led to it being classified as individual and/or collective training 
in the Army. 
2 The importance of Biathlon and Nordic Skiing to the development of military skills has led to them being classified as individual and/or 
collective training in the Army. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT1.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT5.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT2.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT1.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT2.aspx�
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(4) Motor Sports – direct benefit to driving skills, a core requirement for almost all 
military employment qualifications, as well as to vehicle maintenance and MATT 5 
(Navigation). 

 
b. Skills applicable to certain employment qualifications: 

 
(1) Sport Parachuting. 

(2) Sailing. 

(3) Martial Arts. 

(4) Climbing. 

(5) Modern Pentathlon. 

(6) Winter Sports. 

 
7. Welfare.  Welfare within the Services provides an accessible personal and community 
support structure that secures and improves the wellbeing of serving personnel and the Service 
community; it optimises the military capability and motivation of all Service men and women; and it 
is a key element of the moral component of fighting power and operational effectiveness.  A key 
element of community support welfare is the provision of sporting facilities and the opportunity to 
participate in sporting activities and competitions. 
 
8. Recruiting and Retention. 
 

a. Lifestyle.  Lifestyle factors are strong drivers in generating interest to join the Army; 
amongst those most often mentioned is the opportunity to play organised sport3.  Sport 
provides an effective means of motivating and improving the fitness of members of the 
younger generation, many of whom have had little or no exposure to institutional physical 
activity. 

 
b. Sporting Opportunities.  Continuing opportunities to play sport as part of the overall 
military lifestyle is viewed as a significant factor in retention.  Importantly this includes all 
Synopsis and Recognised sports: the key team sports are most important amongst younger 
officers and soldiers; but for the older age-group (30+), individual sports such as squash, 
tennis and golf become increasingly important. 

 
c. Unfamiliar Sporting Opportunities.  Whilst the traditionally popular sports remain 
attractive, those challenging sports in which many soldiers would not expect to have the 
opportunity to participate if they were not in the Army – e.g. offshore sailing, winter sports, 
canoeing/kayaking and hang gliding – are hugely beneficial in retaining officers and soldiers 
as well as being helpful to recruiting. 

 
 

                                                           
3 Jigsaw Research (Jun 05 – Jun 07): One Army Brand & Advertising Tracker, Waves 30-36. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT5.aspx�
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ANNEX E TO CHAPTER 5 
ORGANISATION 

 
Governance and Policy 
 
1. General.  All Army Sport is to be played in accordance with Statute, wider Departmental and 
Army regulations.  The Governance Structure provides transparency, absolute clarity of roles and 
the necessary staff resources, processes and procedures to allow the CoC, DTrg (A), the ASCB 
along with individual Army sports Associations and Unions to fulfil their responsibilities. 
 
2. National.  Accountable to the Department for Culture, Media and Sport, the UK Sports 
Council (UK Sport) is the strategic lead body for elite sport in the UK.  The Sports Councils1 are 
responsible for developing and promoting sport in each Home Country in accordance with the 
Council of Europe’s European Sports Charter (Revised) 2001, and Code of Sport Ethics (Revised) 
20012. 
 

a. Sport Regulation Compliance.  International and National Governing Bodies (NGBs) 
and their rules, laws or regulations are the authority for the playing and governance of sport 
in the United Kingdom.  In all but exceptional circumstances, Combined Services sport 
bodies as well as Army sports bodies affiliate to the NGBs and conduct competitions in 
accordance with their rules, laws and/or regulations. 
 

(1) NGBs.  The Home Country Sports Councils recognise only one NGB for each 
recognised sporting activity in each Home Country; for UK Sport to recognise an NGB, 
it must be similarly recognised by each Home Country, with the option to limit that to 
the Great Britain mainland only.  When considering the recognition of an NGB, the 
sports councils assess whether the body is able to exert sufficient control and influence 
over its sport; this includes the percentage of people who play the sport who are also 
members, affiliation to international bodies and its governance structure.  NGBs form 
the focal point for their sport, providing the link between recreation and development, 
training and competition as well as facility and policy development.  The NGBs are 
responsible for representing their members' interests to their sport's international 
federation, as well as implementing and overseeing new policies. 
 
(2) Anti-Doping Code.  It is UK National policy that doping in sport is cheating; it is 
fundamentally contrary to the spirit of sport and endangers the health of athletes, 
further details can be found from UK Anti-Doping.  Athletes have the right to compete in 
doping-free sport and have a responsibility to ensure they are competing without the 
use of prohibited substances or methods.  All Army sportsmen and women who take 
part in competitive sport should be aware of the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) 
policy and its list of prohibited substances as it relates to sport.  They should take 
advice from the appropriate sport’s NGB and the World Anti-Doping Agency list of 
banned substances may be more extensive than that stated in Service policy3. 

 
(3) UKCC.  The UKCC is a national initiative to endorse coach education 
programmes across sport throughout the UK.  The UKCC will ensure that coaches 
have been trained to a recognised standard of competency. 

 
b. Non-Sports Statutory and Regulatory Compliance.  Sport in the Army is to comply 
with all national legislation, such as, but not limited to, Health and Safety, Fire Regulations, 
Equality, Child Protection and the Charities Act. 

 

                                                           
1  Sport England, Sport Scotland, Sport Council for Wales, Sport Council for Northern Ireland. 
2  Based on the principle that “ethical considerations leading to fair play are integral and not optional elements, of all sports activity, 
sports policy and management, and apply to all levels of ability and commitment, including recreational as well as competitive sport”. 
3
 2012DIN01-124 

http://www.ukad.org.uk/�
http://list.wada-ama.org/�
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3. Department.  Sport is developed and governed through the following department levels 
within Defence and is a core pillar of the PD structure across the Services: 
 

a. Defence Level.  Chief of Defence Personnel (CDP) through the Assistant Chief of 
Defence Staff (Pers and Trg) Directorate of Head Training, Education, Skills, Recruitment 
and Resettlement (TESRR) and the CSSB, exercises responsibility for development and 
governance of Service sport policy.  This includes regulations covering Duty Status, the 
division of expenditure between Public and Non-Public Funds and sponsorship of ‘core’ 
Defence activities.  The implementation and development of detailed policy rests with the 
CSSB and individual Service Sport Boards. 

 
b. CSSB.  The CSSB is formally constituted under the authority of the Service Personnel 
Board through the ACDS (Pers & Trg); Director ASCB is the Army Member.  The CSSB is 
responsible for promoting, developing and providing policy direction on the conduct of Sport 
within and between the three Services and at UK Armed Forces level in accordance with its 
Charter.  It standardises Sport policy across all three Services and maintains liaison with 
NGBs.  

 
c. Combined Services Adaptive Sports Association (CSASA).  Formed in September 
2009, the CSASA (formerly Battle Back – Sport), is accountable to the CSSB.  The CSASA 
acts, in support of the CSSB, as a central body for AS within the Armed Forces and liaises 
with the National Paralympics Committee (NPC), NGBs, National Disability Sports 
Organisations (NDSOs), Home Country Sports Associations and Service Sports 
Associations/Unions, advising CSSB and single Service (sS) Sports Boards on matters 
concerning all AS.  It also acts as the central focus for the development and promotion of AS 
and the facilitation and organisation of representative AS fixtures.  

 
4. Army.  AG has responsibility for Army Sport on behalf of the Army Board.  He ensures that 
the development of Army Sport policy takes place within the wider context of the Moral Component 
of Operational Capability and, as the Army Member of the Service Personnel Board, is 
synchronised with Defence Sport policy. 
 

a. DTrg (A).  DTrg (A) is responsible for Army Individual Training policy including the 
elements of PD: PT, Sport and Adventurous Training.  He is the ACA for Sport.  Specific 
responsibilities include: 

 
(1) The Army Proponent for Sport – leads in the development of policy, standards 
and training (coaches and officials) requirements. 
 
(2) Functional and budgetary advice to the CoC. 
 
(3) Input into the development of Defence Sports policy. 
 
(4) Assists Defence Staff and other Army Staff branches to ensure that the 
implications for Sport in the Army of possible legislative and regulatory change are 
taken into account. 

 
b. ASCB.  Answerable to the Army Board, and assisted by Army Sports Associations and 
Unions, the ASCB is responsible for the support and development of sport and sporting 
facilities at all levels in the Army; the promotion, co-ordination and monitoring of sport activity 
in the Army; liaison with NGBs, the CSSB and the other Services; oversight of H&S 
compliance (see Part 7); and supports DTrg(A)’s role as the Proponent for Sport in 
accordance with the ASCB Charter.  It generates and administers non-public funds both in 
form of the Army Sports Lottery and as a separate charitable fund, principally to promote the 
efficiency of the Regular and Army Reserves through participation in sports.  Further contact 
details for the ASCB are contained in Annex B. 
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c. Army Sport Associations and Unions.  Army Sport Associations and Unions are a 
constituent part of the ASCB and are responsible to Director ASCB for the administration and 
organisation of their sport, including, through a Management Plan: overseeing the technical 
conduct; ensuring there is a close link and in most cases an affiliation to their respective 
NGB; the selection of representative Army teams; providing a central focus for the 
advancement of their sport to Formation Sport Boards; the organisation of Inter-Corps and 
Major/Minor unit/individual competitions as appropriate; maintenance of coaches & officials 
database; and providing guidance, advice and encouragement in promoting the participation 
in their sport at all levels in the Army.  Each Association and Union has a Secretary, 
supported by a Chairman and in most cases a President, details of which are on the ASCB 
Website. 

 
d. SMAA RAPTC.  As the AIS the SMAA RAPTC is responsible for inspecting and 
reporting whether activity that falls within the competence of the ACA is completed in line 
with stated policy, advice or direction.  The AIS reports to the ACA any failures in compliance 
and monitors progress to address such failures.   

 
Organisational Responsibilities 
 
5. CoC.  Commanders at all levels are to ensure they are aware of the rationale behind the 
conduct of sport and the contribution it makes to military ethos and morale within the Service.  
Sport is to be actively promoted and individuals are encouraged to participate fully in the many 
sports that the Army supports and funds.  Commanders are responsible for making the time, 
facilities, equipment, clothing, coaches and officials available for Service personnel and teams to 
enable participation within a safe environment (see Part 7).  They are also to give the appropriate 
recognition, through the reporting process, to those whom willingly and voluntarily organise and 
conduct sport within the unit and the Army. 
 
6. Sports Boards.  Sport Boards are to be held at Formation, Bde and Unit level to organise, 
manage and encourage sport, meeting a minimum of twice a year to provision for winter and 
summer sports seasons.  They are to manage both public and non-public funds, which are made 
available for sport, including the allocated SEPF4.  The GOC, Bde Comd or CO should be 
President of their respective Sport Board, chaired by COS, DCOS and Unit 2IC respectively, with 
representatives from all subordinate organisations’ sports boards as well as a Female Focus 
attending.  It serves as a forum to focus the CoC on Sport, sets priorities for the forthcoming 
season5; maintains a H&S policy (see Part 7); produces a rolling sport development plan for the 
forthcoming year/season, giving consideration as to when and what Army, Formation, and Corps 
sports programmes are organised6; and recommends the awarding of sports colours as recognition 
to those who have given their time to support sport either as an athlete, official, coach or team 
manager.  The Board is to nominate a Sports Co-ordinator7, whose role is to promote sport across 
the Formation or Unit.  A suggested Charter and composition of a unit sports board can be found at 
Annex G. 
 
7. Formation Level Sport.  Formation Comds through their PD Branches are responsible for 
the promotion and implementation of all Army Sport throughout their area of responsibility8.  The 
PD Branches: 
 

                                                           
4 SEPF is delegated to units through Formation PD Branches and Army Sports Associations and Unions via the ASCB.  The Formation 
PD Branches and ASCB are therefore responsible for assuring their delegated SEPF is spent in accordance with AGAI Vol 3, Chap 82 
 Paras 82.091 – 82.099 (Amended Jun 02). 
5 Winter or Summer. 
6 Army and Formation/Regional sports competitions are to be given priority over Corps and Unit competitions. 
7
 Normally the senior RAPTC representative: SO2/SO3 G3/7 PD within a Formation HQ and the senior RAPTCI within a major/minor 

unit.  Those without an RAPTCI are to appoint the most competent Officer, WO or SNCO within the unit who has demonstrated an 
interest in sport. 
8
  Under the AVANTI/BORONA review the CoC structure will change. 

http://armysportcontrolboard.org/sport_contacts.html�
http://armysportcontrolboard.org/sport_contacts.html�
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a. Manage the Formation level Sports Boards, assisting the COS/DCOS to appoint 
Presidents, Chairpersons, Secretaries for all sport and a Female Focus for female sports. 
 
b. Produces a Sports Management Plan, promulgated to all units within the Formation. 

 
c. Provides assistance and advice to Bde Comds on Sport Policy issues. 

 
d. Ensures that: 

 
(1) The duties and responsibilities of Sports Presidents, Chairpersons and 
Secretaries are documented in Formation Standing Instructions. 
 
(2) Secretaries maintain a database of all coaches and officials in their Formation 
AOR, accounting for postings in and out. 

 
(3) Sufficient officials are available for Formation league, championships and Army 
qualifying competitions. 

 
(4) Assists Bdes where necessary to obtain sufficient officials for Bde league, 
competitions and championships. 

 
8. Brigade Level Sport.  Bde Comds are responsible for giving guidance, priority and direction 
to all units under their command.  They are to promote and encourage personnel to participate fully 
at all levels of competition in sport.  The Regional Bdes are supported by the PD Branch headed 
by an SO3 PD and the Operational Brigades are supported by WO1 (SMI) PD Staff Assistants 
(SA).  The PD Branch staffs are responsible for organising, controlling and administering sports 
competitions for major units, minor units and women’s teams within their Bde in conjunction with 
Bde Sport Board appointee’s. 
 

a. Brigade Competitions.  Bdes are to organise a Bde Festival of Sport during an 
suitable time in the Campaign FORM cycle.  Regional Bde’s should make this an annual 
event depending on training and other commitments.  This may be either a winter or summer 
sports event. 
 
b. Brigade Sports Boards.  Bde Sports Boards are established to coordinate and plan 
competitions for the forthcoming and future seasons sport.  They are to appoint sports 
Chairman and Secretaries to coordinate competitions and ensure that there are sufficient 
officials available. 

 
9. HoA.  Individual Arms/Corps competitions are an important complement to Army and 
Formation level leagues/competition/championships by providing an alternative higher forum for 
sport.  HoA of Individual Arms and Corps should hold a winter and summer Sports Board.  They 
are to promote sport within their Arms/Corps and enter teams into Inter Corps leagues, 
competitions, championships in order to identify, foster and develop new talent for representative 
teams in conjunction with ASCB. 
 
Unit Responsibilities  
 
10. COs/OCs.  COs and OCs of independent sub-units are responsible for sport as detailed in 
QRs, Training Directives and within Command Management plans, all of which encourage safe 
participation in sport at unit level and above.  COs/OCs are also responsible for: 
 

a. Issuing a Unit Sports Directive9 compliant with extant policy for Sport in the Army which 
is to include H&S policy (see Part 7).  The unit guide to the conduct and supervision of sport 
and the prevention of sports injuries can be found at Annex I. 

                                                           
9 CO’s PD Directive is to encompass PT, AT and Sport in accordance with AGAI Vol 1 Ch 7.  
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b. Operational commitments allowing, fielding at least two summer and two winter teams 
(major units)10 or at least one winter and one summer team (minor units)11 across the key 
team sports. 

 
c. Across those sports selected in para 10b above, appointing and facilitating the training 
of suitably qualified coaches and officials to enable those sports to be played safely within 
the unit, in fulfilment of duty of care practices.  As a minimum, across the key team sports 
divided between winter and summer sports: major units should have four Level 112 coaches 
and two officials; minor units should have a minimum of two Level 113 coaches and one 
official (see Part 5)14. 

 
d. Appointing the following unit sports representatives: 

 
(1) Sport Board Chairperson, normally the Unit 2IC or equivalent rank. 
 
(2) In conjunction with the Sport Board Chairperson appoint Sports Presidents, 
Chairpersons and Secretaries, who are responsible for ensuring the CO’s Sport 
Directive is adhered to through efficient co-ordination and administration of all sport 
played within the unit. 

 
(3) A Sports Coordinator to promote sport throughout the unit.  It is strongly 
recommended that the Sports Co-ordinator would also be the Secretary of the Unit 
Sport Board (normally the RAPTCI). 

 
(4) A Female Focus to enable all female personnel to have the opportunity to 
participate in female sport.  See Part 3, Para 5.059 for further details. 

 
e. When not on operations or field training, programming a minimum of two hours of sport 
a week, which for unit representative teams should be on Wednesday afternoons, when most 
Army league and Army qualifying competitions are held. 
 
f. Recording sporting achievements from the past season, talent spotting for the future 
and the identification of sports coaches and officials for the forthcoming season in 
preparation for collating the sports information required for PD Inspection (PDI) Report held 
on the Army Reporting Management Suite (ARMS), see Part 8 for further details. 

 
Promoting Sport 
 
11. DINs.  The majority of sports have well-established processes for advertising events, using 
the internet, intranet, social media sites and notice boards, within their known community.  All 
sports could improve on advertising to new audiences.  The use of DINs is a medium that makes 
events widely accessible to anyone with access to the Defence Intranet.  The Sec ASCB 
coordinates submission to the Army Moderator for all Channel 10 (Sport) DINs as well as 
promoting sport on the ASCB Website;  DTrg(A) coordinates submission of Channel 7 (Training & 
Education), DINs where appropriate, e.g. Orienteering and Formation skiing championships. 
 
Appendices: 
 
1. CSSB Charter. 
2. ASCB Charter. 

                                                           
10 Units with strength of 300 and above. 
11

 Units with strength of 299 and below. 
12

 Or the required level to deliver coaching to Service Personnel.  
13

 Or the required level to deliver coaching to Service Personnel.  
14 Units may wish to support Service personnel in pursuit of higher level qualifications when individuals are seeking to add value at 
Representative level (Corps, Army or Combined Service). 

http://armysportcontrolboard.org/index.html�
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APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX E TO CHAPTER 5 
COMBINED SERVICES SPORTS BOARD CHARTER 

 
GENERAL 
 
1. The Combined Services Sports Board (CSSB) is formally constituted under the authority of 
the Service Personnel Board through the Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Personnel & Training) 
(ACDS (Pers & Trg)). 
 
PURPOSE OF THE CSSB 
 
2. The CSSB is responsible for promoting, developing and providing policy direction on the 
conduct of representative sport within and between the three Services and at UK Armed Forces 
level.  It also is also responsible for standardising sports policy across the three Services and 
maintaining a liaison with national sports bodies. 
 
CONSTITUTION 
 
3. The members of the CSSB are the three Single Services’ Directors of Sport.  The office of 
Chairman rotates biennially between the three Services.  The Secretary is part of the staff of Chief 
of Defence Personnel in MOD Main Building but his work place is collocated with the Army Sports 
Control Board.  The secretary is the focal point for all CSSB matters. 
 
ROLE OF THE CSSB 
 
4. Policy. 
 

a. Develop policy on the conduct of sport within the Armed Forces (including Reserves). 
 

b. Maintain the currency of existing regulation, guidance and policy direction for sport 
within the Armed Forces, largely through DINs and JSPs. 

 
c. Advise Service Personnel Board through ACDS (Pers & Trg) on matters of common 
interest affecting sport in the Services. 

 
d. Standardise sports policy across all three Services, including adaptive sports. 

 
5. Governance. 
 

a. Act as the regulatory body for the Combined Services (CS) Sports Associations and in 
particular to: 

 
(1) Advise and assist CS sports associations in the conduct of their sports. 

 
(2) Issue terms of reference to CS sports associations and where appropriate 
appoint chairmen. 

 
(3) Examine and approve the constitution or articles of association (as appropriate) 
of all CS sports associations and approve, or in the case of articles endorse, 
amendments. 

 
(4) Appoint the Chairman and approve the Trustees of CS associations registered as 
separate charities. 

 
(5) Scrutinise the annual accounts of all CS sports associations and unions. 
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(6) Authorise all fixtures and committee meetings of CS sports associations and 
unions. 

 
(7) Adjudicate on matters referred to it by any CS sports association. 

 
b. Authorise the official recognition of a new sport across all three Services and conduct a 
continuous rolling review of all non-synopsis sports to ensure they meet established criteria.  

 
c. Maintain a liaison with appropriate national sports bodies. 

 
d. Determine eligibility of players for Inter Service and CS fixtures. 

 
e. Control through the appropriate CS sports association, the award and wearing of 
‘Colours’.  

 
6. Administration. 
 

a. Administer such non-public funds as are placed under its control and allocate non 
public grants to CS sports associations as required. 

 
b. Seek additional non-public funding through sponsorship of CS sports and advise 
priorities. 

 
c. Conduct an annual CS Sports Awards ceremony. 

 
d. Conduct quarterly board meetings with a record of decisions. 

 
e. Direct the programme of work for the Sports Board Secretaries meetings and supervise 
the management of Adaptive sports through the CS Adaptive Sports Association.  

 
f. Given the significance of charitable funding within Service sport, represent the interests 
of the single Service Sports Boards at COBSEO. 

 
g. Coordinate responses to Parliamentary Questions, Ministerial Correspondence and 
Defence Internal Audit reports involving sport within the Armed Forces. 

 
ENGAGEMENT 
 
7. Key departments in the MOD with whom CSSB interact are: 
 

a. MOD – CDP, Pers & Trg SVW, Pers & Trg Sec, TESR, DMC, DIPR. 
 

b. Navy Command – ACNS Pers & NavSec, CNPers D Finance, RN Infra. 
 

c. Army HQ – DG Pers, D Trg, DG Res, D Infra. 
 

d. RAF Command – COS Pers, ACOS Trg, D Res FPP. 
 

e. DIO – Strat Pol. 
 

f. Single Service Sports Boards – CNPD, ASCB, RAF Sports Board. 
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEX E TO CHAPTER 5 
ARMY SPORT CONTROL BOARD CHARTER 

 
GENERAL 
 
1. The Army Sport Control Board (ASCB) was formed on 18 November 1918 by order of the 
Army Council (ACI 1299).  The Territorial Army Sport Board (TASB) was formed in February 1948 
and was affiliated to the ASCB.  On 1 April 2011 the ASCB and TASB merged to form one 
integrated sports board known as the ASCB.  This Charter supersedes all previous Charters 
contained in Games and Sports in the Army (AC61021) and the TASB’s Rules and General 
Information (AC62467).  The policy for Sport in the Army is the responsibility of DTrg (A), which is 
contained in AGAI Volume 1 Chapter 5 ‘Sport’. 
 
MISSION 
 
2. To support and develop sport and sports facilities in the Army in order to enable Land Forces 
to contribute to the Army’s capability. 
 
STATUS 
 
3. The ASCB has 2 separate legal identities: 
 

a. ASCB.  The ASCB is formed by a Board of military members (see Constitution at 
paragraph 4) supported by a civilian executive Secretariat which is partly funded by a MoD 
Grant in Aid.  The Board is responsible for the conduct and governance of sport in the Army, 
including the Army Reserve (AR).  The ASCB reports to the Executive Committee of the 
Army Board through the Adjutant General who is President of the ASCB.  The ASCB’s policy 
sponsor branch is DTrg (A) at Army HQ. 

 
b. ASCB Charitable Fund.  The ASCB Charitable Fund (ASCB CF) is an independent 
Charity (No 1123854) which is responsible for the custody of ASCB non public assets and 
the generation of non public income for the well being and development of sport in the Army.  
The ASCB CF Trustees report to the Charity Commission.  The objects of the ASCB CF are 
at para 8 below. 

 
CONSTITUTION 
 
4. The ASCB Board is formed by: 
 
  President - Adjutant General  

  Chairman - Director General Personnel  

  Members - Assistant Chief of Staff Land Forces Directorate 

     Assistant Commander Headquarters Support Command 

     Director Training (Army)  

     Brigadier Media & Communications (Army)  

     Director Infrastructure  

     SO1 Female Focus 

     Corps Regimental Sergeant Major RAPTC 

  Secretariat - Director ASCB (DASCB) 

     Secretary ASCB (SASCB) 

     Secretary AR Sport 
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5. The Trustees of the ASCB CF are formed by the representatives at para 4 and an 
independent Civilian Financial Advisor.  The Board and the Trustees meet biannually normally in 
the Spring and the Autumn. 
 
6. The ASCB Board is assisted by the ASCB Steering Committee which meets biannually and 
is formed by: 
 
  DASCB 

  SASCB 

  Secretary British Army (Germany) Sport Board 

  SO2 Adventurous Training/Sport DTrg (A) 

  SO2 G7 Physical Development Headquarters Support Command 

  Secretary AR Sport 

 
DUTIES 
 
7. The ASCB carries out the following duties subject to the overriding control of ECAB: 
 

a. Support the development of sport and sports facilities in the Army in order to contribute 
to operational capability. 

 
b. Govern the ASCB’s Sports Associations and Unions, providing them with funding to 
administer their respective sports in accordance with NGB rules and regulations. 

 
c. Authorise and coordinate sports competitions and events, in particular the authorisation 
of public funding for entitled representational sports travel. 

 
d. Generate non public funds through the ASCB’s Army Sports Lottery, civilian 
sponsorship and the allocation of grants for sports activity and sports facilities. 

 
e. Publish instructions and pamphlets that will assist in the efficient organisation and 
administration of sports in the Army. 

 
f. Advise on the funding, provision and maintenance of sports equipment and facilities in 
cooperation with other Army and Service grant making bodies. 

 
g. Maintain close links with: the RN and RAF Sports Boards, the Combined Services 
Sports Board, the Sport and Recreation Alliance and UK Sport.  Liaise when necessary with 
the British Olympic and Paralympic Associations and sports representatives of Allied, 
Commonwealth and Foreign Armies. 

 
h. Promote Army sport through the Services internal media organisations. 

 
i. Support DTrg (A) staff on the development of sport policy and instructions. 

 
j. Administer and account for public and non public funds under its control which are for 
the benefit of sport in the Army. 

 
k. Supervise the sponsorship of Army sports. 
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THE OBJECTS OF THE ASCB CHARITABLE FUND 
 
8. The ASCB administers a separate Charitable Fund (Charity No: 1123854) which is governed 
by an independent Board of Trustees.  The Charitable Fund holds its own assets (investments and 
some land) and generates a small income.  The Charitable Fund allocates grants in support of 
sport in the Army with the following objects: 
 

a. The promotion of the efficiency of the Armed Forces of the Crown, and in particular the 
British Army (including its auxiliary and reserve forces), by such charitable means as the 
trustees shall think fit including but not limited to raising physical fitness, fostering espirit de 
corps and enhancing morale through participation in sports and adventurous training. 

 
b. The advancement of any charitable purpose benefiting serving and former serving 
personnel of the British Army (including its auxiliary and reserve forces), and the dependants 
of such persons. 

 
c. The support and encouragement of the Army Cadet Force and Army contingents of the 
Combined Cadet Force by such charitable means as the trustees think fit, including but not 
limited to the promotion of the physical fitness, development and training of its members. 

 
.
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ANNEX F TO CHAPTER 5 

GOVERNANCE OF ARMY SPORT – MATRIX OF RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Ser Governance Requirement Responsibility 

1 MOD: CPD, ACDS (Pers & Trg), TESRR and CSSB 

1a 

Policy Development and 
Compliance 

(1) The development and promulgation of Defence 
policy for Sport. 
(2) Standardise sports policy across the three services 
(CSSB). 

1b 
Sport Regulation 
Compliance 

Liaise with Sports NGBs in conjunction with CS Sports 
Associations. 

1c 
Non-Sports Statutory and 
Regulatory Compliance1 

 

1d Public Funds Expenditure  

1e 
Non-Public Funds 
Expenditure 

 

2 CoC 

2a 
Policy Development and 
Compliance 

Conduct Sport in accordance with extant Defence and 
Army policy. 

2b 
Sport Regulation 
Compliance 

Conduct Sport in accordance with individual sports’ NGB 
regulations and Army Sport’s Unions and Associations 
rules. 

2c 
Non-Sports Statutory and 
Regulatory Compliance 

Ensure that Sport is conducted in accordance with 
statute and non-sports regulations ie. H&S. 

2d 

Public Funds Expenditure (1) Secure funds through effective financial planning to 
support Sport in accordance with extant policy. 
(2) Ensure that public funds are used in accordance 
with current propriety regulations. 

2e 
Non-Public Funds 
Expenditure 

Ensure that non-public funds are used to support Sport 
in the Army in accordance with Charities Law and MOD 
regulations. 

3 DTrg(A) 

3a 

Policy Development and 
Compliance 

ACA&I for Army Sport: 
(1) Proponent for Sport2. 
(2) Provide functional advice to CoC in conjunction with 
ASCB. 
(3) Input to the development of Defence Sports policy. 
(4) Develop overall Army Sport policy. 
(5) Put in place an assurance mechanism for 
monitoring adherence to functional advice (including 
SME advice provided by the ASCB and Sports 
Associations). 

3b 
Sport Regulation 
Compliance 

Develop an Army SOTR to ensure sufficient officials 
and coaches are in place3. 

3c 

Non-Sports Statutory and 
Regulatory Compliance 

In conjunction with other parts of the Army Staff and 
with the Defence Staff, ensure that the implications for 
sport in the Army of possible legislative and regulatory 
change are taken into account. 

                                                           
1 Non-Sports statutory and regulatory compliance includes all such requirements which effect the playing of sport.  They include Health 
and Safety regulations (JSP 375), Fire Regulations etc.  These include a substantial part of the Army’s ‘Duty of Care’. 
2
 A Proponent leads in the development of policy, standards, training requirements, doctrine, TTPs, etc., for the competency or activity.  

AGAI Vol 2, Chap 56 contains a definition of ‘proponent’ in the training context, which has been used to develop this definition. 
3 The delivery of the Sports’ SOTR will be through a combination of publicly funded courses delivered by ARTD (through ASPT) and 
non-publicly funded courses delivered by individual Sports’ Unions and Associations in conjunction with National Governing Bodies. 
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Ser Governance Requirement Responsibility 

3d 

 
 
Public Funds Expenditure 

(1) Provide advice to the CoC as part of the budgetary 
planning process on the level of public funding needed 
to allow sport to be conducted in accordance with 
current policy. 
(2) Allocation of the SEPF. 

3e 
Non-Public Funds 
Expenditure 

 

4 ASCB 

4a 

 
 
 
 
Policy Development and 
Compliance 

(1) Support DTrg (A) as the Proponent for Sport in 
accordance with its Charter and Objects. 
(2) Support DTrg (A) to provide functional advice to the 
CoC. 
(3) Coordinate the provision of SME advice for 
individual sports 
(4) Support DTrg (A)’s assurance mechanism for 
monitoring adherence to functional advice (including 
SME advice provided by the ASCB and Sports 
Associations).  

4b 

 
 
 
 
Sport Regulation 
Compliance 

(1) Liaise with over-arching national sports bodies to 
ensure Army requirements are taken into account in 
development of sports’ policies and regulations. 
(2) Represent the Army on the CSSB.  Dir ASCB to be 
the Biennially rotating Chairman of the CSSB. 
(3) Manage Army Sport. 
(4) Coordinate the work of Army Sports Associations to 
ensure individual sports are played in accordance with 
NGB rules. 

4c 

 
Non-Sports Statutory and 
Regulatory Compliance 

In conjunction with the CSSB liaise with overarching 
national sports bodies to ensure that the implications for 
sport in the Army of any statutory changes are 
represented. 

4d 
 
Public Funds Expenditure 

Plan and authorise expenditure of delegated public 
funds for travel and Subsistence and the Sports 
Equipment Public Funding. 

4e 

 
 
 
 
Non-Public Funds 
Expenditure 

(1) Plan and execute the expenditure of ASCB non-
public funds in accordance with the ASCB 
Charter/Objectives.  
(2) Ensure non-public ASCB funds are used in 
accordance with Charity’s Law and MOD regulations for 
non-public funds. 
(3) Provide a book-keeping service in accordance with 
MOD regulations for non-public funds for Army Sports 
Associations and Unions. 
(4). The ASCB, through the ASCB Secretariat is to 
provide the Governance for sponsorship of sport in the 
Army which includes: the authority, responsibility and 
accounting for all sponsorship activity in the Army. 
 

5 Army Sports Associations and Unions 

5a 
 
Policy Development and 
Compliance 

Act as SMEs for individuals Sports providing advice 
through the ASCB to DTrg(A) to enable the 
development of effective Sport policy. 

5b 
(cont) 

Sport Regulation 
Compliance 

(1) Liaise with individual national sporting bodies and 
the relevant CS Sports Association to ensure Army 
requirements are taken into account in development of 
sports’ policies and regulation. 
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Ser Governance Requirement Responsibility 

(2) Develop a structure and process to ensure 
individual sports are played in accordance with extant 
NGB rules. 
(3) Support DTrg (A) in the development of a SOTR to 
ensure sufficient officials/coaches are in place for 
individual sports. 

5c 
 
Non-Sports Statutory and 
Regulatory Compliance 

Liaise with individual national sporting bodies to ensure 
the impact of possible legislative change on Army Sport 
is represented. 

 
5d 

 
Public Funds Expenditure 

 

5e 

 
 
 
Non-Public Funds 
Expenditure 

(1) Plan and execute the expenditure of Association 
and Union non-public funds in accordance constitution, 
Charter or Objects.  
(2) Ensure non-public funds are used in accordance 
with Charity’s Law and MOD regulations for non-public 
funds. 
(3) Ensure any sponsorship arrangements are 
conducted in accordance with current MOD policy. 
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ANNEX G TO CHAPTER 5 
SUGGESTED CHARTER & COMPOSITION OF A UNIT SPORTS BOARD 

 
References: 
 
A. AGAI Vol 1 Ch 5. 
B. Commanding Officer’s Sports Directive. 
 
Composition 
 
1. The composition of the Sport Board is: 
 

a. President   - CO / OC. 

b. Chairman    - Unit 2IC. 

c. Secretary   - RAPTCI / Trg Officer. 

d. Assistant Secretary  - Adjt / RAOWO. 

e. Finance    - RAO. 

f. Members    - All Sports Officers. 

 
Charter and Terms of Reference 
 
2. The Charter of the Sport Board is to: 
 

a. Exercise control of sport within the unit in accordance with the principles laid down in 
References A and B. 

 
b. Maintain liaison with the ASCB and the Formation HQ Sport Boards to ensure that the 
policies, objectives and principles of these authorities, with regards to sport, are mutually 
supportive. 

 
c. Administer such Public and Non-Public funds as may be placed under their control for 
the benefit of sports in the unit. 

 
Aims 
 
3. The aims of the Unit Sport Board are: 
 

a. To promote sport for the benefit of personnel within the Unit and to encourage sport at 
Army, Divisional, Inter-Unit and sub unit levels. 
 
b. To ensure that all Unit sport is organised within the rules governing sport as laid down 
in the current edition of Reference A and any other instructions issued by ASCB. 

 
c. To ensure all sports in which the unit participate in has a unit sports officer and 
appropriately qualified coaches and officials. 

 
d. To ensure that the assurance processes laid down in Reference A is adhered to and 
any lessons identified through the conduct of sport are staffed up through the CoC as 
required. 

 
e. To ensure both a Sports Coordinator and Female Focus for female sports is appointed. 
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Unit Sport Board Meetings 
 
4. The Unit Sport Board will meet biannually to: 
 

a. Discuss items included on the agenda and to ensure that all sport held under the 
auspices of the Unit Sport Board is administered for the benefit of all units and individual 
competitors. 
 
b. Agree upon the format that sports competitions and external fixtures should take and to 
arrange suitable dates for finals etc. 

 
c. Afford the opportunity for all Sports Officers to update the board on their respective 
sport. 
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ANNEX H TO CHAPTER 5 
PARTICIPATION 

 
1. Status of Sports Sport.  Status of Sport is detailed in (2014DIN01-099) and defined in four 
categories, Synopsis, Recognised, Approved and Other.  Each attracting varying levels of public 
funding.   
 
2. Public Funding.  The accessibility of public funds differs, subject to the type of training and 
the categorisation of the sport.  Types of training and categories of sport detailing what levels of 
public funding they attract are described at Part 6. 
 
Programming Sport 
 
3. Weekly Sports Afternoons.  When not on operations or field training and in accordance 
with CGS and CLFs direction, Land Forces units, less ARTD, are expected to include a minimum 
of two hours of sport a week; for unit representative teams this would normally be programmed on 
Wednesday afternoons when most Army league and Army qualifying competitions are held.  To be 
most effective and to allow maximum participation unit sport officers must consult with both the 
Formation HQ PD Branch staff and ASCB Secretaries to ascertain what Divisional and Army level 
competitions are being organised.  Subject to Operational commitments, all major units are 
expected to produce at least two summer and two winter teams across the key team sports.  Minor 
units are expected to produce at least one winter and one summer team.  Following periods of 
inactivity or reduced activity care should be taken with regards to the programming of training and 
competitions to avoid injuries. 
 
4. Formation Sport.  Where possible, consideration should be given to units who have to travel 
over two hours as well as those who are on post and pre operational training.  In order for 
maximum participation to take place, Regional or Divisional competitions should proceed with the 
winner and runner up qualifying for the next round of the Army competition. 
 
5. Inter Arms/Corps Sport.  Inter Arms/Corps Sports competitions should be staged for all the 
key team sports as a minimum.  This provides an alternative higher forum and more challenging 
arena for sport in order to identify, foster and develop the more talented and gifted individuals.  It is 
a vehicle for providing new talent for representative teams in conjunction with ASCB Associations 
and Unions as well as potential National standard participants.  As well as the full Corps team, 
male, female or mixed, teams may be formed for specific age groups (e.g. Under 23, or Veterans), 
as well as within commands or theatres.  A Corps that, due to its numbers of personnel e.g. 
females, is unable to field a team in some sports, may apply to the ASCB for dispensation.  
Personnel are restricted to compete in Corp-level competitions until approval has been agreed 
between both HoA’s and the ASCB for such personnel to affiliate to another specified Corps.   
 
6. Unit Teams.  Operational commitments allowing, all major units are expected to produce at 
least two summer and two winter teams across the key team sports.  Minor units are expected to 
produce at least one winter and one summer team. 
 
7. Periods of Inactivity (Decompression).  Following periods of inactivity or reduced activity 
(e.g. Post Operational Leave (POL), summer leave, courses or injury) care is to be taken to ensure 
that sports and their associated training methods are carried out at a progressive and appropriate 
level with suitably qualified or competent coaches and officials. 
 
Overseas Tours 
 
8. The opportunity to undertake an Overseas Sport Tour/Visit (training and/or competition) is a 
considerable attraction for many Service personnel whilst providing a compensating measure to 
the many current operational commitments and is to be strongly encouraged.  Such tours/visits 
give the opportunity to compete against opposition of a different culture and in many cases train 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
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and/or compete in very challenging conditions.  They can also be used to reward sporting 
achievement, as a means of fostering team spirit and as a pre/post season preparation/finale. 
 
9. Procedure.  The procedure to be followed from initiation with a host country sponsor, 
authority, clearances and administration is detailed in 2012DIN10-036.  Further advice may be 
sought from Secretary ASCB if required. 
 

a. Duty Status.  When authorised by the ASCB and the CO of the participant (s), 
individuals will be ‘On Duty’ for: travel to/from overseas destination; travel to/from fixtures 
and organised training; participation in fixtures and organised training.  Participants are ‘Off 
Duty’ in all activities not directly connected with the primary aims of the visit, such as social 
events, sightseeing. 

 
b. Insurance.  Participants are advised to have their own personal liability, personal 
accident and personal travel insurance to ensure suitable compensation for incidents when 
both ‘On Duty’ and ‘Off Duty’. 

 
c. Funding.  Public Funds, including the use of T&S and CILOR, are not admissible for 
sports tours.  Sources of Non-Public Funds include: personal contributions, Unit/Corps funds, 
unit welfare funds (PRI), Army Sports Lottery (2013DIN10-003) and the Berlin Infantry 
Brigade Memorial Trust Fund (BIBMTF), (2013DIN10-037). 

 
Eligibility of Units 
 
10. Unit Strength/Status.  The unit strength is assessed as the total overall establishment of all 
eligible personnel, including amalgamated units and affiliated personnel to that unit.  For Army Inter 
Unit Competitions/Championships the status of a unit is defined as, a major unit that has a unit 
strength of 300 and above and a minor unit that has a unit strength of 299 and below.  Units who 
have a mixture of male and female personnel of 300 and above can apply to ASCB for minor unit 
status, providing the number of serving male personnel is 299 and below.  Units wishing to apply 
for a change of status are to apply via the Formation HQ PD Branch by 1 Mar and 1 Aug for the 
following season to the ASCB.  The unit status applies to all sports. 
 
11. Competitions/Championships.  Units compete as follows: 
 

a. Units compete in either major or minor unit competitions/championships as applicable.  
A minor unit may elect to enter into a major unit competition/championship, but may not enter 
both the major and minor unit competitions/championships in the same season. 

 
b. Sub-units are not eligible to enter minor unit competitions/championship unless they 
are on detached duty or are unit rear operational group (ROG)/rear parties.  Authority to do 
so is to be sought through Formation HQ PD Branches to the ASCB.  Such sub-unit 
personnel may not represent the parent unit in any major unit competition/championship 
during the same season. 

 
c. Joint and Tri-Service units may enter teams in all three single Service competitions, but 
individuals will be eligible to compete in only one such competition for each sport in any one 
season. 

 
d. Army Reserve major and minor unit teams, including UOTC, are eligible to enter Army 
competitions on the same basis as Regular Army units.  See Part 4. 

 
12. Amalgamations.  The following procedures apply: 
 

a. ASCB authorises amalgamations of units for sport.  Application with full justification 
should be made via Formation HQ PD Branch. 

 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2012/2012DIN10-036.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSsports/2013/2013DIN10-003.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSsports/2013/2013DIN10-037.pdf�
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b. A unit with insufficient male or female participants to form a team may be amalgamated 
with neighbouring units.  Application for authority is made via the Formation PD Branch to 
ASCB. 

 
c. Amalgamation lists are updated and published annually by ASCB and Formation HQ 
PD Branches. 

 
Eligibility of Players 
 
13. General. 
 

a. All Army officers and soldiers on the established strength of a unit are eligible to 
represent that unit in Army Competitions/Championships. 

 
b. Regular officers and soldiers of the Gibraltar Regiment can only compete in Army 
Competitions/Championships providing the unit funds all travel costs from Gibraltar. 

 
14. Competitions.  Players may only represent one unit in an Army competition/championship, 
except in the following circumstances: 
 

a. Personnel of one unit who are posted to another unit where both units remain unbeaten 
in either the major or minor unit competitions/championships. 

 
b. Officers commissioned from RMAS on joining their units. 

 
15. Affiliations.  Players serving in a unit that is unable to enter an Army competition may apply 
to be ‘Affiliated’ to the nearest unit who are playing and competing in that sport.  This must have 
the approval of both unit COs/OCs.  Application is made with full justification through the Formation 
HQ PD Branch to the ASCB.  If authority is given it will apply to all sports in the season concerned 
for the said individual. 
 
16. Temporary Attachment.  Personnel who are temporarily attached to a unit for six months or 
more, which includes courses, are eligible to compete for that unit.  Personnel temporarily attached 
for less than six months must continue to play for the unit on whose establishment they are held.  
 
17. RN (including RM) and RAF Personnel.  Other Service personnel who are attached to, or 
serving with, an Army unit, or who are on a course of six months or more, are eligible to compete 
for that unit up to a maximum of 50% of other Service personnel in any team.  They are not eligible 
to compete in individual Army competitions.  Individuals from any Service may only compete in one 
Service’s team competition/championship for each sport in any one season. 
 
18. Foreign, Allied and Commonwealth Personnel. 
 

a. Officers and soldiers of foreign or allied armies who are attached to a unit for a period 
of six months or more are eligible to compete for that unit.  They are not eligible to enter 
Army individual competitions. 

 
b. Foreign nationals on the strength of HQ ARRC and other similar HQs may compete in 
Army sporting events under the following restrictions: 

 
(1) Teams of six: only one foreign national permitted. 

 
(2) Teams of seven or more: only two foreign nationals permitted. 

 
(3) No foreign nationals are permitted to enter Army individual competitions, Inter 
Service competitions or to represent the Combined Services. 
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19. ARTD Training Units.  Permanent Staff (PS) on the established strength of Training Units 
are eligible to compete for that unit.  Soldiers under Training (SuT) on Phase 1 Initial Training, (less 
those serving at Junior Entrant Establishments), are not eligible to compete for the unit or as 
individuals, regardless of the length of the course.  Soldiers on or awaiting Phase 2 Training, and 
those Phase 3 soldiers who are on courses of six months or more, are eligible to compete for that 
training unit. 
 
20. Army Junior Entrants.  SuT at Army Junior Entrant Establishments are eligible: to represent 
their unit in junior class events; to compete in individual Army Junior competitions/championships, 
subject to para 38 below; to compete for their unit in Army Junior team competitions, subject to 
para 38 below, but not in the same team as PS. 
 
21. Royal Military Academy Sandhurst (RMAS).  Both PS and Officer Cadets (OCdts) on the 
establishment of RMAS are eligible to represent the Academy; however combined teams of PS 
and OCdts are not permitted to enter Army Cup/Championship or qualifying competitions.  OCdts 
are not eligible to represent an Arm/Corps. 
 
22. Welbeck Defence 6th Form College.  PS Army personnel on the establishment of Welbeck 
College may apply for affiliation status to the nearest appropriate unit.  Students are not eligible to 
enter single Service competitions, except as ‘honorary’ competitors.  Students representing the 
College will do so according to their age, gender and specific sport’s NGB and ASCB Association 
and Union rules/laws. 
 
23. Army Reserve.  Army Reserve officers and soldiers are eligible to enter Army individual 
competitions, see Part 4 for further details. 
 
24. Regular Army Personnel Attached to Army Reserve Units.  Regular Army PS of an Army 
Reserve unit or formation may represent their Army Reserve unit unless exceptionally granted 
‘Affiliation’ status (see para 14-16 above). 
 
25. UOTC and DTUS Squadrons.  UOTC are Army Reserve units (see para 15 above) and 
Defence Technical Undergraduate Scheme (DTUS) Sqns are treated as Tri-Service Reserve units 
(see para 15 above), independent of each other and the Defence Academy.  See Part 4. 
 

a. Regular Army PS and students should compete for the UOTC or DTUS Sqn, unless 
exceptionally granted ‘Affiliation’ status (see para 16 above). 

 
b. Army PS, officers, Army bursars and OCdts compete for the UOTC or DTUS Sqn and 
are eligible to enter Army individual competitions, see para 24 above for further details. 

 
c. For all Other Service personnel para 18 above applies. 

 
d. Bursars and OCdts are not eligible to represent an Arm/Corps. 

 
26. Regular Recruiting/Liaison Staff.  Personnel selected as a Regular Recruiting/Liaison 
Staff, whose parent unit is not stationed in the UK, may represent the nearest unit of their own 
Regiment/Corps or be Affiliated (see para 16 above). 
 
27. Retired Officer/Military Support Function (RO/MSF).  RO/MSF are ineligible to compete in 
any Army qualifying competition.  They may, subject to specific rules of that sport, be allowed to 
compete in Formation domestic sports events that are not a qualifier for Army 
competition/championships. 
 
28. Resettlement/Terminal Leave.  Personnel on resettlement/terminal leave are eligible to 
compete for the unit to which they belong until the day prior to their discharge.  However, 
individuals wishing to participate in official sports activity should leave sufficient time between their 
last event/fixture in order to complete their final discharge medical. 
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29. Veteran/Masters Age Groups.  ASCB Sports Associations and Unions are responsible for 
determining their own eligibility regulations regarding age groups competing in Army and 
Arm/Corps competitions/championships.  NGB rules are to be observed where applicable. 
 
30. Civilians.  Civilians of any description, including civil servants, dependants, UKBCs, locally-
employed and guest teams are ineligible to compete in any Army team or individual competition.  
They may, subject to specific rules of that sport, be allowed to compete in other competitions that 
are not a qualifier for the Army championships, however, to do so, they must have their own 
personal accident and personal liability insurance as MOD will not accept liability. 
 
31. Mixed Competitions. 
 

a. Male/Female.  ASCB Associations and Unions are to abide by the respective NGB 
rules, laws or regulations regarding the playing of males and females in ‘Mixed Teams’ and 
when competing against each other in individual competitions.  Where there are no NGB 
rules, laws or regulations, Associations and Unions are to submit general and competition 
rules to Sec ASCB for approval. 

 
b. Junior/Adult.  ASCB Associations and Unions are to abide by the respective NGB 
rules and regulations regarding the playing of juniors and adults both together and against 
each other in team and individual competitions.  Where there are no NGB rules, laws or 
regulations, Associations and Unions are to submit general and competition rules to 
Secretary ASCB for approval, taking into account the level of physical contact and age 
advantage/disadvantage.  The policy and best practice guidelines for the care of Service 
personnel under 18 years of age is AGAI Vol 3 Ch 109 and 2011DIN01-223 which must be 
adhered to. 

 
Female Sport 
 
32. General.  For many units with female soldiers, especially those with few in number, the 
opportunities for Female Sport may be limited.  Nevertheless, every effort is to be made to ensure 
females have a sufficient range of sports to participate in that caters for their needs.   
 
33. Amalgamations and Affiliations.  Units that have insufficient female personnel to produce 
female teams are eligible to amalgamate with other teams.  The procedure to follow is given in 
para 13 above.  Individual affiliations are described in para 16 above. 
 
34. ASCB Responsibilities.  The ASCB Management Board has a female member to represent 
Female Sport.  The ASCB is to actively promote Female Sport by ensuring Front Line Commands 
and Bde sports competitions are given the necessary support to ensure success and maximum 
participation.  Whenever possible, an ASCB representative should be present and sufficient funds 
made available for prizes and administration costs.  A suitable officer should be identified and 
invited to present the prizes.  Army Sports Association and Union secretaries are to be actively 
involved, and offer assistance where necessary. 
 
35. Formation HQ Responsibilities.  Formation HQ PD Branches are responsible for ensuring 
there is a Female Focus on their Formation Sport Board.  Additionally, the formation HQ PD 
Branch is to ensure that amalgamated units for Female Sport are given every opportunity to 
compete in all Formation leagues, competitions and championships, which is inclusive of Army 
qualifying competitions/championships. 
 
36. Unit Responsibilities. 
 

a. Units with female serving personnel are to establish a Female Focus for sports, be it an 
Officer, Warrant Officer or SNCO who is to actively encourage female participation in all sub 
unit, unit and Army leagues/competitions/championships.  The Female Focus is responsible 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_109.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diiweb.r.mil.uk/NR/exeres/9D433AB9-9D31-4E37-9DB8-9C777F4E546C%2cframeless.htm�
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for all female sport in that unit.  The unit Sports Coordinator is responsible for ensuring units 
with which they are amalgamated are informed of the numbers and availability of 
sportswomen.   

 
b. The Female Focus is to ensure that those women who are interested in sport are given 
every opportunity to participate in unit, Formation and Army leagues, competitions and 
championships.  They are to liaise with other units and arrange a wide variety of sports to 
allow maximum participation. 

 
c. Unit sports officers are to ensure there are facilities to cater for women within their unit 
and in doing so provide sufficient sporting equipment and facilities for them to fully participate 
in sport.  If the unit have insufficient women to participate fully in a sport, the unit is to make 
provision for them to integrate and participate in training sessions with other females from 
local units or their male counterparts. 

 
37. Identification of Sportswomen.  Sports officers from units and Formation Comds are to 
inform Sec ASCB of any sportswomen who they think have high sporting potential and could be 
considered for inclusion in an Army team.  Sec ASCB is to forward their names to the relevant 
Army Association/Union, who will contact the unit and obtain specific details. 
 
38. Bde Competitions.  PD Branch staffs within Bdes are to actively promote sport and assist 
with the organisation of Bde competitions.  A Female Focus within the Bde is to be appointed to 
promote and encourage female participation.  The PD Branch is to maintain a record of 
competitions undertaken each year and is to produce a report to the Bde Comd and DASCB on the 
successes and achievements.  The Female Focus is to link in with other Bdes and arrange female 
competitions and events to increase the profile of women’s sport. 
 
39. Formation Competitions.  Formation HQ PD Branches are responsible for female 
amalgamations and actively promoting sport through competitions and fixtures in units that have 
female participants.  Results from competitions are to be forwarded to the appropriate Army Sports 
Sec with a copy to Sec ASCB.  Any notable achievements are also to be highlighted and made 
known to the respective Sports Secs. 
 
40. Female Festival of Sport.  Formation HQ PD Branches are to ensure a female ‘Festival of 
Sport’ event is organised annually for all units within their AOR.  They are responsible for 
nominating an organiser (preferably a female RAPTCI) and are to provide assistance and guidance 
where needed.  The competition is to consist of a variety of sports which are to include some or all 
of the following: swimming, volleyball, rounders, netball, football, cross country and basketball.  
Unit amalgamations are to be strongly encouraged and made as flexible as possible to allow and 
encourage maximum female participation. 
 
Claim on Players 
 
41. The order of priority of claim on players, both within and between sports, in the event of 
fixture clashes within a few days (dependent on that sport’s normal separation of fixtures) is: 
 

a. International/National representation (except when competing against the Army, when 
the Army shall have prior claim).  (In accordance with JSP 765 Service personnel not classed 
as being On Duty). 

 
b. CS representation. 

 
c. CS Juniors (aged Under 19, Under 21 and so on). 

 
d. Army representation. 

 
e. Army Juniors (aged Under 19, Under 21 and so on). 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
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f. County and Region.   

 
g. Regular Army, Army reserve or theatre e.g. BFG. 

 
h. Units in Army Cup ¼ Final stages and thereafter or single Army Championships. 

 
i. Corps. 

 
j. Teams selected by Associations and Unions that classed as an Army select team. 

 
k. Formations, Bde’s etc. 

 
l. Unit. 

 
m. Civilian Club (In accordance with JSP 765 – not on duty at any time.  In all cases COs 
and civilian club team managers are expected to arrive at amicable agreement; in the event 
of a dispute due to perceived variation in the importance of the fixtures.  Firstly the sport 
Association or Union should be approached and secondly the ASCB for resolution. 

 
National and International Athletes 
 
42. General.  The Army has a number of National and International sportsmen and women, a 
number of whom are Elite Athletes, who have had notable success in the Summer and Winter 
Olympics, World Championships, Commonwealth Games, European and International events.  
Commanders are to encourage and support individuals with sporting potential by giving them time 
to train in order to further develop their sporting prowess to national or even international level. 
 
43. Elite Athletes.  For the purposes of this AGAI, an individual is considered to be an Elite 
Athlete if they are selected to train full-time for at least six months of the year with a NGB. 
 
44. Identification and Authorisation.  The ASCB through the Formation, Corps Sport Boards 
and their Associations and Unions, is the focal point for the identification of potential Elite Athletes.  
The ASCB, in conjunction with the Army Elite Athletes Performance Manager (AEAPM), will 
determine who is deserving of elite status and will consult with all interested parties before 
reaching such a decision e.g. unit, NGB etc. 
 
45. Database.  ASCB is to maintain a database of Elite Athletes.  This will include information 
such as Special Paid Leave (SPL), funding, training, competition, NGB involvement etc. 
 
46. Manning Policy.  The Manning Policy for Elite Athletes is at Appendix 4 to this Annex.  For 
those on SPL, the justification for retaining an individual on SPL is reviewed by ASCB at 6-monthly 
intervals with further advice provided by APC. 
 
47. Funding.  Funding and admissible T&S costs incurred whilst detached from their unit shall 
be the responsibility of the parent unit.  Costs incurred in training and competing for the national 
team will be met by the NGB.  Non public funding is available in the form of an Olympic 
Competitor’s Grant or an International Competitor’s Grant from the Army Sports Lottery.  Further 
details can be found in 2013DIN10-003. 
 
48. Appraisal Reporting and Career Management.  Guidance by APC should be given to units 
who have Elite Athletes.  An officer from the individual’s parent unit must be nominated to act as 
the liaison officer for the duration the individual is absent from the unit.  The nominated unit officer 
is to ensure there is regular correspondence and communication with the ASCB and NGB who are 
looking after the individual.  Specific direction for annual appraisal reporting for Elite Athletes can 
be found within Para 2D2.25 - JSP 757 - Tri Service Guidance for Appraisal Reporting. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSsports/2013/2013DIN10-003.pdf�
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49. Duty Status.  Elite Athletes are ‘Off Duty’ when training with or competing for a NGB.  It is 
the responsibility of the NGB to provide personal accident and personal liability insurance cover, 
which is to be verified by the unit representative detailed in para 48.  Even though not on duty, 
servicemen and women who are competing at National and International events are to ensure they 
maintain the very highest standards and uphold the reputation of the Army throughout. 
 
50. Public Relations (PR).  COs who have Elite Athletes within their units are to ensure the PR 
opportunity is taken and the recruitment and retention benefits are exposed at every suitable 
occasion.  Where possible and within the security parameters they are to advertise the Army’s logo 
and be an ambassador for the Army.  This is especially important at meetings where there is media 
attention.  
 
51. Management Plan.  A Management Plan for each Elite Athletes should include a 
communications section.  This should be coordinated by Army Associations and Unions in 
conjunction with Defence Media and Communications and the NGB.  Where possible these 
individuals should be used to support ARTDs recruiting activities.  Details can be found in AGAI 
Vol 3 Ch 111 Professional Sportsmen and Women in the Army.   
 
Professional Athletes 
 
52. The procedure for Professional Athletes in the Armed Forces, exploiting the opportunities for 
Service personnel to receive financial reward for being members or trainers of civilian teams, for 
competing as individuals, or for administering or officiating at civilian competitions can be found in 
AGAI Vol 3 Ch 111 Professional Sportsmen and Women in the Army. 
 
Adaptive Sport 
 
53. Rehabilitation and Normalisation.  In the initial stages, AS programmes complement the 
rehabilitation of WIS Service personnel and facilitate their return to an active lifestyle.  Thereafter 
they offer the opportunity to: continue to participate in sport; gain coaching and officiating 
qualifications; provide a pathway to elite sport; and develop transferable skills that will, where 
appropriate, support the transition from Service to civilian life. 
 

54. Embedding Adaptive Sport.  AS is conducted within extant policy guidelines laid down for 
the conduct of Army sport.  Where feasible and appropriate, it should be embedded within able-
bodied programmes: using, wherever possible, existing military sports facilities, training expertise 
and resources; educating and training military personnel to integrate adaptive sport within existing 
sport programmes; and training WIS sportsmen/women to enable and support the delivery of both 
adaptive and able-bodied sport.  Where feasible and appropriate, adaptive and able-bodied sport 
should enable both able-bodied and WIS servicemen/women to participate alongside each other 
on equal terms. 

 
55. Challenge.  As in able-bodied sport, challenging the individual through carefully judged and 
managed competition is an integral element of ensuring that sport plays a key contribution to an 
individual’s rehabilitation pathway and normalisation. 
 
56. Sports.  Service AS programmes will focus, initially, on the following Paralympic sports: 
 

a. Alpine Skiing (incl Snowboarding). 

b. Archery. 

c. Association Football. 

d. Athletics. 

e. Basketball (Wheelchair). 

f. Biathlon/Nordic Skiing. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_111.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_111.pdf�
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g. Boccia. 

h. Canoeing. 

i. Curling (Wheelchair). 

j. Cycling. 

k. Equestrian (Dressage only). 

l. Fencing (Wheelchair). 

m. Goalball. 

n. Ice Sledge Hockey. 

o. Judo. 

p. Lawn Tennis (Wheelchair). 

q. Powerlifting. 

r. Rowing. 

s. Rugby (Wheelchair). 

t. Sailing (Off-shore & Dinghy). 

u. Swimming. 

v. Table Tennis. 

w. Target Shooting. 

x. Volleyball (Sitting). 

 
Appendices: 
 
1. Categories of Sport. 
2. Guidelines for Duty Status for Sport. 
3. Quarterly Sporting Potential Return. 
4. Elite Sportsmen/Woman Manning Policy. 
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APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX H TO CHAPTER 5 
CATEGORIES OF SPORT 

 

Sport/Activity RN Army RAF 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Angling (Competitive) 
a. Coarse 
b. Game 
c. Sea (Boat/Shore) 

 
See Note 1 
See Note 1 
See Note 1 

 
See Note 1 
See Note 1 
See Note 1 

 
See Note 1 
See Note 1 
See Note 1 

Athletics 
a. Track and Field 
b. Cross-Country 
c. Tug of War 
d. Marathon/Road 

 
Synopsis 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Synopsis 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Synopsis 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Archery Approved Approved Approved 
Association Football Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis 
Badminton Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Basketball Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Boxing Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Canoeing 

a. Sprint and Marathon 
b. Slalom 
c. Surf 
d. Wild Water Racing 
e. Polo 
f. Freestyle 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Cricket Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis 
Cycling  

a. Road/Time Trials/Track 
b. Mountain Biking Downhill & 

Cross Country 
c. Cyclo Cross 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
 
Recognised 

Equestrian 
a. Show Jumping /Eventing 
b. (Horse) Racing 

 
Recognised 
Approved 

 
Recognised 
Approved 

 
Recognised 
Approved 

Fencing Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Gliding  Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Golf Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Hang Gliding and Paragliding Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Hockey Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis 
Ice Hockey Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Judo Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Lacrosse Approved Approved Approved 
Lawn Tennis Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis 
Kite Surfing (see note 2) Recognised Recognised Recognised  
Martial Arts 

a. WTF and ITF Taekwondo 
b. Karate 
c. Weapons Kata 
d. Kendo 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Microlight Flying Other Other Recognised 
Modern Pentathlon Other Recognised Other 
Motor Sports: 

a. 2 Wheel Road 
b. 2 Wheel Trial 
c. 2 Wheel Enduro/Motorcross 

 
Recognised  
Recognised 
Recognised 

   
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised  
Recognised 
Recognised 
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Sport/Activity RN Army RAF 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

d. 4 Wheel Car Racing (Sprint & 
Circuit) 
e. 4 Wheel Navigation 
f. Rally 
g. Karting 

Recognised 
 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Recognised 
 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Recognised 
 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Mountaineering 
a. Outdoor Meets 
b. Indoor Climbing 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Netball Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis 
(Competitive) Orienteering Recognised Recognised (See 

note 3) 
Recognised 

Polo Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Power Lifting Approved Recognised Recognised 
Rackets Approved Approved Other 
Real Tennis Approved Approved Other 
Rounders Other Approved Other 
Rowing Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Rugby Football (League and Union) Synopsis Synopsis Synopsis 
Sailing 

a. Offshore 
b. Dinghy 
c. Windsurfing 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Sport Parachuting Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Squash Rackets 

a. Squash 
b. Racketball 

 
Synopsis 
Other 

 
Synopsis 
Other 

 
Synopsis 
Other 

Swimming  
a. Swimming 
b. Diving 
c. Water Polo 
d. Open Water 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 

Table Tennis Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Target Shooting 

a. Target Rifle 
b. Small Bore 
c. Clay Target 
d. Target Pistol 
e. Service Weapon 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Individual 
Training 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Individual Training 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Individual 
Training 

Ten Pin Bowling Approved Approved Approved 
Triathlon Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Volleyball Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Water Skiing/Wake Boarding Other Approved Recognised 
Waveriding/Surfing Recognised Recognised Recognised 
Winter Sports 

a. Alpine Skiing (Note 3) 
b. Snowboarding 
c. Bobsleigh 
d. Skeleton Bobsleigh 
e. Luge 
f. Toboganning(Cresta) 
g. Biathlon/Nordic (Note 4) 
 h.  Telemarking 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Approved 
Recognised 
Recognised 

 
Recognised  
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Approved 
Individual Training 
Recognised 

 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Recognised 
Approved 
Recognised 
Recognised 
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Notes: 
 
1. Travel at public expense to competitive angling fixtures is limited to two intra-Service fixtures, 
four single Service representative fixtures and four Combined Services fixtures per discipline per 
year approved by the appropriate Combined Services or Single Services Sports Board. Such 
fixtures are designated ‘Recognised Sport’.  All other competitive angling fixtures and angling 
events are designated ‘approved sport’ and travel to them is to be non-publicly funded.  
 
2. For the RAF, Kitesurfing includes the wider range of activities embraced by Powerkiting 
 
3. Army participation in competitions up to and including Corps and Divisional championships is 
designated’ individual training’ and is authorised by DTrg(A). Competing in the Army and Inter-
Services Championships and for CS Teams is classified as ‘recognised sport’ under the auspices 
of the Army Sport Control Board. 
 
4. Biathlon/Nordic.  Participation of the Royal Marines in Biathlon/Nordic activities can be 
designated as individual training. 
 
5. In addition, the RAF treats the following activities as ‘approved’ sports: 
 

a. Model Aircraft Flying 
b. Powered Flying 
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEX H TO CHAPTER 5 

GUIDELINES ON DUTY STATUS FOR SPORT 
 
SPORT 
CATEGORY 

NORMAL STATUS OF REGULAR AND 
RESERVE SERVICE PERSONNEL 

NOTES 

Events in 
“Synopsis” and 
“Recognised” 
sports authorised 
by a recognised 
Service 
Authority, i.e. CO 
or equivalent. 

On Duty when:  
a. Participating, officiating in, or 

organising authorised inter-section, 
unit, command/corps/ divisional, Single 
Service or Combined Services fixtures 
or meets. 

b. Participating in authorised unit 
competitions for individuals e.g. unit 
squash ladder.  

c. Attending such events as nominated 
Sports Association official.  

d. Travelling to and from such fixtures. 
e. Travelling to and from and participating 

in officially organised training for such 
events. 

Categorisation of “Synopsis” 
and, “Recognised” sports is 
reviewed annually by CSSB.  
“Authorised” means formal 
authorisation by Combined 
Services or Single Service 
Sports Board or Unit 
Commander.  
Authorisation for overseas visits 
can only be given by the 
Combined Services or Single 
Services Sports Board. 

Events in 
“Synopsis” and 
“Recognised” 
sports authorised 
by a recognised 
Service 
Authority.   

Off Duty:  
If the activity is not required to meet the 
primary aims of the authorised event, 
such as social events (Personal 
Insurance required). 

 

Events in 
“Approved” 
sports authorised 
by a recognised 
Service 
Authority.   

On Duty when: 
Participating, officiating in or organising 
authorised inter-Service or individual 
Service Championships. 
Off Duty:  
At all other times, including when 
participating in organised fixtures 
(Personal Insurance required).   

To be covered by the scheme, 
such championships must be 
authorised by Combined 
Services or Single Service 
Sports Board.   

Official Single 
Service and 
Inter-Services 
Championships 
in “Recognised” 
Army Winter 
Activity held 
overseas.   

On Duty when: 
a. Travelling to and from the authorised 

overseas destination. 
b. Taking part in official activities from 

departure from accommodation each 
day until completion of day’s formal 
competition, training or official’s duties. 

c. Attending formal briefings and 
presentations. 

Off Duty:  
Participating in activities outside 
competition or training events, including 
“free time” activities. 

To be covered by the scheme, 
such events must be authorised 
by Combined Services or Single 
Service Sports Board.  Further  
details on duty status can be 
found in 32014DIN07-092. 
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SPORT 
CATEGORY 

NORMAL STATUS OF REGULAR AND 
RESERVE SERVICE PERSONNEL 

NOTES 

Activities 
organised by 
Service Sports 
Associations 
other than those 
above.  

On Duty: 
a. Attending an authorised Association 

Committee meeting. 
b. Representing Service at meetings of 

Sports Regional or National Governing 
Body. 

c. Travelling to and from such meetings. 
Off Duty:  
Participating in activity not required to 
meet the primary aims of the authorised 
meeting, such as social events. 

To be covered by the scheme, 
such events must be authorised 
by Combined Services or Single 
Service Sports Board.   

Participation in 
activities 
associated with 
those 
categorised as 
“other” sports by 
Combined 
Services Sports 
Board.  

Off Duty Personal Insurance Required. 

Playing for or 
any involvement 
with a civilian 
team (including 
regional or 
national) or 
representing a 
regional/national 
body of sport.  

Off Duty Personal Insurance Required. 

Participation in 
any physical 
activity not 
defined in the 
Adventurous 
Training, 
physical 
exercise, or 
sports sections.   

Off Duty Personal Insurance Required. 
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Protect – Personal (When Completed) 

 

APPENDIX 3 TO ANNEX H TO CHAPTER 5 

QUARTERLY SPORTING POTENTIAL RETURN – ARMY INITIAL TRAINING UNITS1  

 

Number Rank Name 
Cap 

Badge 
Mobile No 
(Optional) 

Sport 
Sub-Discipline 
(if applicable) 

Competition/
Skill Level2 

Last Competitive 
Event 

Keen to Participate 
(Yes/No) 

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
 
To be returned electronically to Sec ASCB at: secretary@ascb.uk.com. 
 
Copy to: 
 
Army Elite Sports Performance Manager at: aespm@ascb.uk.com. 
SO1 PD DTrg (A), Army HQ at: ArmyTrg-ITrg-PhysDev-SO1@mod.uk. 

                                                           
1 RMAS, ITC(C) and ITG. 
2
 For example, Great Britain (Senior, Junior or Age Group), Home Country, County or Club (if part of Professional or Semi-Professional Sports Team). 

mailto:secretary@ascb.uk.com�
mailto:abillings@ascb.uk.com�
mailto:ArmyTrg-ITrg-PhysDev-SO1@mod.uk�
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APPENDIX 4 TO ANNEX H TO CHAPTER 5 
ELITE ATHLETES MANNING POLICY 

 
References: 
 
A. JSP 765. 
B. JSP 760. 
C. 2005DIN02-198. 
 
Aim 
 
1. To provide clear manning guidance for the management of ‘Elite’ Athletes. 
 
Policy  
 
2. In general, the Army will continue to support elite athletes by employing them in accordance 
with JSP 760.  Whilst the Army encourages personnel to engage in sports as officials (including 
coaches) it is less appropriate for them to do so full time for extended periods whilst in the paid 
employment of the Army.  The Army will in such circumstances consider sympathetically 
applications for career breaks; remuneration during such breaks is the responsibility of the 
individual to negotiate with the prospective employing organisation.  Where both athletes and 
officials aspire to shorter periods of full time engagement in sport, the provisions of Unpaid Leave, 
which can be granted by an individual’s CO, or Special Paid Leave, which is authorised by PS4(A), 
are considered entirely appropriate for such a purpose. 
 
Scope 
 
3. This policy is for any member of the Army1, officer or soldier2, who aims to compete, officiate 
or manage in a sporting capacity, at national or international level. 
 
Current Manning Mechanisms 
 
4. There are five manning mechanisms to facilitate individuals taking part in sports/competitions 
outside of the Army: 
 

a. Resilience Margin (ReM).  In accordance with Reference A, the discretionary element 
of the ReM allows for ‘Elite Athletes3 to train and compete at national level.  An individual on 
the ReM may be replaced for as long as the permanent liability allocated to that category is 
not exceeded.  Tri Service Policy is at 2009DIN01-203 or its linked successor.  

 
b. A Career Break (CB).  In accordance with JSP 760, JSP 765 and 2005DIN02-198, a 
CB can be granted if the criteria for ‘Elite sportsperson’ is not achieved or it is in the best 
interest of the individual and Army that the individual remains as a member of the Army but is 
remunerated by the organisation they represent.  An individual on a CB may be replaced for 
as long as the permanent liability allocated to that category is not exceeded. 

 
c. Special Paid Leave (SPL).  JSP 760 states, when a Service person has been selected 
to represent their country at competitive games and sports, team manage or officiate at 
competitions involving National Teams the governing body of the sport should initiate the 
application for SPL.  The principle will be that a Service person granted leave in this way will 
suffer no loss of official emoluments, but that equally they will not be placed in a position to 
make a financial profit from the period of leave.  An individual on SPL will not be replaced. 

 
                                                           
1  Army Reserve personnel competing at national level may be considered on a case by case basis (alternative manning mechanisms 
may be required to facilitate this). 
2  Duty status should be confirmed for compensation reasons in accordance with JSP 765. 
3
  There is no provision made within JSP 765 for officials or team managers. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP_760.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2005/DIN02198.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP_760.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2009/2009DIN01-203.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP_760.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2005/DIN02198.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP_760.pdf�
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d. Unpaid Leave (UPL).  Unpaid leave is a period of absence up to a maximum of 93 
days at any one time which does not merit the grant of Special Paid or compassionate leave.  
This type of leave may be appropriate for individuals voluntarily involved in 
national/international events.  An individual on UPL will not be replaced.  JSP 760 Chapter 
17 provides full details.   

 
e. Annual Leave Allowance (ALA).  In some instances individuals may use their ALA in 
order to officiate. 

 
Application Process 
 
5. The existing manning mechanisms remain the most appropriate method for managing 
manpower employed outside of the Army.  However, it is deemed appropriate to reiterate the 
procedure and define the qualification criteria: 
 

a. Process.  The process for applying to compete, officiate or manage in whatever 
capacity depends on the manning mechanism selected.  The list below highlights the 
authority for each mechanism.  Furthermore, every application must be fully supported by the 
individual’s A&SD, the Director of the ASCB and prospective employing organisation or NGB. 

 
b. Qualification Criteria and Authority.  The following should be used as a guide: 

 
(1) ReM.  Only ‘Elite Athletes’ selected for a national team will be considered for a 
position on the ReM.  ReM applications should be applied for through DM (A). 

 
(2) CB.  Event officials and team officials will be offered the opportunity to apply for a 
CB.  A CB should be applied for through the appropriate APC Board for officers (No 2, 
No 4 or No 5), or the Army Retirements Board (ARB) for soldiers. 

 
(3) SPL.  This is appropriate for competitors, event officials and team officials that do 
not require a significant time away from the Army to participate.  SPL should be applied 
for through PS4 (A). 

 
(4) UPL.  This may be appropriate for circumstances not covered by the other 
mechanisms.  UPL (up to a maximum of 93 days) can be agreed by the CoC. 

 
(5) ALA.  This may be appropriate for volunteers (marshals etc.) who will not 
compete or officiate but wish to be part of an event.  ALA can be agreed by the CoC. 

 
Reporting 
 
6. Any officer or soldier likely to be away from normal duties for a prolonged period is to be 
briefed by their CoC on the potential career implications of their absence.  ROs should seek written 
advice from the relevant APC Desk Officer, and formally discuss this with the individual concerned.  
Reports on participants are to be raised as follows: 
 

a. Officer/Soldier transferred to ReM.  Full annual AR. 
 

b. Officer/Soldier on CB.  No AR to be raised. 
 

c. Officer/Soldier on SPL, UPL or ALA.  Full annual AR. 
 
Considerations 
 
7. When deciding upon an application the following should be considered: 
 

a. What return of service is the Army likely to get from the individual?  

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP_760.pdf�
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b. When is the individual due to run out?  

 
c. What transferable skills will the individual bring back to the Army?   

 
d. If an individual is offered a CB, is the appointment sufficiently important to the NGB for 
them to remunerate the individual? 

 
e. What Media opportunities are available? 

 
Authority 
 
8. DM (A) is the authority for all applications. 
 
Point of Contact 
 
9. The point of contact for further queries is: 
 

a. Officers – SO2 Offr Plans 94393 6155.  
 

b. Soldiers – SO2 Sldr Plans 94393 6143. 
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ANNEX I TO CHAPTER 5 
FUNDING SOURCES AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT SPORT 

 
1. Sport as a core activity is supported from Public Funds, but is also dependent on Non-Public 
Funds, such as welfare grants, sponsorship and personal contributions. 
 
Public Funds 
 
2. In accordance with the criteria laid down in 2014DIN01-099.  Synopsis and Recognised 
Sports are eligible for Public Funding.  Approved and Other Sports are not eligible for Public 
Funding. 
 

a. Synopsis Sports.  Synopsis sports are common to all three Services and are those, 
by virtue of the large numbers of participants, to have facilities provided at public expense.  
Facilities are provided to a ‘scale’ as laid down in JSP 315, Scale 48.  Public funding is also 
admissible, within laid down criteria in the Status of Sports DIN, for equipment, travel, 
coaching courses and CILOR.  Participants in formally authorised events are considered to 
be ‘On Duty’ under the provisions and guidance of JSP 765. 

 
b. Recognised Sports.  Recognised Sports are those which do not justify being 
categorised as Synopsis Sports but nevertheless fully meet the criteria for public funding.  
They are largely common to all three Services.  Public funding is admissible, within laid down 
criteria, for equipment, travel, coaching courses and CILOR but not for dedicated facilities 
(e.g. pitches/courts).  However, facilities provided at public expense for other purposes, e.g. 
gymnasia, can be used.  Participants in formally authorised events are considered to be ‘On 
Duty’ under the provisions and guidance of JSP 765. 

 
3. Overseas Sports Tours/Visits.  No Overseas Sports Tour/Visit is eligible for Public Funding 
2012DIN10-036. 
 
4. SEPF.  The purpose of the SEPF (referred to as the Sports Equipment Grant (SEG)) in AGAI 
Vol 3 Ch 82 - Unit Amenity Provision is to raise the standard of welfare within the Army.  It is to be 
spent on sports equipment and clothing that cannot be obtained from official sources, for the 
benefit of serving officers and soldiers only.  SEPF is allocated annually by Army HQ through DTrg 
(A).  The main beneficiaries are the Formation HQs, who disaggregate funds to units with Army 
and Army Reserve personnel within their respective AORs and the ASCB, who allocates grants to 
Army Sports Associations/Unions. 
 
5. Driving to / from Sporting Events.  Participating in authorised sport (in accordance with 
JSP 800 Vol 5 Pt 2 Ch 2) involves the risk of fatigue or injury which may affect an individual’s 
ability to drive following the activity.  To mitigate the risk, the following driver options should be 
considered in order of priority: 
 

a. Provide a dedicated vocational non-participant driver. 
 

b. Nominate a non-participant driver. 
 

c. Identify all qualified drivers in the team to enable rotation of driving duties. 
 

d. Only authorise a single driver when there is no other option available. 
 
6. In all instances, drivers must assess their own ability to drive and take necessary breaks.  
Sporting activity is considered duty time and must be considered when calculating drivers’ hours 
limit (JSP 800 Vol 5 Pt 3 Ch 3). 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20130815.1/2013 Scale 48.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP765.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2012/2012DIN10-036.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_082.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Army/Publications/AGAI_082.pdf�
http://www.transportsafety.dii.r.mil.uk/articles/pmoArticle.asp?articleheader=JSP%20800%20Vol%205%20Edition%204.1�
http://www.transportsafety.dii.r.mil.uk/articles/pmoArticle.asp?articleheader=JSP%20800%20Vol%205%20Edition%204.1�
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7. Sports Journeys for Combined Military and Civil Clubs.  Civil Servants may be conveyed 
in MOD vehicles when participating in Joint Service / MOD Civilian sporting events, subject to the 
following provisions1: 
 

a. The majority of the team consists of Service personnel. 
 

b. MOD Civil Servants have been granted annual or special paid leave to attend the 
event. 

 
c. The transportation of MOD Civil Servants does not result in disproportionate extra 
costs. 

 
COs Attendance at Sporting Events.  Officers of the rank of Lieutenant Colonel or above, when 
holding command appointments and appointments as the head of a main staff branch, may use 
MOD vehicles to attend sporting events at which a team from a unit under command of the officer 
is competing (JSP 800).  There is however, no entitlement for COs to travel at public expense to 
Winter Sport venues; 2014DIN07-092 provides the relevant detail. 
 
8. Sports Events - Transport for Spectators.  If a unit team is participating in an authorised 
sporting event i.e. it is a sport recognised by a Service Sport Board of the appropriate Service, then 
CO / HoE may authorise the use of unit transport to convey spectators as long as entrance fees 
are not being charged for the event.  Only MOD personnel may be conveyed in the transport and 
the transport is only to be used for attendance at the sporting event i.e. return may not be delayed 
to attend a post event function.  A maximum distance of 60 miles each way from the unit to the 
event venue is permitted.  Any request for extending this distance must be requested through TLB 
/ FLC HQ transport staffs.  Spectator numbers will be limited according to available transport pool 
assets (hire, including backfill of vehicles is not permitted) and budgetary constraints. 
 
9. Sports Equipment.  MOD road transport may be used for the conveyance of sports 
equipment (e.g. boxing rings, gymnastic equipment etc.) to official events and displays provided 
that no entry fee is being charged. 
 
10. Towing Trailers for Authorised Sports.  The Regulations for towing trailers, either military 
or civilian, once the journey is authorised, are contained within JSP 800 Vol 5 Part 3 Ch 2. 
 
11. British Army Motoring Association (BAMA).  The use of Green Fleet (GF) vehicles to 
participate in officially organised BAMA events may be authorised by CO/HOE.  Vehicles leased or 
hired to the MOD (such as White Fleet (WF) vehicles) may not be used for event or sporting 
purposes; but they may be used as part of the administration or support requirement to the event 
only.  The use of all GF or WF vehicles must conform to the rules and regulations of JSP 800 and 
any subsequent orders issued by BAMA officials for each particular event. 
 
Non-Public Funds 
 
12. There is a large range of Non-Public Funds available in support of sport.  All Sports 
Secretaries, Corps, Units and Individuals may bid for Non-Public Funds.  Approved and other 
sports are only eligible for Non-Public Funding as defined 2014DIN01-099. 
 

a. Approved Sports.  Approved sports are those which do not meet, or have not yet met, 
fully the criteria for public funding, but which are considered by Single Service Sports Boards 
to merit support from Non-Public Funds.  Approved sports are not eligible for any public 
funding.  Participants are only ‘On Duty’ when representing their Service in events authorised 
by the CSSB or the ASCB for Combined or Single Service Championships and their CO.  At 
all other fixtures, participants are ‘Off Duty’ and thus, in order to participate at the highest 

                                                           
1
 Queries should be referred to Fin Pol. 

http://www.transportsafety.dii.r.mil.uk/JSP 800 Vol 5/JSP 800 Vol 5 ed 4.1/20100421-Part_3_Chapter_2_V1_WD4-U.doc�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINStraining/2014/2014DIN07-092.pdf�
http://www.transportsafety.dii.r.mil.uk/JSP 800 Vol 5/JSP 800 Vol 5 ed 4.1/20100421-Part_3_Chapter_2_V1_WD4-U.doc�
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level and represent their unit or Service, individuals have to fund their own participation 
during practices and lower level competitions. 

 
b. Other Sports.  Other Sports are those that do not fall into any of the above categories.  
Participants are not eligible for ‘duty status’.  Other Sports may, on occasions, merit support 
from Non-Public Funds.   
 

13. Welfare Funds.  Welfare Funds are available to provide recreational and sporting facilities, 
equipment and clothing for garrisons, stations or units.  They may not be expended on individuals 
or their families for charitable purposes or as a means of supplementing the pay of individuals.  
Welfare funds are not restricted to certain classifications of sports and can be applied for in 
addition to public funds.  Further information on Welfare funds as they relate to sport can be found 
at LFSO 3206.  The majority of welfare grants are made to units and Sports Associations/Unions. 
 
14. Funding Sources.  A table summarising details of major sources of Non-Public funding is 
available in LFSO 3206 - Welfare Funds. 
 

a. Nuffield Trust (NT).  The NT is a Tri-Service welfare charity.  Its aim is to make grants 
for the provision of welfare amenities of a sporting, social or recreational nature for the 
benefit of serving members of the Armed Forces. 

 
b. Army Central Fund (ACF).  The ACF is registered charitable fund from which grants 
are made for welfare purposes to benefit Army personnel and their dependants.  The ACF 
contributes to the ASCB for the benefit of sport throughout the Army. 

 
c. Army Welfare Grants Committee (AWGC).  The AWGC meets three times yearly to 
allocate grants to Field Army units for Sport and Welfare projects using dedicated funds from 
the ACF and NT. 

 
d. ASCB Charitable Fund.  The ASCB Charitable Fund awards grants to Sports 
Associations and Unions to assist with their annual running costs.  It also awards grants to 
Formation HQs for capital projects and other sport related activity.  Its income comes from 
the ASL and its investments.  Further details can also be found in 2013DIN10-031 or 
successor.   

 
e. Berlin Infantry Brigade Memorial Trust Fund (BIBMTF).  The BIBMTF provides 
funds for sports teams and individuals that are participating in sports tours and competing 
against overseas teams.  Units and individuals apply through Secretary ASCB who 
authorizes the application before forwarding it on to BIBMTF.  Applications are to be 
supported by a letter giving a financial breakdown and personal contributions made by the 
individual.  Details in 2013DIN10-037 or successor. 

 
f. Army Sports Lottery (ASL).  The ASL grants provide additional non-public funds to 
units and individuals who subscribe to the lottery.  Grants can be used to offset travel costs 
for teams and individuals when competing for their unit, Corps or Army in competitions 
overseas.  There are other grants available such as Olympic, World and Commonwealth 
Games Competitors grants and also International/National competitors’ grants.  Details in 
2013DIN10-003 or successor. 

 
g. Army Reserve Sport Fund.  The Army Reserve Sports Fund provides financial 
support to run Army Reserve Sport at all levels.  The fund is administered by Army Reserve 
Trustees, who meet annually to administer the fund to the best advantage of sport in the 
Army Reserve. 

 
h. Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ Associations (RFCAs).  The RFCAs provide 
‘discretionary’ grants on a case by case basis for Army Reserve Sport.  Bids are made 
through respective regional RFCAs. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3206.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3206.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSsports/2013/2013DIN10-031.pdf�
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i. Formation HQ Welfare Fund.  Welfare funds for the provision of welfare amenities of 
a sport and recreational nature for the benefit of soldiers and dependants serving within their 
area of responsibility are available.  Applications are made to the Formation HQ PD Branch 
for grants to offset sports tours for teams and individuals, equipment, prizes and the hire of 
facilities and officials for Div competitions; see Annex C for contact details. 

 
j. Regional Sport’s Fund.  The Regional Sports Fund has replaced the Division/District 
Sport Fund.  Sports funds are available to assist with the cost of running sport in certain 
circumstances. Further information can be gained from Sp Comd PD Branch or Formation 
HQ PD Branches. 

 
k. Regimental/Corps Funds.  Most Regiments and Corps have funds that can be given 
to provide sporting and recreation amenities, clothing and equipment for those units and 
individuals that contribute to the Day’s Pay Scheme.  Details can be obtained through the 
Secretaries of Regimental and Corps Associations. 

 
Sponsorship, Donations & Acceptance of Gifts 
 
15. Corporate support is an important source of income for Sport at all levels and is to be 
encouraged, however care must be taken with any legal or contractual obligations entered into.  
ASCB maintains a database for the Sports Associations and Unions and can give advice.  Further 
information and guidance on sponsorship, donations and gifts should be sought from JSP 462 Ch 
16 and Land Forces Governance Statement on Sponsorship. 
 
16. Sponsorship is the payment of a fee, or giving of a ‘benefit in kind’, by an organisation in 
return for the rights to an association with an activity, event, team, person or item.  This includes 
the use of, or placement of any commercial logo in conjunction with, any British Army badge 
included in the Authorised Badges Database on the Defence Brand Portal. 
 

a. Sponsorship can offer both the recipient and the sponsor benefits, but the key 
principles must be maintained: impartiality, honesty & integrity; avoidance of conflict of 
interest; safeguarding reputation; accountability; regularity & propriety; avoidance of 
endorsement of sponsor and/or their products. 
 
b. Where sponsorship is sought to defray the costs to MOD, normal rules laid down in 
JSP 462 Ch 9 apply. 

 
c. Sponsorship may be appropriate to reduce the Non-Public cost of sports activities; 
such agreements should not involve commitments in an official MOD capacity e.g. GOC or 
Commanding Officer, but as a representative of a non-Public body e.g. Sports 
Association/Union or PRI, not using official MOD letter headings. 

 
d. The names and logos of a range of military services, such as the MOD crest, the Army 
crossed swords and regimental cap-badges are all forms of MOD intellectual property.  
Sponsors are not permitted to use MOD and military trademarks without the endorsement of 
Director Defence Media and Communications and the express written approval of Defence 
Intellectual Property Rights (DIPR), through the Wider Markets Integrated Project Team in 
the Army HQ.  Units may use their own cap-badge for their own purposes, including 
producing sports equipment that is not for sale.  Further guidance is given in ABN 92-12 -
British Army Branding Identity Instructions. 

 
17. Donations are items which are voluntarily given or donated, without the expectation or reality 
of receiving anything in return (including logo placement) and are in effect the waiving of the right 
to receive payment.  The key principles must be maintained.  The rules on donations to MOD 
Public Funds are in JSP 462.  Donations to Non-Public Funds may also be appropriate.  
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP462.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP462.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121204.1/20121213-Sponsorship_LFCGS07_V2_LFRPSO3(2)-U.doc�
http://www.defencebrandportal.mod.uk/BMS/index.cfm�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP462.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/ABNS/2012/20121004 ABN 92-12 BABII.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/JSP462.pdf�
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Event Entry Fees 
 
18. Entry Fees.  Entry fees for Army organised competitions and events should be kept to a 
minimum, covering only the essential Non-Public Fund costs of administering the competition.  
Specifically they must pay the costs of medals and prizes, which are not to be paid from Public 
Funds.  ASCB Sports Associations/Unions, together with Formation HQs, are to ensure that costs 
are kept to a minimum and are to provide an annual account to the ASCB of how the entry fees 
have been spent. 
 
Charging for Use of Sports Facilities 
 
19. In principle, the Army provides free Garrison sports facilities for Synopsis Sports, which may 
be used for Recognised Sports.  However, with the advent of Private Finance Initiative (PFI) 
projects, officers and soldiers may be required to pay for personal use of a sports facility, 
depending on the PFI contract.  Service personnel must not be required to pay to use Garrison 
sporting facilities if they are part of an organised unit training programme or for representational 
sports teams’ training and competition.  Civilian Use of Services PT and Sports Facilities is 
authorised in accordance with 2011DIN01-050. 
 
20. Regional HQ PD Branches or Chairman of the sport concerned should where possible, de-
conflict the timing of their training/competition if it coincides with normal civilian usage of a PFI 
facility and may therefore incur a loss of income to the MOD.  However, if this is not possible, Army 
usage for Synopsis Sports has primacy. 
 

 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2011/2011DIN01-050.pdf�
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ANNEX J TO CHAPTER 5 
ARMY RESERVES 

 
Governance 
 
1. Army Reserve Sport currently comes under the control and administration of the ASCB, 
assisted by Secretary Army Reserve Sport who is responsible for: 
 

a. Organising Army Reserve and OTC championships, competitions and representative 
matches. 
 
b. Controlling and organising Army Reserve and OTC sport in conjunction with Fm HQ 
staff (RF Deputy Comds) and sport secretaries. 

 
c. Promoting Army Reserve and OTC team spirit and enhancing morale through 
competitions and sporting events. 

 
d. Administering funds to support Army Reserve and OTC sports. 

 
e. Improving Army Reserve fitness through participation in sport. 

 
Unit Sports 
 
2. The Army Reserve’s principal sports are currently: 
 

a. Basketball. 

b. Boxing. 

c. Cricket. 

d. Football. 

e. Hockey. 

f. Netball. 

g. Rugby (Union and League). 

h. Squash. 

i. Swimming. 

j. Volleyball. 

k. Winter Sports (Alpine and Cresta). 

 
3. With the exception of Winter Sports (Alpine), which is co-ordinated at unit level, there is a 
Secretary for each of these sports.  With support from Sp Comd PD Branch, the Secretaries are 
responsible for organising annual inter unit competitions and events and competitions at Army final 
level.  Competition/event details are published annually by respective Secretaries.  Other sports 
can be organised if there is sufficient interest and an Army Reserve Volunteer Secretary is 
available to undertake the administrative responsibilities. 
 
4. Army Reserve major and minor unit teams and individuals are eligible to enter Army 
competitions as detailed at Annex H. 
 
5. Regular Army competitions usually take place on a week day (routinely Wednesday 
afternoons) and this must be an Army Reserve unit’s first choice when considering participating in 
a league or knockout event.  Due to the nature of Army Reserve Service, Wednesday afternoons 
may not be possible, although some individuals will be available.  Accordingly, independent Army 
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Reserve competitions can be held.  National championships are organised and co-ordinated by 
respective Army Reserve sports Secretaries.  Sp Comd PD Branch, supported by Bde SO3 PD, 
are responsible for organising and co-ordinating any formation Army Reserve events, e.g. Bde 
Festivals of Sport. 
 
6. Army Reserve units are encouraged to compete against local sports teams to provide 
additional, more flexible sporting opportunities and to enhance community engagement. 
 
Representative Sport 
 
7. The eligibility of Army Reserve personnel to participate in sport at each level is dependent on 
their engagement type as detailed in 2013DIN01-197. 
 
8. To ensure that opportunities are not significantly reduced for Regular Army serving personnel 
to take part in Representative Sport, the following limits will be imposed on Army Reserve 
participation: 
 

Number of Players on the Field of Play Number of Army Reserve Players Allowed to 
Participate 

2 – 6 2 
7 – 11 3 

12 and above 4 
 
Travel 
 
9. Travel at public expense is admissible in accordance with current regulations as detailed at 
Part 6 and subject to affordability. 
 
Post-Season Reports 
 
10. Association/Union secretaries are to provide short bi-annual reports to Secretary Army 
Reserve Sport at the conclusion of the summer and winter sports seasons, to include the number 
of Army Reserve personnel who participated in each team and which matches they played in 
throughout the season. 
 
11. At the conclusion of the training year, Secretary Army Reserve Sport is to provide an annual 
report, to include detail on all known Army Reserve sporting events and levels of participation, to 
Secretary ASCB with a copy to SO2 AT/Sport, DTrg (A). 
 
Duty Status/Authorisation 
 
12. All Army Reserve Sports activities must be authorised by the CO or equivalent for soldiers to 
be placed ‘On Duty’.  The duty status and authorisation for requirements for sporting activity for 
Army Reserve is detailed in this AGAI and specifically in para 5.049 and 5.051.  Army Reserve 
sport organisers and participants are to be fully aware that sport, when sport is played on duty, 
does not always mean that public funding is available.  All sport eligible for public funding i.e. 
Synopsis and Recognised is allocated where budgets allow. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2013/2013DIN01-197.pdf�
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ANNEX K TO CHAPTER 5 
ADDITIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY INFORMATION 

 
1. Commanders’ Responsibilities.  With regard to H&S aspects for sport all Commanders’ are 
to consider the following:  
 

a. Duty Holding.  COs, as Duty Holders are responsible for their soldiers when 
participating in sport at whatever level.  It is imperative that COs assure themselves, in the 
first instance through the Event Instruction issued by the sporting event organiser, that the 
event is being conducted in accordance with Service and NGB policy/direction.  The 
importance of the event instruction cannot be overstated as it is the receipt and examination 
of this document by the CO that demonstrates his due diligence, as a Duty Holder, that risk is 
at ALARP1 and tolerable to him before they authorise their soldiers to attend (through unit 
Part One Orders).  Further guidance on Duty Holding can be obtained in para 5.024 and 
LFSO 3216.    

b. A formally recorded RA of sporting venues/facilities and all activities undertaken within 
them.  RA should be reviewed on completion of the sporting season to take account of 
lessons identified/learnt. 
 
c. Provide a safer environment by putting H&S measures in place as identified by the RA. 

 
d. Ensure that a SST, consisting of Safe Place, Safe Equipment, Safe Practice and Safe 
People (JSP 375, Pt 2, Vol 1, Ch 40), is initiated and adapted for all sports training and 
competitions and includes the welfare of any spectators. 

 
e. Ensure that the implementation of the policy is reviewed regularly (at least annually or 
any significant change which might affect safety) and monitored for effectiveness. 

 
f. Ensure that all coaches, officials and competent supervisors are given the appropriate 
level of training. 

 
g. Ensure all personnel both participants and officials are aware of, understand and 
comply with unit H&S policy for sport. 

 
h. Appointing a competent unit representative to oversee and assist with H&S 
responsibilities for the sport. 

 
i. Ensure there are emergency procedures in place and known by all unit personnel who 
are participating in sport. 

 
j. Provide access to adequate First Aid facilities, telephone and qualified medical 
assistance at all times. 

 
k. Ensuring that so far is reasonably practicable, all hazards are identified, assessments 
are carried out, appropriate actions taken and recorded. 

 
l. Reporting to the Unit H&S Officer all injuries or accidents sustained during any training 
or competition whilst on the unit establishment. 

 
2. Unit Sports Boards Responsibilities.  Units should establish a Sport Board which should 
undertake the following: 
 

a. Determine whether H&S development plans have been achieved. 

                                                           
1 A computation must be made by the owner in which the quantum of risk is placed on one scale and the sacrifice involved in the 
measures necessary for averting the risk.  HSE Guidance http://www.hse.gov.uk/risk/theory/alarpglance.htm refers. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/Ministry of Defence/20121121.1/LFSO_3216.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/20141210_P2_V1_Chapter_40_Military_Traininig.pdf�
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b. Check that risk controls have been implemented and are effective. 

 
c. Examine H&S management system failures, including accidents and incidents and 
reportable incidents. 

 
d. Promote training, effective supervision and implement plans and risk controls. 

 
e. Provide information that can be used to review and, where necessary, improve aspects 
of the H&S management system. 

 
f. Assess quality and implementation of H&S and Welfare policies for all inter  Coy/Sqn, 
unit teams and sports clubs that compete under NGB and Army Association/Union rules for 
training and competitions. 

 
3. Coaches’ and Officials’ Responsibilities.  All coaches and officials are responsible for 
ensuring that they conduct and supervise sport in a safe manner and within the regulations and 
guidelines of the appropriate Army Association/Union and NGB.  Coaches and officials are to 
ensure that the following criteria are met:  
 

a. Where possible coaches and officials should2 be qualified and current according to 
Army Sports Association/Union or NGB regulations and guidelines. 
 
b. All coaches and officials should be adequately insured by the unit, Army Sports 
Associations and Unions or NGB. 

 
c. Sport is to be conducted in accordance with the laws, rules and regulations of the Army 
Sports Associations and Unions or NGBs. 

 
d. All personnel who are officially participating in a recognised and authorised sport  are 
deemed to be ‘On Duty’ and are to be recorded as such. 

 
4. Individuals Responsibilities.  All Army personnel participating in sport in the capacity of 
competing, organising, coaching or officiating must consider relevant H&S requirements.  The 
1974 H&S at Work (H&SW) Act states “It shall be the duty of every employee whilst at work to take 
responsibility for the H&S of themselves and of other persons who may be affected by their acts 
and omissions at work.”  Therefore, they should consider the following: 
 

a. Take reasonable care for themselves and the H&S of others who may be affected by 
what they do or don’t do. 
 
b. Comply with the unit/establishment H&S policy. 

 
c. Correctly use all equipment provided by the unit/organiser. 

 
d. Ensure that anything provided for their health, safety or welfare is not interfered with or 
misused. 

 
e. Report any defect in the facility or equipment that they are or were using. 

 
f. Warn others of any potential H&S hazards that may affect them in participation of sport. 

 
g. If whilst playing sport, the facility or equipment becomes unsafe, place out of bounds to 
prevent potential injuries and inform the correct authority of their actions. 

                                                           
2 Certain elements of some sporting activities (such as Boxing and Rugby) require the attendance of a qualified coach to enable the 
activity to proceed.   
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h. Read all safety warning and instructions relating to the facilities and equipment that 
they are using. 

 
i. The use of Dietary Supplements (DS) is becoming more common especially by 
personnel deployed on Operations.  It is an individual responsibility to comply with UK Anti-
Doping Code by ensuring that the DS contains no prohibited substances.  Individuals are to 
be aware that practices such as concurrent use of a number of compliant DS (known as 
stacking) may result in a failure on Compulsory Drug Testing (CDT) or Anti Doping Test, as 
well as being unhealthy.  Further information is available in 2012DIN01-124 (Use of 
Supplements by Members of the Armed Forces) and ABN 47/13 (Army Policy on the use of 
Supplements by soldiers). 

 
5. RA.  The aim of a RA is to reduce as much as possible the potential for accidents to happen.  
The following should be considered: 
 

a. It is the Event Organiser/Coach/Official’s responsibility to ensure that the RA is made 
available to all participants/competitors and that key points are briefed to them prior to the 
event. 
 
b. During competitions, any significant or notable changes are to be notified to 
competitors at the earliest opportunity. 

 
c. Sports officers, whether they conduct and supervise sport in a unit, Bde or Div must 
have a RA for their particular sport.  In addition they are to revise their RA on the day of 
training, or competition, which is to include any environmental conditions and adjustments, 
which could affect the performance and health of those participating. 

 
d. Responsibility for First Aid cover lies with the organiser who should, for major 
competitions, notify the local emergency services of the event. 

 
e. All Service personnel participating in an officially recognised sport should be identified 
as being ‘On Duty’ and have their names recorded on Part One Orders. 

 
6. RA Considerations.  RA should identify normal hazards associated with the activity.  For 
sport these may include the following: 
 

a. Playing Surface.  Ensure that the playing surface on which the sport is taking place is 
suitable for the type of training/competition.  Beware of surfaces which may be slippery, 
uneven, have potential hazards nearby, or are not secure and therefore open to vandalism 
and defacing. 
 
b. Equipment.  Check all equipment before the commencement of training or 
competition.  If unsafe, place out of bounds and report to the appropriate authorities. 

 
c. Personal and Protective Equipment.  Ensure that all personnel participating wear the 
correct protective clothing applicable to their sport, which has been approved by the NGB or 
Army Association/Union.  Protective clothing should be checked for serviceability and 
correctly fitted. 

 
d. Extreme Weather Conditions.  During extreme weather conditions, training and 
competitions should be reviewed and modified in accordance with JSP 539. 

 
e. Pitch Side Medical Cover/First Aid and Emergency Procedures.  The appropriate 
level of pitch side medical cover should be provided for all competitions and where applicable 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINS Archive/2012/2012DIN01-124.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/ABNS/2013/20130606-ABN_47-13_Supplements-U.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/library1/DINSJSPS/20110714.1/20121101-8-AVB-JSP_539_V2.pdf�
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when training in high risk sports.  The correct emergency medical call out procedures must 
be known – the default should be to call civilian emergency med services (112 or 999). 

 
f. Health and Safety Notices.  Ensure that all H&S notices are read before commencing 
sports training or competitions. 

 
g. Drinking Water Facilities.  There should be a sufficient supply of drinking water, 
especially during conditions of hot weather. 

 
h. NGB Rules and Regulations.  Where dictated by NGB guidelines qualified 
coaches/officials are responsible.  However, when NGB guidelines do not stipulate a 
requirement for qualified coaches/officials the coach/official in charge of the 
training/competition is current and knows the rules and regulations of the sport.  If not 
competent the sport should not proceed. 

 
i. Poor Light.  Ensure that there is sufficient light to train and compete.  If training 
involves using floodlights, ensure that they are suitable for the training being undertaken. 

 
j. Fitness and Welfare of the Individual and the Opposition.  The coach/official should 
ensure that the training/competition is properly planned and at the right level of progression.  
Consideration should be taken into account of the fitness and welfare of participants, 
together with training previously undertaken, training that has been missed, the strength of 
the opposition and the ability of the participants to undertake the training required at the time. 
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ANNEX L TO CHAPTER 5 
UNIT GUIDE TO THE CONDUCT AND SUPERVISION OF SPORT 

AND THE PREVENTION OF SPORT INJURIES 
Scope   
 
1. This Guide is not to be used as an authority to conduct sport. 
 
2. COs have a duty of care to provide sports coaches and officials for the supervision and 
conduct of sport training and competitions.  This guide provides guidance to those who hold no 
sport coaching/officiating qualification but are considered to be competent and responsible enough 
to conduct and supervise training safely.  It will provide advice to assist in the supervision and 
conduct of Sport and reduce the likelihood of injury. 
 
3. This guide does not replace the requirement for qualified coaches and officials, but should be 
used as an interim measure prior to sending a competent and interested individual on a recognised 
and official sport coaching course. 
 
Aim 
 
4. The Unit Guide to the Conduct and Supervision of Unit Sport and the Prevention of Sport 
Injuries is to complement and not replace existing guidelines from Unit Sports Boards and 
documents that sport coaches and officials currently use when conducting Sport in the unit. 
 
Conduct and Supervision 
 
5. Plan a Training Programme for Individuals and Teams.  A well planned training 
programme that has been Risk Assessed will contribute to success on the field of play and reduce 
the likelihood of injuries.  Consider the following when planning a programme: 
 

a. What are the short and long-term goals?  Are they realistic and achievable? 
 
b. Each sport has different physical requirements and should be treated differently with 
goals and expectations reflected accordingly. 
 
c. Avoid consolidated blocks of training as the intensity could overload the body and 
cause injury. 
 
d. The programme must be progressive and reflect the time and commitment of the 
individual/team. 

 
6. Frequency and Intensity of Training.  The appointed individual should aim to get their 
team fit to play competitive sport.  Although playing sport will assist in developing fitness, it will not 
maintain or enhance fitness levels further.  When planning and conducting a training session you 
should consider the following: 
 

a. Seek appropriate guidance from qualified coaches or PT staff. 
 
b. Only conduct three quality training sessions per week with sufficient rest and recovery 
between each session. 
 
c. Ensure that the correct muscle groups are exercised for the required sport.  A general 
all round fitness build up should be initiated at the beginning of the season, followed by a 
specific schedule of training for the competitive part of the year. 
 
d. Temper training with gender, age, fitness and experience of the individual.  Do not 
expect all personnel to be at the same fitness levels.  Stream individuals into ability groups to 
ensure appropriate levels of intensity. 
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e. Only compete and play matches once or twice a week.  Intensive training sessions 
should not be conducted the day prior to a match/competition. 
 
f. Only a light intensity session should be conducted the day prior to a competition. 
 
g. Try to train the same time each day with the same recovery between sessions. 
 
h. Coach correct techniques and progressions. 
 
i. Individuals who are injured or unwell should seek advice from a doctor or 
physiotherapist.  Exercise only those muscle groups that are not affected by the injury. 

 
7. Know Your Players.  It is important that whoever is supervising the training session knows 
the capability and ability of the individuals being coached.  Both the safety and development of the 
individual are equally important.  To be effective you must: 
 

a. Ensure currency regarding knowledge of the sport.  This will give the supervisor 
credibility and assist with bonding the team together. 
 
b. Know the capability, strengths and weaknesses of your team and individuals. 
 
c. Do not treat individuals like mini professionals.  The physical condition and ability of the 
individual will determine the amount and intensity of training they are capable of undertaking. 
 
d. Know the limits of the individual and team.  Only progress in training when the 
individual/team is ready. 
 
e. Ensure younger players are not exposed to playing against older more senior and 
experienced players unless they are of the similar standard. 

 
8. Do Not Train.  Individuals are not to undergo intensive training for sport if: 
 

a. They are injured and training is likely to aggravate the injury. 
 
b. They are feeling unwell or are under medication. 
 
c. They have just eaten a substantial meal (less than two hours before). 
 
d. They are tired, hungry or dehydrated. 
 
e. Their concentrations are low and they are not focussed on training. 
 
f. They are not sufficiently warmed up. 
 
g. Extreme climatic conditions are likely to affect training (i.e. hot/humid conditions will 
increase perspiration leading to dehydration or muscle cramp; cold conditions could increase 
the potential for muscle tears).  JSP 539 - Climatic Injuries in the Armed Forces Prevention 
and Treatment provides further direction. 
 
h. There are slippery or uneven pitch/court/track surfaces that are likely to make running 
and stability difficult resulting in ankle inversion and muscle tears. 
 
i. There is poor visibility from fog, bright sunshine or darkness.  Individuals must wear 
reflective clothing when running at night on roads.  Running alone whilst using iPods etc, 
especially at night, is not recommended. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP539ClimaticInjuriesintheArmedForcesPreventionandTreatment.aspx�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP539ClimaticInjuriesintheArmedForcesPreventionandTreatment.aspx�
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j. A RA has not been conducted and you are unsure as to the safety requirement for the 
activity. 

 
9. Warm Up and Cool Down.  To improve performance and reduce the likelihood of injury, a 
warm up and cool down must be included in every training session. 
 

a. A Warm Up should include: 
 

(1) Activities to gradually and sensibly increase body temperature and general 
circulation (steady state running 10 mins). 
 
(2) Mobility of all joints, but predominately those utilised within the sport. 
 
(3) Flexibility of specific muscle groups predominately utilised within the sport. 

 
b. An effective Cool Down will aid recovery and reduce the potential for stiffness.  It 
should include: 

 
(1) Light running to allow the heart rate to gradually return to its normal rate. 

 
(2) The inclusion of mobility and flexibility exercises to help retain a good range of 
movement. 

 
10. Nutrition and Dehydration.  The body needs fuel in order for it to perform.  If the right 
nutrients are not getting to the muscles they will not perform to their maximum.  Whilst training 
ensure that the following are adhered to: 
 

a. Drink at least 2.4 litres of fluid a day and an extra litre during hard exercise and hot 
conditions. 
 
b. Eat a balanced diet that includes plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables. 
 
c. Replace energy sources after exercise with carbohydrates e.g. bread, pasta, bananas 
(within 20 mins after training). 
 
d. Avoid alcohol the night before any training session. 

 
11. Safe System of Training for Sport.  An appointed competent person should be aware of 
the safe systems of training1, they are as follows: 
 

a. Safe Person.  An individual who has received the appropriate information,  instruction 
and supervision to carry out specific tasks. 
 
b. Safe Equipment.  Supervisors of sport must ensure that the appropriate equipment is 
used and is safe and maintained. 
 
c. Safe Practice.  Practices are conducted in accordance with Service regulations and in 
accordance with the laws laid down by the sport’s National Governing Body (NGB). 
 
d. Safe Place.  A safe place is one where safety controls have been put in place and 
have been identified by a site-specific RA. 

 

                                                           
1
 JSP 375, Pt 2, Vol 1, Ch 40  
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12. RA.  RAs are a safety measure conducted by the coach or competent supervisor prior to the 
commencement and during the activity.  The following guidelines should be assessed prior to 
training/competition commencing: 
 

a. Check that the whole team is medically fit and capable of training to the levels 
expected. 
 
b. Know the opposition and their strengths. 
 
c. Check that all playing surfaces and equipment are safe to use. 
 
d. Check on weather conditions, especially in extreme heat or cold.  Check the Wet Bulb 
Globe Temperature (WBGT) reading within one hour of training or competition. 
 
e. Ensure an appointed/competent person is present. 
 
f. Ensure your team has and wears the correct clothing, footwear and protective 
equipment, etc. 
 
g. Ensure there is a first aid facility and emergency procedures are in place. 
 
h. Ensure drinking water is available and close to the training/competition facility. 
 
i. Ensure that all RAs are kept secure in case an injury occurs. 

 
13. Facilities.  The appointed individual must consider the following points when planning a 
training programme: 
 

a. Adequate playing surfaces, lighting, heating and environmental conditions will have an 
impact over where and when it is best to train. 
 
b. The location and time when facilities are available to use. 
 
c. The safety and serviceability of the equipment and floor surfaces.  Are they suitable for 
the sport being played? 
 
d. Avoid using advanced equipment for inexperienced players. 
 
e. The supervisor must be familiar with the equipment, facilities and surroundings. 

 
14. Correct Clothing and Equipment for the Sport.  It is essential to ensure those participating 
in sport are equipped correctly and safely.  Wearing inadequate or inappropriate clothing can 
increase the likelihood of injury.  You should consider the following requirements prior to the 
session commencing: 
 

a. Is the protective equipment used by the individual and team safe, fitted correctly, 
adequate and recognised by the Service and or NGB? 
 
b. Ensure where applicable mouth guards and protective equipment are worn. 
 
c. Does the team clothing (strip) meet the requirement of the unit, is it practical and does 
it afford the necessary protection? 
 
d. Is the footwear suitable for the sport being played? 
 
e. All jewellery should be removed or taped to avoid injury to both the player and 
opponent. 
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f. If you are using unfamiliar equipment/facilities read the safety notices beforehand. 
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ANNEX M TO CHAPTER 5 
MINIMUM MEDICAL COVER REQUIREMENT FOR UNIT LEVEL COMPETITIVE SPORT 

 
1. The table below details the minimum medical requirements for unit level competitive sport.  
Context for the meaning of columns c and d can be found below the table.  
 

Ser Sport 

Residual Risk 
Factor1: 

High, Med or Low 
 

Minimum 
Medical Cover 

 

Remarks 
 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Synopsis Sports 

1 
Athletics - Track and Field 
Athletics - Cross Country 

Med 
Low

3 
Account for all 
competitors 

2 Association Football Med 3  
3 Cricket Med 3  
4 Hockey Med 3  
5 Lawn Tennis Low 3  
6 Netball Med 3  
7 Rugby Union/League High 1  
8 Squash Med 3  

Recognised Sports 

9 
Angling – All disciplines less 
Sea 

Low
High 

3 
 

10 Badminton Low 3  
11 Basketball Med 3  
12 Boxing High 1  
13 Canoeing High 2  
14 Cycling Med 3  
15 Equestrian/Show Jumping High 2  
16 Fencing Med 3  
17 Gliding High 3  
18 Golf Low 3  
19 Hang and Paragliding High 3  
20 Ice Hockey Med 3  
21 Indoor Climbing Low 3  
22 Judo/Martial Arts High 3  
23 Marathon Road Running Med 3  

24 Modern Pentathlon 
High 

Med 
2 
3 

Equestrian element 
Other disciplines 

25 
Mountaineering – Outdoor 
Meets 
Sport Climbing 

High 
 

Low
3 

 

26 Motor Sports – All disciplines High 3  
27 Polo Med 3  
28 Powerlifting Low 3  
29 Rowing Med 3  

30 
Sailing: Offshore/Dingy 
Windsurfing and Kite Surfing 

High 3 
 

31 Sport Parachuting High 3  
32 Surfing Low 3  

33 
Swimming/ 
Water Polo and Diving 

Low
3 

 

                                                           
1 Taking into account normal risk controls. 
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34 Table Tennis Low 3  
35 Target Shooting Low 3  

36 
Triathlon Med 

3 
Account for all 
competitors 

37 Tug of War Med 3  
38 Volleyball Med 3  
39 Wave Riding/Surfing Low 3  

40 Winter Sports High 1 
Alpine, Snow Board, 
Bobsleigh, Skeleton,
Telemark & Luge 

Approved Sports 
41 Archery Med 3  
42 Equestrian: Horse Racing High 2  
43 Lacrosse Med 3 CMT preferred 
44 Rackets Med 3  
45 Real Tennis Low 3  
46 Rounders Low 3  
47 Water Skiing/Wake Boarding High 3  
48 Winter Sports High 1 Cresta 

Individual/Collective Training 

49 Orienteering Med 3 
Account for all 
competitors 

50 Winter Sports High 1 Biathlon/Nordic 
 
Residual Risk Factor 
 
2. Residual Risk is the level of risk remaining after regulatory controls have been applied to the 
normal hazards of the sport.  The Acceptable2 Residual Risk has been categorised as: 
 

a. High: There is still significant risk of injury or danger associated with normal conduct of 
the sport.  Officials and participants must understand this and remain alert at all times to 
them occurring, being prepared to take preventative or restorative action. 

 
b. Medium.  There is still risk of injury or danger associated with normal conduct of the 
sport.  Officials and participants must understand this and remain alert at all times to them 
occurring, being prepared to take preventative or restorative action. 

 
c. Low.  There is low risk of injury or danger associated with normal conduct of the sport.  
However officials and participants must remain alert at all times to them occurring, being 
prepared to take preventative or restorative action. 

 
3. Minimum Medical Cover Requirements 
 

1 
Ambulance (within 10 mins), Doctor (with resuscitation/BATLS qualification or supported by 
so qualified military medic or civilian paramedic), airway management and spinal board 
equipment and Risk Assessment. 

2 
Ambulance with medical staff, appropriate First Aid Kit (including spinal board equipment), 
mobile phone, number to nearest Accident and Emergency unit and Risk Assessment. 

3 
MATT 3 BCD Level 2 trained personnel present, appropriate First Aid Kit, mobile phone, 
number to nearest Accident and Emergency unit and Risk Assessment. 

 
4. MATT 3 BCD Level 2 covers the following subjects: 
 

                                                           
2 JSP 375, Pt 2, Vol 1, Ch 40 refers. 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT03BattleCasDrills.aspx�
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a. Conduct Adult Basic Life Support (External Cardiac Compression & External Artificial 
Respiration). 

 
b. Treat a casualty with breaks and dislocations. 

 
c. Treat a casualty with burns. 

 
d. Treat a casualty with heat/cold injury. 

 
e. Treat a casualty suffering from the effects of shock. 

 
f. Implement accident management. 

 
g. Conduct casualty management. 

 
h. Treat an unresponsive casualty. 

 
i. Treat a casualty who is bleeding. 

 
5. The First Aid Kit must be appropriate to the usual type and level of injuries caused in that 
sport. 
 
Other Sports 
 
There are a number of sports that are not listed above that in accordance with 2014DIN01-099 
(Status of Sport in the Services) are classified as ‘Other Sports’.  These should have a minimum of 
MATT 3 BCD Level 2 trained personnel present, an appropriate First Aid Kit and a mobile phone 
with contact numbers of the nearest Accident and Emergency units.  A risk assessment must be 
undertaken prior to the commencement of any competition or training taking place. 
 
Further Guidance 
 
6. Units should contact the Army Sports Associations & Unions for advice on the requirement 
for additional medical cover. 
 
7. Army Sports Associations and Unions are to contact their NGB annually to identify any 
changes to risk assessments and First Aid requirements for their sport. 
 

http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/corporate/DINSpersonnel/2014/2014DIN01-099.pdf�
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/Organisations/Orgs/Army/Organisations/Orgs/cfdt/Organisations/Orgs/DTrgA/IndividualTraining/Pages/MATT03BattleCasDrills.aspx�
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ANNEX N TO CHAPTER 5 
PAN-ARMY REPORTING PROCESS FOR SPORT 

Authorities 
 
1. The ACA&I for Sport is DTrg (A).  He is required to provide functional advice to the CoC and 
actively monitor compliance with that advice through formal reporting, consultation and inspection.  
Functional advice includes Army Policy for the conduct of Sport and the setting of standards, 
adherence to which will ensure: legal and statutory compliance; fulfilment of the Army’s duty of 
care; and achievement of levels of operational capability required by the CoC.  On behalf of DTrg 
(A), SMAA RAPTC provides the AIS role.  He is responsible to DTrg (A) for inspecting and 
reporting whether Sport activity that falls within the competence of the ACA is completed in line 
with its advice or direction.  The AIS reports to DTrg (A) any failures in compliance and monitors 
progress to address such failures.  The DTrg (A) reports directly to the Army Inspector. 
 
Aim 
 
2. The aim is to establish a consolidated reporting process for Lessons Identified (LI) during the 
delivery of Sport to be taken to a single forum for analysis.  There will be a joined-up (pan-Army) 
process to collate and use this information in order to: ensure a Safe System; review policy when 
required; and improve the delivery of Sport.  With a consolidated process for measuring, reviewing 
performance and providing quality assurance for the delivery of Sport, the AIS will be able to brief 
the ACA confidently whether the governance mechanism for Sport is functioning in accordance 
with both military and civil regulations. 
 
Investigation of Accidents and Incidents Relating to Sport 
 
3. LAIT.  The LAIT is established to investigate and report the circumstances and causes of all 
fatal and potentially life threatening accidents.  The recommendations and follow-up work from 
these investigations is comprehensive and proven to work. 
 
4. AINC.  Incidents and/or accidents resulting in an individual taking three or more days away 
from their workplace are reported to the AINC.  In the past, AINC statistics relating to Sport/AT 
have been misinterpreted, thus presenting a distorted picture of the number of Sport/AT 
incidents/accidents across the Army.  To avoid this, SO3 PD LAIT will interrogate and classify the 
AINC incident reports to ensure that these incidents are recorded under the correct headings and 
with context. 
 
Pan-Army Reporting Process for Sport 
 
5. The Army Sport reporting process will be broken down into four stages; for ease of reference 
there is a reporting flowchart at Appendix 1 to this Annex. 
 
Stage 1 
 
6. Sport Lessons Identified (LI) from Units.  LI by units during the conduct of Sport will be 
discussed and recorded at all Unit Sport Board meetings with best practices and outstanding 
issues staffed to Formation HQ: urgent issues should be staffed separately, whilst the PDI report 
will be the mechanism for non-urgent issues. 
 
7. Sport LI from AINC Reports.  SO3 PD LAIT interrogates all AINC reports and analyses 
collated sport incidents, both for specific data and to identify trends. 
 
8. PDI Reports.  As part of the PDI reporting process there is a section specifically for Sport, 
which provides Formation Commanders with information on all unit sporting issues, including 
participation, areas of noticeable success, LI and concerns.  Formation HQs submit a consolidated 
PDI report annually to DTrg (A).  SO2 AT/Sport DTrg (A) consolidates Formation returns and 
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reports to the ASCB Steering Committee meeting bi-annually and the AIS for inclusion in his report 
to the ACA. 
 
9. Formation Sport Reports.  Formation HQs report annually to the ASCB highlighting 
sporting events and issues over their sporting calendars. 
 
Stage 2 
 
10. ASCB.  The ASCB supports DTrg (A) in accordance with its Charter, the ASCB provides: 
functional advice to the CoC and coordinates the provision of SME advice for individual sports 
when required, with staffed solutions and recommendations for action on the various training 
issues raised.  The DASCB chairs the ASCB Steering Committee meetings1.  The Steering 
Committee comprises; Dir ASCB, Sec ASCB, Sec Army Reserve Sport Board, Sec BA(G) Sport 
Board, SO2 AT/Sport DTrg (A) and SO2 PD HQ Sp Comd.  SO3 PD LAIT is in attendance when 
required to do so.  Sec ASCB calls for Formation Sport reports prior to each Steering Committee 
meeting. 
 
11. DTrg (A).  SO2 AT/Sport DTrg (A) is a permanent member of the Steering Group Committee 
and calls for and collates the AINC summary report and PDI summary reports (including LI).  The 
issues that arise out of the AINC report and PDI reports will be discussed at Steering Group 
meetings.  Recommendations from discussions will be taken forward to Stage 3 below. 
 
Stage 3 - ASCB Steering Committee 
 
12. The ASCB Steering Committee is a single-Service forum to provide the link between Sport 
users, the CoC and staff.  The Steering Committee provide SME advice to assist in the formulation 
of pan-Army Sport, review current Service policies that will affect the delivery of Sport within the 
Army, act as a forum for the development of “best practice” in Sport Army wide and provide a 
medium for PD Branch staff to give feedback or to discuss any issue or initiatives that they have 
regarding Sport policy and its implementation. 
 
13. “Sport H&S Issues” is a standing agenda item on all Steering Committee meetings and 
receives input from: 
 

a. DTrg (A) presents recommendations from LI to the Steering Committee. 
 

b. DTrg (A) presents summary of PDI reports to Steering Group (Sep meeting only). 
 

c. SO3 PD LAIT presents recommendations from AINC reports to the Steering Group 
(When necessary). 

 
d. ASCB presents summary of Sport Reports to Steering Committee. 

 
14. The Steering Committee have a number of options when dealing with the recommendations 
from committee meetings, they are: 
 

a. Delivery of Training Issues.  If the recommendation/s is/are training related and 
endorsed by the Steering Group they have three options: 

 
(1) Army Sport Issue.  If the training issue has an Army implication the ASCB 
should present the issue with a recommendation to the Army Sports Association/Union 
concerned. 

 
(2) Tri-Service Sport Issue.  If the training issue has a Tri-Service implication the 
ASCB should present the issue with a recommendation to the CSSB. 

                                                           
1
  The ASCB Steering Group Committee meets three times annually. 
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(3) NGB Issue.  If the training issue has a NGB implication the ASCB should present 
the issue with recommendations to the NGB concerned. 

 
b. Policy Issues.  If the recommendation/s is/are related to Sport Policy and agreed by 
the Steering Group they have two options: 

 
(1) Army Sport Policy.  If the policy issue has an Army implication the Steering 
Committee should present the issue to the DTrg (A) for direction and resolution. 

 
(2) Tri-Service Policy Issue.  If the policy issue has a Tri-Service implication the 
ASCB should present the issue to the CSSB for direction and resolution. 

 
Stage 4 – Report to Army Inspector for Sport 
 
15. To complete the reporting process DTrg (A) will staff a report from all ASCB Steering 
Committee meetings, to include information on Formation Sports Reports, PDIs and LI through the 
conduct of Sport to the AIS, who reports directly to the Army Inspector. 
 
Summary 
 
16. There is a requirement to have in place a process for measuring and reviewing safety 
performance in Army Sport.  This reporting process for LI during the delivery of Sport across the 
Army that uses the ASCB Steering Committee infrastructure as a simple, effective and a cost 
neutral way of ensuring Army Sport conforms to the H&S guidelines, provide information that can 
be used as best practice across the Army and provide additional information for the AIS. 
 
Appendix: 
 
1. Pan-Army Reporting Process for Sport – Flowchart. 
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APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX N TO CHAPTER 5 
PAN-ARMY REPORTING PROCESS FOR SPORT – FLOWCHART 

 
Stage Activity Action by 

1 a. LI during the conduct of Sport will be discussed at all Unit 
Sport Board meetings with issues staffed to Formation HQ1. 

b. SO3 PD LAIT interrogates and analyses the AINC reports 
for Sport related incidents. 

c. Formation HQs prepare summary of PDI Sport reports for 
DTrg (A) and Sport report for ASCB. 

Formation HQ, all Units 
 
 
SO3 PD LAIT 
 
 
Formation HQs 

2 a. DTrg (A) calls for SO3 PD LAIT AINC report.   

b. DTrg (A) calls for Formation PDI reports (which include LI).   

c. ASCB calls for Formation Sport reports2.   

SO2 AT/Sport DTrg(A) 
 
SO2 AT/Sport DTrg(A) 

ASCB 

3 a. DTrg (A) presents recommendations from LI to the Steering 
Group. 
 
b. DTrg (A) presents summary of PDI reports to Steering 
Group. 
 
c. SO3 PD LAIT presents recommendations from AINC reports 
to the Steering Group. 
 
d. ASCB presents summary of Sport reports to Steering Group.
 
e. Steering Committee Members discuss LI, AINC, PDI and 
Formation Sport reports and take the following action. 
 

(1) Delivery of Training Issues – If the training issue has a 
tri-Service implication the Steering Committee should 
present the issue with a recommendation to ASCB, CSSB 
or NGB respectively.   

 
(2) Policy Issues – If the policy issue has an Army 

implication the Steering Committee should present the 
issue to DTrg (A) for direction and resolution.  If the policy 
issue has a Tri-Service implication the Steering 
Committee should present the issue to the CSSB for 
direction and resolution.   

SO2 AT/Sport DTrg(A) 
 
 
SO2 AT/Sport DTrg(A) 
 
 
SO3  PD LAIT 
 
 
ASCB 
 
Steering Group 
 
 
Steering Group 
Chairman 
 
 
 
Steering Group 
Chairman 

4 a. DTrg (A) Staffs ASCB Steering Committee Report to AIS to 
include Formation Sports Reports, PDI Reports and LI during 
the conduct of Sport, for further onward transmission to the 
Army Inspector. 

SO2 AT/Sport DTrg(A) 
 

 

                                                           
1
 For non urgent issues the PDI will be the mechanism for reporting.  Urgent issues should be staffed separately. 

2 Copy to DTrg (A). 
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